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Abstract
If a large-scale software system is to be dependable and maintainable it must
be correct. That is, it must satisfy its specification. Unfortunately, ensuring
correctness typically requires extensive formal proofs. The complexity of these
proofs, which usually require the application of mathematical induction, is such
that their manual construction is prohibitively expensive. The wide-spread de¬
velopment of dependable and maintainable software is therefore, at least in part
predicated on the construction of automatic theorem provers capable of mecha¬
nising these proofs.
An important problem that any such automatic theorem prover must solve is
the construction induction schemata that will allow inductive proofs to succeed
- appropriate induction schemata. This thesis further develops existing work on
the construction of appropriate inductions due to Boyer and Moore.
A rational reconstruction of Boyer and Moore's algorithm for constructing -
dual inductions is used to develop an enhanced algorithm suitable for a wide
variety of logics. This algorithm, which is simpler and more effective than the
original, is then developed into an explicit heuristic theory of appropriate induc¬
tions. This theory provides the well-defined, refutable, theoretical basis for the
development of improved automatic theorem provers that Boyer and Moore's
work omits.
A prototype implementation of the reconstructed algorithm for NuPRL type-
theory is presented along with an over-view of the complications inherent in the
use of this logic in automatic theorem provers.
Chapter 1
Introduction
1,1 Motivation: Formal Program Development
An important aspect of recent work in software engineering has been the develop¬
ment of formal software development methodologies. The aim of these method¬
ologies is to ensure that software is correct. That is, to ensure that programs
meets their specifications - formulated in some appropriate logic. Therefore,
despite a great deal of variation in detail and philosophy, all the formal develop¬
ment methodologies necessarily have a feature in common. One way or another
they all require the developer to construct a formal proof of the correctness of
the program being developed. It is this proof that is at the heart of the benefits
provided by formal development methods:
• A formal proof that a program meets its specification allows implementa¬
tion bugs to be excluded — including obscure bugs unlikely to be found
through example-based testing.
• The writing of a formal specification suitable for use in a correctness proof
often exposes ambiguities and inconsistencies that remain hidden in infor¬
mal specifications. As a result, design errors (or gaps in understanding)
can be detected before development begins, when the cost of corrections is
low.
• The modification of software to meet changed specifications is significantly
easier if it can be guaranteed to meet its original specification. It is thus
2
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considerably easier to maintain a program that has been proved to meet
its specification.
The need for proofs is, unfortunately, also the main reason why formal de¬
velopment methodologies have proved difficult to apply in practice. The proofs
required to ensure the correctness of even a modest program are typically very
lengthy (see chapter 2). As a result, fully formal methodologies are in practice
only usable in areas where correctness is absolutely essential and cost a lesser
concern. Typically, this means life-critical applications. There is thus a clear
need for automatic theorem provers capable of tackling the proofs involved in
formal program development. If such theorem provers were available the benefits
of formal development methodologies might be reaped in much wider areas of
application.
It is this need for automatic theorem provers for program proofs that pro¬
vided the primary motivation for our investigation of techniques for automating
the application of induction in proofs. Program proofs, because they relate to
recursive functions and/or iterative procedures, are almost invariably based on
inductive reasoning. Any theorem prover capable of automatically constructing
program proofs must therefore be able to apply induction automatically.
This practical application is not, however, our only motivation for the inves¬
tigation of automatic theorem proving techniques. The automatic construction
of proofs, we feel, is a subject worthy of academic investigation in its own right.
It provides a well-defined problem with which theories of automated reasoning
and artificial intelligence can be tested and developed. Program proofs have the
right level of difficulty to provide a good test case for the development of the
state of the art in these areas. They are not so difficult as to be hopelessly
outside the scope of current theories, yet are difficult enough to provide useful
feedback on the short-comings of current ideas.
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1.2 The Automatic Application of Induction
The key problem that induction presents to an automatic theorem prover is that
of constructing good induction schemata. If an automatic theorem prover is to
inductive proof it must somehow choose the right induction schema that allows
the rest of the proof to be completed once induction has been applied. That is,
the automatic theorem prover must find the induction schema appropriate to the
goal to be proved. It is this problem of appropriate inductions that forms the
main subject of this thesis.
We do not, however, seek to tackle this problem from scratch. The literature
on this subject, though relatively sparse, contains several worthwhile contribu¬
tions. The work that stands out amongst this small body of research, is that of
Boyer and Moore [BM79]. Their algorithm for finding appropriate schemata - a
component of their well-known automatic theorem prover for pure LISP [BM79] -
appears to significantly out-perform its rivals (see chapter 2). It is this algorithm
that we use as the starting point for our investigation.
Unfortunately, despite the fact that the Boyer-Moore work is very well docu¬
mented, it is difficult to build on their success directly. Boyer and Moore present
the implementation of their algorithm in detail along with a solid body of empir¬
ical evidence that shows the algorithm performs well in a variety of situations.
This allows us to repeat their results - a key indication of scientific rigour - but
is not quite enough to allow us to set about improving their results directly.
This is because, as it stands, Boyer and Moore's work lacks an explanatory the¬
ory. Boyer and Moore motivate their algorithm informally through examples,
but provide no well-defined theory of appropriate inductions that explains its
design. As a result, we lack a theoretical ideal we can compare the Boyer-Moore
algorithm against so as to find its faults and suggest improvements.
Therefore, our initial aim in this thesis is to develop a theoretical framework
that will allow us to do this kind of comparison. We begin in chapter 3 with a
basic theory of appropriate inductions and extend it into a explanatory theory
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for the Boyer-Moore algorithm. Once this explanatory theory is in place (chapter
4) we then use it to find flaws in the Boyer-Moore algorithm, and develop an
improved algorithm that eliminates these flaws. Finally, on the basis of these
results we then present a refined theory of appropriate inductions that provides
the theoretical foundation for our improved algorithm (also chapter 4). Our
overall methodology can thus be described as one of rational reconstruction. We
have improved on an existing program by developing a principled theory for the
task it mechanises, and using the results to develop an improved program that
has an explicit theoretical basis.
This implemented program should not, however, be mis-construed as a com¬
plete automatic theorem prover. The improved algorithm was built on top of
an existing automated theorem prover along with mechanised proof-procedures
for applying the inductions suggested and defining recursive data-types and
functions1. The inductions suggested by the improved algorithm were tested
by attempting to prove the resulting induction sub-goals using the Boyer-Moore
theorem prover.
In the remainder of this thesis we will adopt the nomenclature suggested for
the Boyer-Moore algorithm in [Bun84] and term it recursion analysis.
1.3 The NuPRL Proof Development System
The theorem prover within which we initially developed our rational reconstruc¬
tion was the NuPRL proof development environment [CAB*86]. NuPRL is a
large-scale automated theorem proving environment that also provides a sophis¬
ticated interactive proof environment. Its internal architecture is based on the
LCF system [GMW79]. The system mechanises its logic as an abstract data-type
proof in the ML programming language [GMW79]. The rules of inference for
1Chapter 5 gives details of these procedures.
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the logic are implemented as the constructor functions for proof. The key ben¬
efit of this approach is that it ensures the soundness of any automatic theorem
provers that are written. Since the only primitives available to construct proofs
correspond to the rules of inference for the logic, any proofs constructed by an
automatic theorem proving procedure must be sound2.
NuPRL was chosen as the basis of the rational reconstruction primarily on
pragmatic grounds:
• It provided a convenient programming sub-system for writing automatic
theorem proving programs. The ML language is well-suited to the symbolic
processing characteristic of automatic theorem provers.
• A large number of convenient low-level proof-procedures and auxiliary
functions were built-in, or loadable from libraries.
• The sophisticated interactive proof facility promised to be a convenient
environment for debugging and developing the rational reconstruction.
• Its logic - an enhancement of Martin-Lof type-theory [Mar79] - was very
different from the "computational logic" upon which the the original Boyer-
Moore algorithm is based. The development of the rational reconstruction
to suit it would thus help to expose any assumptions embedded in the
recursion analysis procedure about the particular logic used .
• Its logic was claimed to be well-suited to programming-related applications
- deductive program synthesis in particular. Yet, no fully automatic induc¬
tion theorem prover based on it had been constructed. The development of
recursion analysis for NuPRL could thus be expected to yield worthwhile
results relating to its use in automatic theorem provers. At the very least,
NuPRL logic could be expected to provide a reasonable basis for testing
recursion analysis on program proofs.
2Provided, that is, the designer of the logic has made no mistakes!
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Unfortunately, the environmental advantages of using NuPRL were never re¬
ally fully realised. The problem was that NuPRL (an extremely complicated and
unwieldy piece of software) required modification to suit the available equipment
(SUN 3 work-stations etc). As a result its sophisticated environmental features
were never fully realised. Those that were, were largely offset by the rather
inhospitable nature of the ML programming facilities provided. These short¬
comings eventually motivated a move to a much simpler implementation of the
NuPRL logic in Prolog: the Oyster system [Hor88]. NuPRL proper and ML
were used only for initial experiments, the main part of the reconstruction was
developed with the Prolog implementation of NuPRL type-theory provided by
Oyster. A discussion of the environments provided by NuPRL and Oyster may
be found in [CAB*86] and [Hor88] respectively.
The NuPRL logic, by contrast, more than lived up to expectations. The re¬
sults we obtained in applying NuPRL type-theory within the automatic theorem
proving environment are documented in chapter 5.
1.4 Definitions and Conventions
We begin the main part of this thesis by introducing the conventions and termi¬
nology we will need. It should be emphasised that in introducing this terminology
we are not attempting to build a fully formal logical system. The terminology
is merely a uniform, clearly defined, jargon useful for discussing the automation
of inductive proofs without implying the use of any specific logic.
1.4.1 Notational Conventions
We use names beginning with the lower-case letters x, y, z, a, b, c to indicate ob¬
ject level variables.
Names beginning with lower-case letters d — w indicate object-level terms.
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We use names beginning with the upper-case letters A — Z to indicate schema
variables (meta-variables) ranging over object level terms.
We use the notation: [Term/Variable,... ,Term/Variable] to indicate a sub¬
stitution. For example:
T[f(x)/x, g{y)/y) indicates the result of replacing all the free instances of x
and y in some term T with f(x) and g(y) respectively.
The notation rerm[Vart'a6/e,...] is used to indicate a term containing spe¬
cific free variables. For example: T[x,y] indicates an arbitrary term that has x
and y as free variables.
1.4.2 Rules of Inference and Proof
This thesis is an investigation into a particular aspect of automatic theorem
proving. As such, we will often need to illustrate rules of inference or proofs
as part of our argument. In order to ensure a coherent exposition we must
therefore choose a conventional presentation for proofs and rules of inference.
The convention we choose is as follows:
We assume the logic used is presented as a sequent-based refinement logic.
That is, we assume each goal formula in a proof is a sequent of the form
Hypothesis ... b Conclusion
and that proofs are trees of goal formulae built top-down with the theorem to
be proved as the root formula. Rules of Inference in this context are rules for
extending a leaf of a proof-tree (a goal) by attaching zero or more sub-goals to
it. That is they are presented upside-down in the format:
Template for Hypotheses Required b Template for Conclusion
(New Hypotheses for SubGoal b Conclusion Subgoal) ...
The sub-goals are assumed to inherit all the hypotheses of the goal formula in
addition to any new hypotheses added by the inference rule. A proof is complete
when every leaf node has had an inference rule applied to it that produces no
further sub-goals. A simple example proof should illustrate the principle:
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h a —>
ahaAfl
a A a (—► introduction rule)
(A introduction rule)
aha aha (hypothesis rule)
The reason we use this slightly unusual presentation is because it is the one
used in the theorem proving systems (NuPRL and Oyster) within which we have
implemented our rational reconstruction. It is, as we will see in chapter 5, quite
well suited to presenting certain aspects of the NuPRL type-theory logic. Thus,
in summary:
• Proof-trees are constructed by reasoning backwards from the theorem
to be proved (at the top) to trivial truths (at the bottom). Implication
therefore flows from the bottom of the page to the top.
• Inference rules are presented upside-down compared with the usual pre-
1.4,3 Induction Schemata
Induction is far from being a single monolithic proof rule. It is in fact a whole
family of subtly related principles for building such rules. In this thesis, however,
unless explicitly stated otherwise, we will be concerned only with the simple well-
founded inductions, defined as follows:
Definition 1 Well-founded Induction Schema
A well-founded induction schema is a rule of inference of the form:
sentation.




Cm, G[t?tl/vu...,t™1/vn],...,G[t?il/v1,...,t™Pm/vn] h Cr[t>i, . . . , »n]
Cl, G\tli ^/v1, . . . , • • • j * • • ' ^n,pJVn\ ^' G\v\, • • • s vn]
for which we can prove C1V... V Cl and find a subset of {vl5..., vt}, {va,..., nj},
a function M and a well-ordering <C such that we can prove:
Ci -+ ..., fjj <C M(vi,
for all m < t < / and 1 < j < p,„
■
For example, simple induction over the length of a list would be expressed as:
g[*3
/ = [](- G[/]
Definition 2 Measured Variables
The measured variables of an induction schema are the variables {va,..., t>j,}
(see above) that appear in the proof of well-foundedness„
■
Informally, the measured variables of an induction scheme can be thought of as
the variables the induction is "over". For example, x is a measured variable of
simple structural induction over the Peano integers:
h Goal
x = 0 h Goal
x ^ 0, Goal[p{x) /x\ F Goal
(p(x) is the "predecessor" function introduced on page 8)
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Definition 3 Step-substitution.
The step-substitutions of an induction schema are the substitutions for vari¬
ables in the induction's conclusion used to construct the induction hypotheses
in the induction's step-cases.
■
For example, the step-substitutions for the induction schema:
I
l~ Goal
x = nil,y = nil h G
y ^ nil,G[x/x,tl(y)/y] b G
x ± nil,G[tl(x)/x, y/y] b G
are [x/x,tl(y)/y] and [tl(x)/x, y/y].
Note that we deliberately permit trivial substitutions, or substitutions for
non-measured variables to appear in the step-substitutions of an induction schema,
This is because inductions appropriate to a particular goal may be constrained
by a requirement not to substitute for a particular variable, or to substitute in
a particular way for- some unmeasured variable. We represent these constraints
through trivial substitutions or substitutions for non-measured variables.
1,4.4 Functions
Definition 4 Function
For the purposes of this thesis we use the word "function" in a higher or¬
der sense. That is, we use it to denote functions, predicates, functionals, and
connectives.
■
Definition 5 Primitive Function
A primitive function is a function that is defined axiomatically, rather than
defined computationally in terms of already defined functions. Typically these
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are the constructor functions introduced to define abstract data-types. For ex¬
ample, the Peano naturals are defined by introducing the functions 's' and '0'
with the axioms that:
0 is an integer
s(x) is an integer if x is an integer
■
Definition 6 Defined Function
A defined function is a function defined in terms of the application of previ¬
ously defined or primitive functions to a set of formal arguments.
■
For example, the definition:
plus2(x) = s(s(x))
introduces a simple defined function plus2 in terms of the application of the
(primitive) successor function s.
p(x) = y if x = s(y) is a conditionally defined function.
Definition 7 Recursive Function and Justifying Measure
A recursive function is a defined function that is defined in terms of itself as
well as previously defined or primitive functions. Unless explicitly stated other¬
wise, we will consider only well-founded recursive functions. That is, recursive
functions defined
/(oi,..., un) = • j
for which we have found some other function m, a subset of formal arguments
{atl,..., ajm} and a well-ordering < such that for each recursive call f(h,... ,tn
in the function's definition D we can prove:
m(*u > • • •. *<J < m(atl, • • •, aim)
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We term the expression m(oSl,..., a,m) the measure justifying the function's
well-foundedness.
For example, the function member defined:
member(x, /) = if x = nil then false
else if x = hd[l) then true
else member(x, tl(l))
is well-founded as in the only recursive reference in its definition the length of its
first argument decreases. The measure justifying member is therefore length(x).
Definition 8 Recursion Argument
The recursion arguments of a recursive function are the subset of formal
arguments {atl,..., a,m} used in the proof of well-foundedness constructed for
its definition (see definition 7 above). Informally, the recursion arguments of a
function can be thought of as those the function's recursion is "over".
■
For example, the recursion argument of the "append" function defined:
append(x, y) = if x = [] then y
else cons(hd(x),append(tl(x),y))
is x since the well-foundedness of the recursion is shown by proving that
Vx.O < length(x) and Wx.x ± [] -h► length(tl[x)) < length{x).
The notion of recursion argument can thus only be meaningfully applied to
arguments of recursive functions whose definitions have known proofs of well-
foundedness.
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1.5 Layout
The layout of the remaining chapters of this thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 - A survey of related and relevant work.
We motivate more thoroughly the need for automatic theorem provers in
formal software development methodologies, and review work directly rele¬
vant to our own including the work of Boyer and Moore. On the basis of our
review we justify the decision to base our work on the further development
of the Boyer-Moore recursion analysis procedure.
Chapter 3 - The Recursion Analysis Procedure.
We present a basic theory of appropriate inductions and analyse in detail
the Boyer-Moore recursion analysis procedure. On the basis of this analysis
we present a detailed provisional theory for recursion analysis.
Chapter 4 - The Rational Reconstruction.
We use our detailed theory of recursion analysis to find flaws in the Boyer-
Moore procedure. On the basis of the results, we construct an enhanced
procedure that successfully deals with a wider variety of proofs, and present
a refined theory of appropriate inductions that underpins the enhanced
procedure.
Chapter 5 - NuPRL Type-Theory.
We present the results obtained in applying our rational reconstruction to
a constructive type-theory: NuPRL type-theory.
Chapter 6 - Further Work and Conclusion
We present further work suggested by our investigation and summarise the
results we have obtained.
Chapter 2
Related and Directly Relevant Work
2.1 Context and Related Work
In the introduction to this thesis, we explained that a major motivation for re¬
search in automatic theorem-proving is its application to the construction of
formally correct software. This is especially true of the work dealing with in¬
duction, because induction almost invariably plays a critical role in proofs about
programs. We therefore begin our survey of work relevant to this thesis by mo¬
tivating more thoroughly the need for automatic theorem provers in the produc¬
tion of formally correct software. There are two main approaches to constructing
correct programs proposed in the literature: one based on verifying correctness
by proving it, the other based on guaranteeing correctness by building programs
directly from their specifications so that correctness follows by construction.
2.1.1 The Verification Approach
The verification approach is based on the idea of ensuring a program's cor¬
rectness by formally proving that it meets its specification. The development
*
methodology it proposes is to gradually decompose a specification until each
component is small enough to be realised with an efficient sub-program that can
be proved correct. This process usually also involves replacing abstract data¬
types in the original specification with efficient concrete ones. A process known
as "reification". Once the correct sub-programs have been proved correct, the
15
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original specification can be realised by simply composing the sub-programs in
the reverse of the specification's decomposition.
The actual source of the correct sub-programs depends on realisation of the
verification approach used. In the more mature formalisms which are orien¬
tated toward conventional imperative programming environments (e.g. [Spi89,
Jon79]) the source is assumed to be a human programmer. An interesting al¬
ternative, however, is provided by the Deductive Program Synthesis technique
[MW80,Biu88], [CAB*86]. In this case, the correct program realising a speci¬
fication component is mechanically extracted from a proof of its existence. In
either case - verification or synthesis - an automatic theorem prover is likely
to be a vital component in any practical implementation of this approach. The
necessary formal proofs of correctness or existence, though usually quite shallow,
are notoriously lengthy. The skilled labour required to construct them manually
is prohibitive. For example, a formal proof of even a trivial theorem like
Vl,r.append(reverse(l),r) = accjreverse(l,r)
where: append is the function appending two lists.
reverse is the function reversing a list,
and accjreverse is the function defined by:
accjreverse{a, b) = if a = [] then b
else accjreverse(tl{a), cons(hd(a), 6))
requires several tens of steps to complete.
The decomposition steps used to break up a specification may also require
lengthy proofs to show their correctness. In particular, the introduction of re¬
cursion (or a loop) requires an inductive proof to show it correct. We give a brief
over-view of a typical framework for verification-based program development -
VDM [Jon79] - section 2.1.4 .
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2.1.2 The Specification Reification Approach
The specification reification approach is (at least partly) intended to eliminate
the need for expensive explicit proofs of correctness when developing correct
programs. The approach is based on the use of declarative programming lan¬
guages that form executable subsets of logics. The idea is that a specification
written in such a logic can then be implemented by simply rewriting it until it
inhabits the executable subset. As long as the rewritings - reifications 1 - ap¬
plied leave the semantics of the specification/program unchanged, correctness is
guaranteed. The only major drawback is the restriction to declarative program¬
ming languages and logics that have such languages as executable subsets. The
system in practice typically uses either pure functional programming languages
(subsets of equational logic) or pure logic programming languages (subsets of
the predicate calculus).
The development methodology that results is a process of step-wise reification
of specifications to eliminate non-executable or inefficient constructs in favour of
executable or more efficient ones. It should be emphasised that this process is
very different than the kind of reification associated with the verification based
approach. In the verification based approach, reification (if it occurs) only elim¬
inates abstract data-types in favour of concrete ones that can be more efficiently
implemented. The specification itself, however, remains non-executable.
Given this background, why should an automatic induction theorem prover
be useful for development of a program by reification from its specification? An
important aim of the reification based approach is, after all, to ensure correctness
by construction rather than by an explicit proof. The answer is that, rather than
eliminating (inductive) proof, the reification approach in fact merely obscures
it. The reification steps required in general do not unconditionally produce
a new version of the program/specification equivalent to the original. Instead,
equivalence preservation generally depends on the original program/specification
1Sometimes also known as "refinements"
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satisfying some condition. These equivalence preservation conditions need to be
proved if the program derived is to be guaranteed correct. The exact form of
the proofs requirements that emerge depends on the specific realisation of the
reification approach used. For instance:
• Darlington and Burstall's prototypical "unfold/fold" procedure for trans¬
forming functional programs into more efficient forms applies equality lem¬
mas to do the required rewriting of function bodies. These equality lemmas
need to be proved - which often requires induction.
• The deductive approach to refining logic programs developed by Hogger
[Hog8l] and Clark and Sickel [CS77] requires a proof that the input/output
relation computed by a program is a a superset the input/output relation
defined by its specification. This proof often requires induction.
• The transformations used in the extended unfold/fold procedure of Tamaki
and Sato [Tam84] only conditionally preserve equivalence. Extensive proofs
are often required to show that the equivalence-preservation conditions
hold in any given instance. These proofs also often require induction.
The reification based approach thus requires proofs almost as much as the
verification based one [San88]. Hence, for the reasons outlined above and ex¬
panded on at the end of section 2.1.4, its practical application requires powerful
automatic theorem provers. Unfortunately, very little on the work on the spec¬
ification reification approach has to date considered this issue. The only work
known to the author is that of Bauer et al [ea87], Nakajima et al [NY83], and
Fujita [FK86]. Only the work of Fujita (covered in section 2.2.5) has a major
automatic theorem proving component.
A further point worth reiterating about the reification based approach to
program development is that it implies a very close relationship between the
specification and programming languages chosen. It implies that any valid spec¬
ification can be rewritten into an efficiently executable program with the same
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declarative semantics. The specification language must thus in practice be ei¬
ther be identical with, or a subsume the programming language. An unfortu¬
nate consequence of this constraint is that research in the area is divided into
two largely non-interacting camps according to the programming/specification
language paradigm advocated. That is, research is split between then logic-
programming and functional programming (algebraic specification) communi¬
ties. We illustrate the kind of framework typically used in the reification ap¬
proach in the next section with Darlington and Burstall's unfold/fold procedure.
Finally, it should be emphasised that the distinction between the specification
reification approach, and the verification approach is by no means hard and fast.
There is a significant grey area between logic programming, deductive program
synthesis and algebraic specification, and all of these approaches require proofs.
2.1o3 Darlington and Burstall's Unfold/Fold Procedure
Darlington and Burstall's unfold/fold strategy [BD77] is significant because it
provides the prototype for almost all procedures for refining clear but inefficient
specifications/programs into efficient equivalents. Originally developed for sim¬
ple functional programs/specifications - it provides a neat overall framework for
optimising recursively defined declarative programs.
We will illustrate the strategy, and its neat capture of the generic steps in
optimising a recursive program, with a simple example:
dot(a, b, n) + dot(c, d, n)
where dot is a function for computing vector products defined by2:
dot{x, y, 0) = 0
dot(x,y,s(n)) = x<(n) x + dot(x,y,n)
2In its original form Darlington and Burstall's system dealt with functional programs
specified by recursion equations
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The first step in Darlington and Burstall's strategy is motivated by the obser¬
vation that significant optimisation of a (declarative) program generally implies
the use of a new recursion scheme. The procedure thus begins by supplying the
syntactic pre-requisites for defining a new recursion scheme for the program: a
new function (/ say) is defined that computes the same result as the program.
In our example / is simply:
/(a, b, c, d, n) = doi(a, 6, n) + dot(c, d, n)
but in other cases the original program may require some "trick" transfor¬
mation before it can serve as /'s body (see [BD77] for details).
Once / is defined, the next step is to expand the functions used in the body
of /'s definition by applying their definitions. Each function in the body of f's
definition is expanded out by "unfolding" its definition (the unfolding process is
defined formally in [BD77]). The aim of this procedure is to provide an explicit
representation of one "step" of the computation specified by the program. The
recursive parts of the procedure appear as recursive instances of the unfolded
functions. In our example unfolding gives:
/(a, b, c, d, 0) = dot(a, b, 0) + dot(c, d, 0)
/(a, b, c, d, s(n)) = dot(a, b, s(n)) + dot{c, d, s(n))
and then:
f(a, b,c,d,0) =0 + 0
f(a,b,c,d,s(n)) = ag(n) x 6,(n) + dot(a,b,n) + c,(n) x d,(n) + dot(c,d,n)
Once the unfolding has been accomplished, the actual optimisation task is to
rewrite the "step" so that (if possible):
• Any redundancy in the computation exposed by the unfolding is elimi¬
nated.
For example, a repeated sub-expression might be eliminated in favour of a
variable bound to the result of evaluating the sub-expression once and for
all.
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• The structure of the step is as efficient as possible.
For example, append(append(a,b), c) computes the same result as, but is
in general much less efficient than, append(a,append(b,c)).
• The recursive instances of the unfolded functions appear in such a way that
they can be replaced by (preferably tail-recursive) instances of / using /'s
original definition.
The rewritings that can be performed, of course, depend entirely on the
available lemmas mentioning the functions appearing in the unfolded definition
of /. These lemmas and their applicability in a particular context need to be
proved, at which point an automatic theorem prover would be of considerable
value.
In our example we merely apply the definition of + along with its commuta-
tivity and associativity to obtain:
/(a, b, c, d, 0) = 0
f(a,b,c,d,s(n)) = a[s(n)] x 6[s(n)] + c[s(n)] x d[s(n)] + dot(a,b,n) + dot(c,d,n)
The final step, once the optimisation is complete, is to fold. The original
definition of / is applied to replace recursive instances of unfolded functions
with recursive instances of /. In our example this gives us:
f(a,b,c,d, 0) = 0
f(a,b,c,d,s(n)) = a[s(n)] x 6[s(n)] + c[s(n)] x d[s(n)] + /(a, b, c, d, n)
a definition for / that has the overhead of only one recursion rather than
two.
Darlington and Burstall's unfold/fold procedure should not, however, be un¬
derstood as a complete proposal for a refinement approach to program develop¬
ment in itself. It merely provides an elegant basis for one particular family of
reifications. Two important issues are not addressed at all:
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• A suitably expressive specification language.
A good specification language should make it easy to express what a pro¬
gram should compute without worrying about how it should be computed.
It must nevertheless still permit specifications to be refined to the extent
that they become efficiently executable programs.
The simple functional programming languages the original unfold/fold pro¬
cedure is based on demonstrably satisfy the latter requirement. Unfortu¬
nately they fail the former requirement quite badly. It is often very diffi¬
cult to specify a computation in a simple functional programming language
without deciding roughly how it should be performed. A rather more ex¬
pressive "wide-spectrum" language is required.
• Automated Application.
The reification of a specification into a program using the fold/unfold tech¬
nique (or any other specification reification procedure) is by no means a
trivial task. The construction of an appropriate sequence of unfoldings,
foldings, and rewritings is almost as difficult as the construction of a for¬
mal proof of a program. Thus, as with program verification or deductive
program synthesis, unfold/requires a considerable degree of automation
before it can provide the basis for a viable development methodology. The
amount of skilled labour needed to apply it manually is prohibitive.
The first of these issues - the development of expressive specification for¬
malisms that can be reified into executable programs - has been quite heavily
researched. A great deal of current work in algebraic specification [San88,EM85,
ST86b] and logic programming [Hog8l] focuses on formalisms to allow the reifi¬
cation into programs of more expressive specification languages. This work is
reflected in the recent development of function programming languages such as
Hope [BMS86], and standard ML [HMM86]. Sannella and Tarlecki have pro¬
posed an extended ML language [ST86a] that incorporates facilities for express¬
ing (non-executable) specifications as well as (executable) functions. Recent
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versions of the Hope language [Per86] incorporate logic-programming features
intended (primarily) as a mechanism for improving the language's expressive
power as a specification language. The language is supported by a sophisticated
program development environment that allows inefficient Hope specifications to
be transformed into efficient programs.
The automation of the unfold/fold procedure (and other reification proce¬
dures) has, by comparison, recieved little attention. The main work aimed at
the automation of the fold/unfold procedure is that of Feather (a student of
Burstall). In [Fea79] Feather describes a language that allows the automated
pattern-directed application of fold/unfold, and an informal strategy for its ap¬
plication. Feather's system, however, still requires considerable - almost continu¬
ous - user intervention. The difficult formulation of an equivalent to the program
to be optimised that allows the optimisation to succeed is still largely accom¬
plished by the user. The rewriting lemmas applied by the system are assumed
to have been proved by the user.
2.1.4 VDM - The Vienna Development Methodology
VDM - the Vienna8 Development Methodology [BJ78,Jon79] - is a typical exam¬
ple of a mature proof-based program development methodology. It is orientated
toward manual development of programs in imperative programming languages
and is based around an extensive first order specification language. In VDM
programs are specified by expressing the conditions on the program's storage lo¬
cations assumed to hold before execution and the conditions that must hold after
execution. A procedure to subtract a natural number from a storage location x
holding a larger natural number would, for example, be specified:
3Named after IBM's Vienna research laboratory where it was originally developed
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REDUCE( d:N)
ext wr x : N
pre x > d
post x — x — d
The first line of the specification merely serves to identify the procedure spec¬
ified and introduce and type its parameters. In this case the name is "REDUCE"
and there is one parameter d. The second line introduces the names and types
of any non-local storage locations used - in this case x holding a natural number.
The next line expresses the pre-condition - the condition on the storage assumed
to hold before execution. In this case it is that the value in x is bigger than
that of d. The final line expresses the condition that is specified to hold after
execution - the post-condition. The undecorated variables denote the values in
storage locations after execution. The decorated variables denote the values
in storage locations before execution. Thus, in the example above x is specified
to hold d less than its original value after execution.
Even from this simple example it should be abundantly clear that a practical
specification language is much more than a raw logic. It is not enough that
a specification language simply provides the bare logical machinery necessary
for writing specifications and realising them correctly. It must provide conve¬
nient notations that allow this to be done concisely and elegantly. The VDM
specification language accordingly builds many useful notational features on top
of the simple many-sorted predicate calculus outlined above. These provide a
comprehensive framework for writing down clear, concise, specifications and im¬
plementing them through a formal design process. The VDM language's main
features are:
• Notation for abstract data-types.
VDM provides built-in notation for sets, sequences (lists), maps (look-up
tables or arrays), and structured types ("records" or "structures").
• Sub-types.
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VDM provides a notation that allows arbitrary sub-types of the types out¬
lined above to be expressed. The sub-type is expressed by associating
a "data-type invariant" (a predicate characterising the sub-type) with a
base-type defined using the notation mentioned above. This facility allows
the convenient specification of efficient concrete data-types (e.g. balanced
trees) to replace abstract ones (e.g. sets) during the reification of a speci¬
fication (see below).
• Partial Operations.
The VDM specification language has built-in notations to support the use
of partial functions and procedures in specifications.
The VDM formalises the program design process as the application of two
distinct types of specification transformations: data reification and operation
decomposition.
Data reifications correspond to design decisions about data-representation.
They rewrite the specification to replace inefficient abstract data-types with more
complex concrete data types that can be more efficiently implemented. A typical
example of a data reification might be redefining a "dictionary" from a set of
words to a list of words containing no duplicate members. The data-type Did
defined as:
Did = set of Word
would be replaced with Dicta defined as
Dicta — list of Word where invariantDicta(d) = unique(d)
The relationship between the original abstract data-type and its more con¬
crete replacement is defined by the introduction of a "retrieve function". This
maps elements of the concrete data-type onto the elements of the original ab¬
stract data-type that they represent. In this case the function would be:
retrieveDid(d) = setify(d)
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The proof obligation that arises is to show that the reified data-type is ade¬
quate - that every element of the abstract type has a representation in its concrete
replacement. Any operations on the original abstract would of course need to
be respecified using the new concrete type. This of course adds an obligation to
prove that the reified operations model the abstract ones. That is that:
Vvi.preA[retrieveA(vj)/vi] —+ preR
Vt{preA\retrieveA[yi) jvi] A postR) —*■
postA[retrieveA(vi retrieveA(t;,-)/«,-]
where preA and postA are the pre and post conditions of an operation expressed
using the original abstract type A.
preR and postR are the new pre and post conditions for the operation
expressed using the reified type A.
and Vi are the variables denoting the storage locations (originally of type A)
reified to storage locations of type R.
Operation decompositions correspond to design decisions about program
structure. They decompose the specification into components whose realisations,
when combined with an appropriate control construct will realise the specifica¬
tion as a whole. A typical example of an operation decomposition might be
splitting a specification for adding a word to a dictionary according to whether
the word is already present or not. The specification
INSERT( w : WORD, d : Diet )
pre true
post d = <T U {tu}
can be replaced by:
INSERT( w : WORD, d : Diet )
pre true
if w E d
then pre w E d
post d = (T U {iy}
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else pre ->w £E d
post d = (T U {w}
post d = cT U {«;}
Thus breaking it into two components whose realisations combined with an if-
then-else construct will realise the original specification. Once the specification
has been broken up sufficiently it is realised by simply writing code for each
component. Correctness is ensured by proving that each code fragment achieves
its post-conditions under the assumption that its pre-conditions hold. Proof is
also required for some operation decompositions, in particular the introduction
of loops. It should be noted that these verification proofs, as in most manual
verification based program development methods [Spi89], are normally intended
to be informal. VDM advocates the use ofmanual natural deduction style proofs
with the formality of proofs adjusted to suit its importance. The suggested
philosophy is to keep all but the trickiest proofs very informal indeed.
We would argue that this semi-formal manual approach - formal specification,
informal proofs - is seriously flawed. The informal proofs are no more likely to be
correct than programs written by hand. Some errors may be detected but many
others may still be missed through trivial errors of typography or systematic
mis-conceptions. Even the best programmers will often see what is intended
rather than what has been written. It is only through mechanically verified fully
formal proofs that correctness can be confidently inferred. As we have already
noted, the size of these fully formal proofs implies the use of automatic theorem
provers.
The need for correctness is not the only factor that implies the use of me¬
chanical theorem provers. The majority of applications software tends to require
periodic modification ("maintenance") to keep it in line with changing require¬
ments. In a framework such as VDM each change will require a manual proof of
the modified sections. The costs of continuously providing the necessary (very
highly skilled) work-force mean that methods such as VDM are inapplicable
to the bulk of commercial software development. The only major applications
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of manual methods like VDM have been in cost-insensitive areas with relatively
static software and a high reliability requirement - systems and avionics software.
The widespread adoption of program verification thus implies the development
of methodologies based around (at least partially) mechanical proof.
2.2 Directly Related Work
2.2.1 Introduction
As has been mentioned in the introduction, the work presented in this thesis
is based on a technique for choosing inductions developed by Boyer and Moore
as part of their well-known theorem prover [BM79]. This "recursion analysis"
technique is, however, by no means the only method known for constructing
appropriate induction schemes. The literature contains numerous alternative
approaches that might also provide the basis for further work. This chapter
therefore begins the main part of our thesis with a critical survey of the various
approaches to automating induction documented in the literature.
The subsection immediately following (2.2.2) provides a brief over-view of the
Boyer-Moore theorem prover and the recursion analysis technique. The remain¬
ing subsections (2.2.3 to 2.2.6) form a critical survey of the main alternatives.
The aim of these subsections is mainly to motivate the decision to base this
thesis on the development of recursion analysis.
2.2.2 The Boyer-Moore Theorem Prover
The Boyer-Moore theorem prover (henceforth referred to as the BMTP), is a
powerful automatic theorem prover that has been under continuous development
by its authors since the early 1970's. The system is based around a simple first-
order "computational logic" of the authors own devising that is based on pure
LISP. Its salient features are a very rich mechanism for defining well-founded
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recursive data-types and functions, and the support of only universal quantifi¬
cation. For example, the theorem:
Vx, y.odd{x + y) —*■ odd(x) V odd{y)
becomes:
(IMPLIES (ODD (PLUS X Y)) (OR (ODD X) (ODDP Y)))
when expressed in Boyer and Moore's computational logic. All variables are
implicitly universally quantified over the whole goal. The logic though not as
powerful as full first order predicate calculus is carefully tuned to the BMTP's
intended application domains: software and hardware verification. In these area
it has proved more than sufficient for most applications.
r
4
The system itself is largely orientated toward automatic (rather than auto¬
mated) theorem proving. The bulk of the system comprises a set of powerful
high-level proof procedures which are applied under the control of a sophisti¬
cated hard-wired proof strategy. User interaction with the system is limited
to the formulation of lemmas, and tagging of these lemmas according to their
intended purpose(s). Thus, although the system's proofs are always fully au¬
tomatic, difficult problems are generally brought within the system's capability
by a user-suggested decomposition into lemmas. Nevertheless, given the current
state of the art, the complexity of the problems that can be proved without de¬
composition is impressive. The system has in several instances [BM84,BGM82]
been successfully used to verify real programs and VLSI designs. The BMTP
provides a sophisticated automatic and automated theorem proving environ¬
ment capable of dealing with problems of real-world complexity. A description
of the latest version of the Boyer-Moore system and the improvements made
since [BM79] was published can be found in [BM88a].
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The Proof Strategy
Boyer and Moore describe the proof strategy employed in the BMTP by analogy
with the kind of recursive cascade or waterfall popularised in M.C.Escher prints.
A conjecture to be proved starts at the beginning (top) of the cascade. As it
falls, each proof procedure in turn is applied to it until one manages break it
into one or more new subgoals. These are then recursively run from the top of
the cascade in their own right. Any subgoals proved by the proof procedures
disappear (evaporate?) from the cascade. The theorem is proved when no more
sub-goals remain to be run through the cascade. A sub-goal that runs off the
end of the cascade is regarded as unprovable, and thus causes the system to give
up on the conjecture, Figure 2-1 illustrates the design in a diagram.
The (fixed) ordering of the proof procedures in the cascade is dictated mainly
by the various dependencies that exist between them, and search control consid¬
erations. Thus, for example:
• Induction is last because it relies on the pre-processing performed by other
procedures and because it, unlike the other proof procedures, actually in¬
creases the complexity of the goal it is applied to. For example, a simplifi¬
cation left until after induction has been performed may need be performed
once for each case of the induction, rather than just once.
• Simplification and destructor elimination, which are "safe" because they
cannot produce non-theorems from theorems, come before generalisation
which is "risky" because it can.
• Irrelevance elimination comes before induction because choosing an induc¬
tion can be much easier if irrelevant terms are eliminated. It comes after
everything else because it may eliminate as non-theorems goals which are
in fact theorems.
It should be emphasised that Boyer and Moore's proof strategy is by no means
just an exhaustive application of the various proof procedures. Only part of the
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Figure 2—1: The Boyer and Moore Proof Strategy
^UNPROVABLE GOALSJ
(See subsection 2.2.2 for details of the proof procedures).
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proof strategy is made explicit in the ordering of the proof procedures in the
cascade - an equally important part is implicit in the ways the proof procedures
effect each others applicability. For example, equality will more often than not
only be applied following an induction. The reason is that once equality has been
applied, it generally requires an induction to introduce new equality hypotheses
before worthwhile new equality reasoning can be done.
The combination of cascade ordering and interactions results in an effective
proof strategy that constrains search considerably more than immediate inspec¬
tion of the cascade design would suggest. This implicit proof strategy is roughly
as follows:
1. Try to prove the goal using computation and propositional reasoning.
2. If sub-goals are left, try to apply any available equalities, and see if 1 can
make any more progress.
3. If there are still any sub-goals left, get them into a form suitable for induc¬
tion.
4. For each subgoal:
Find an appropriate induction, and apply it.
5. For each of the resulting sub-goals:
apply the induction hypotheses (if any) and goto 1.
The advantage of the cascade implementation is that it allows the proof
strategy to be flexible enough to deal with situations requiring deviations from
the "usual" plan. The effectiveness of this approach can be gauged by the fact
that the BMTP is in fact incapable of back-tracking. Its performance is entirely
the result of the control strategy implicit in the design of the proof procedures
and cascade. Brute force search plays no role.
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The Proof Procedures
The proof procedures, in the order they are applied, are listed below. It should
be emphasised that in the space available it is simply not possible to do justice
to the subtleties of the various heuristics employed. The in-depth description of
the induction procedure (admittedly the most complicated) occupies the whole
of the next chapter. In recent implementations an additional proof procedure -a
linear arithmetic decision procedure - is also integrated into the proof strategy
[BM88b].
1. Simplification (pp.92 - 129 [BM79])
This procedure is essentially the uniform theorem-proving stage in the
Boyer-Moore theorem prover. It normalises the goal into clausal form,
and then simplifies the literals of the clauses by a heuristically guided
application of the function definitions, axioms, and suitable lemmas known
to the system. Any clause containing a literal reduced to "true" is then
eliminated as proved. It should be noted that clausal form is used purely
as a convenient normal form in the BMTP, It is not a resolution based
theorem prover.
2. Destructor Elimination (pp.130 - 144 [BM79])
Destructor elimination is a heuristic procedure for eliminating "awkward"
destructor functions in terms of constructors that are easier to deal with.
For example, if a goal is in terms of x and p(x) then it usually makes
things easier if these are rewritten to s(y) and y respectively. The basic
mechanism of the procedure is to search for, and try to apply suitable
lemmas of the form: Hyp —► term = variable.
3. Equality Application (pp.145 - 150 [BM79])
The equality application procedure's role is to appropriately use any equal¬
ities introduced as hypotheses of sub-goals. It applies a complicated set of
heuristics to guide the selection and application of equalities according to
the context of the sub-goal in which they appear.
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4. Generalisation (pp.151 - 158 [BM79])
An important problem in inductive proofs is the almost paradoxical ob¬
servation that certain goals can only be proved by induction if they are
strengthened by generalisation. Boyer and Moore's generalisation proce¬
dure deals with an important class of such situations that commonly occur
after one induction has already been applied. Namely, the situations where
induction leaves step case sub-goals with identical sub-terms appearing in
the induction hypothesis and conclusion. In this situation, subject to cer¬
tain heuristic restrictions, the generalisation procedure will eliminate the
common sub-terms in favour of a new variable.
5. Irrelevance Elimination (pp.159 - 162 [BM79])
The role of the Irrelevance Elimination procedure is to eliminate irrelevant
hypotheses from sub-goals. This is useful, because irrelevant hypothe¬
ses can confuse the choice of appropriate inductions, and can also expose
sub-goals that are trivially unprovable. The procedure works by finding
"islands" of literals in the clausal form of goals not sharing any common
variables with the rest of the literal. Any islands that appear to be falsifi-
able according to a various heuristic rules are eliminated as irrelevant.
6. Induction
The final proof procedure, induction, finds and applies inductions appro¬
priate to the goals it is given. It is, in many ways, the heart of Boyer
and Moore's theorem prover both in terms of design and research focus.
The proof-strategy is heavily optimised for inductive proofs, and the proof
procedures carefully designed to support induction. Indeed the bulk of the
proof procedures the system implements are largely, or entirely, related to
the induction process. For example, the only real purpose served by gen¬
eralisation and destructor elimination procedures is to make goals more
suitable for induction. Similarly, the procedure for applying equalities is
strongly aimed at dealing with the kind of equality hypotheses introduced
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by induction. In terms of research results, almost all the major contribu¬
tions of the Boyer and Moore system relate to induction. The outstanding
example, is of course the recursion analysis technique, that provides the
basis both of Boyer and Moore's induction procedure and of the work pre¬
sented in this thesis. In the remainder of this subsection we present a brief
over-view of the technique - sufficient to permit comparison with its rivals
in the literature - and consider the motivation behind its choice as the basis
of this thesis. A more detailed analysis is postponed until chapter 3.
Recursion Analysis
The idea behind Recursion Analysis is to construct an induction that matches
as closely as possible the recursion schemes of as many terms as possible in the
goal to be proved. The motivation for this approach comes from an analysis
of the role of induction in proofs: induction's role is invariably to eliminate
recursive terms from the goal by introducing related instances of those terms
in the induction hypotheses. A good choice of induction introduces instances
of recursive terms in the hypotheses that can later also be introduced into the
conclusion and thus eliminated by hypothesis. These latter term instances are
determined by the recursion schemes of the recursive terms in the goal. Thus,
the induction schemes to apply are those that match the recursion schemes of
the recursive terms in the goal to be proved. The following example illustrates
the principle. Consider a proof of:
b even(x) *-*■ -<odd(x)
where even and odd are defined:
even(x) = if x = 0 then true else if x — 1 then false else even(x — 2)
odd(x) = if x = 0 then false else if x = 1 then true else odd[x — 2)
We induce according to the recursion schemes of even and odd using the
well-founded induction:
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h G[x]
x = 0 h G[x\ x — 1 h G[x] 1^0,1^1, G[x — 2] H G
to give:
/ 1, even(x — 2) <-*• ->odd(x — 2) h even(x) <-*• odd(x)
x = 1 h even(x) <-*• ->odd(x)
x = 0 b even(x) *-*■ ~<odd{x)
apply the recursive definitions of even and odd
1^0,1^1, even(x — 2) <-> ->odd(x — 2) h even(x ~ 2) ->odd{x — 2)
x = 1 h false *-> false
i = 0h true «-► true
Apply hypotheses.
QED.
The recursion analysis procedure is implemented in 4 main parts:
1. Definition Time Analysis.
The first stage occurs whenever a new recursive term is being defined. The
term definition's nested structure is first flattened to produce distinct cases
implied by its conditional structure from from which a matching induction
scheme can readily be extracted. For example, from flattening the recursive
definition:
member(x, I) = if / = [] then false
else if x = hd{l) then true
else member (x, tail (I))
we obtain the recursion equations4:
/=[]—► member (x, I) = false
l^[]Ax = hd{l) —► member(x, I) = true
!^[]Ax^ hd{l) —► member(x,l) = member (x,tl (/))
4N.B. In some languages such as Prolog recursive definitions are already in this form.
In this case the flattening stage can be skipped.
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and hence the induction scheme:
G
I = [] H G "
[],x = hd[l) b G
l^[],x^hd(l),G[tl(l)/l]\-G
The final step is to prove the resulting induction scheme well-founded by
finding well-founded measures which decrease under the induction's substi¬
tutions, and throw away any pre-conditions irrelevant to well-foundedness.
For example, length(l) is such a well-founded measure for the induction
scheme above as:
0 < length(l) and I ^ [] —► length(tl(l)) < length(l)
Since x ^ hd(l) is not required for the proof of well-foundedness we discard
it to produce the tidied induction scheme:
G
I = [] b G
i#[],G[!/(l)/l]hG
The combination of the tidied induction and the various well-founded mea¬
sures is termed the recursive term's induction template, and is stored for
later use during proofs.
2. The first stage of recursion analysis applied at proof time is template in¬
stantiation. The aim of this stage being to collect all the induction schemes
analogous to the recursive terms in the goal to be proved to provide the
raw material for constructing an induction to suit it.
The procedure is essentially straight-forward; for each recursive term in
the goal, the induction templates are collected and instantiated to reflect
the instantiation of the recursive term. If the resulting induction scheme is
no longer guaranteed to be well-founded it is discarded. For example the
goal
x<yAy<z—> x < z
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would produce the following induction schemes:
G G
;c=[]Vy = []hG z = []Vy = []bG
* # [],y # [},G[tl(x)/x,tl(y)/y] h G z ^[],y^ [],G[tl(z)/z,tl(y)/y] (- G
3. Once all the analogous induction schemes have been collected the next two
phases - subsumption and merging attempt to combine those that can be
applied together as single induction. The aim is to build large inductions
that will deal with as many recursive terms in the goal as possible. The ba¬
sis of the procedure is to pair up induction cases that substitute identically
for common variables. If every case of a pair of induction schemes can be
paired in this way, the two inductions are replaced a single scheme combin¬
ing the effects of both. This latter is simply the induction scheme produced
by combining the paired cases of the component induction schemes. For
example, in the example above, any two induction schemes would combine
to give:
This would then merge with the third inductions scheme without change,
to give an induction combining the effects of all three.
The details of the procedure used to accomplish the merge, and the com¬
plications it has to deal with can be found in subsection 3.5.
4. The final step in Recursion Analysis is to choose one of the combined
induction schemes for actual application. Two basic criteria are employed:
The most important criterion is based on a heuristic analysis of the likeli¬
hood that an induction will fail. That is, the likelihood that it will leave
G
x=[]Vz = []l-G
i ^ [] A 2 5^ [] A G[tl(x) /x,tl(z) /z\ H G
G
i = []vy = []V2 = []->G
x ^ []»y 7^ []»* [] A G[tl(x)/x,tl(y)/y,tl(z)/z] -> G
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recursive terms that cannot be eliminated. Inductions judged likely to fail,
in Boyer and Moore's terminology flawed inductions, are discarded. For
example, given the goal:
append(a,append(b,c)) = append(append(a,b), c)
the Boyer-Moore theorem prover would produce two inductions schemes
after merging. One scheme would combine the effects of the inductions
derived from append(a, append(b, c)) and append(a,b). The other would
be that derived from append(b,c). The induction based on the recur¬
sion scheme of append(b, c) would then be discarded as flawed. The rea¬
son is that the induction hypothesis would contain append(a,tl(b) which
append(a, b) cannot be rewritten to match. The induction would fail by
leaving a recursive term append(a, b) that could not be eliminated.
The second, lesser, criterion for selection is based on a measure of the
amount of progress an induction is likely to make if it succeeds. The
remaining inductions are given a score combining the number of recursive
functions whose recursion schemes they are analogous to, and the closeness
of the analogy. The induction with the highest score is the one chosen for
actual application.
Why Recursion Analysis?
Given this background, why was Boyer and Moore's recursion analysis technique
chosen as the basis for further development? The main strengths of Boyer and
Moore's work in this role are that:
• Its empirical performance is excellent. As a component of the BMTP it
has been tested on a wide variety of problems and found to perform well,
even on the larger more complicated ones.
• The technique is clearly and unambiguously documented at the implemen¬
tation level ([BM79]), and a runnable version was readily available.
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• There is 110 fundamental reason why the technique could not be adapted
to suit almost any system. It is an almost entirely meta-level technique,
largely independent of the logic underlying the system it is part of. The
changes necessary to adapt it to logics other than Boyer and Moore's "com¬
putational logic" are not trivial, but there is no a priori reason why this
cannot be done.
As we will see in the following subsections, although many of the alternative
approaches make worthy contributions, all compare badly with recursion analysis
in one or more of these areas.
2,2.3 Aubin
One of the major pieces of work in the area of automatic proof of inductive the¬
orems is that of Aubin [Aub76]. The overall design of Aubin's system, which
is partly based on early work by Boyer and Moore, is very similar to that the
BMTP5. It too is implemented as a collection of specialist proof procedures that
are applied, in sequence, to the any sub-goals remaining to be proved. It also
uses a very similar logic based on a pure functional programming language. The
similarity extends right up to basic principle on which the selection of appropri¬
ate inductions is based. Aubin's system, like Boyer and Moore's, aims to find
inductions that enable rewriting to produce as close a match as possible between
induction hypotheses and conclusions.
The main difference between the two systems lie in the procedure used to
achieve this aim, and in the kind of induction principle supported. Aubin's
system only deals with a very restricted form of induction - structural induction.
In this form of induction, the induction scheme must be expressed in a form where
the conclusion differs from the hypothesis only by the application of constructor
5Aubin was student of Boyer
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functions to the variables being induced over. For example, the induction scheme
we have so far expressed as:
b G[x\ (x integer) if: b G[0] and x ^ 0, G\p(x)\ b G[x]
becomes:
b G[x] (x integer) if: b G[0] and G[x] b G[s(x)]
when expressed as an Aubin-style structural induction.
The key advantage of this restricted approach is that it makes it possible for a
simple analysis to predict the effect of an induction on a goal. Aubin's induction
finding technique exploits this simplification in the method it uses to choose an
induction. Instead of focusing on the recursive terms in a goal (see subsection
2.2.2) it concentrates on their arguments. It tries to find the variables which
when induced over will permit symbolic evaluation to completely "ripple-out".
That is, to enable the functions nesting the variable to be rewritten one after
the other until the whole nested structure matches the induction hypothesis. For
example consider the goal:
b even(x + x)
We induce on x giving:
x^ 0, even(x + x) b even(s(x) + s(x))
In order to match the induction hypothesis with the conclusion, we need to
"ripple-out": rewrite the term immediately nesting x (+), in such a way as to
enable the rewriting of the term nesting that (even).
x^O, even(x + x) b even(s(x + s(x)))
to:
0,even(x + x) b even(s(s(x + x)))
to:
7^ 0, even(x + x) b even(x + x)
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Fortunately, the variables that might enable rippling-out are actually quite
easy to characterise. At each stage in rippling out, a term has to be rewritten
into a reduced instance of itself plus other terms enabling the same to be done
to the term nesting it. Thus, at each stage, the term's recursive definition (or a
lemma similar to it) must be applicable. Thus, Aubin selects for induction the
variables at the positions at which the standard call-by-need symbolic evaluation
(unfolding) algorithm [MNV7l,Vui73] gets "stuck" when applied to the goal to
be proved. For example, consider the goal:
x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z
The call-by-value algorithm will try unfolding x+ (y+ 2) and then (x+ y) +2.
It will immediately get stuck on x in x + (y 4- z) because to unfold + the first
argument must have the form s(...), and x being a variable itself be unfolded to
produce this form. In trying to unfold (x + y) + z it will recursively attempt to
unfold x + y since x + y does not have the form s(...) necessary to unfold -K It
will then of course again get stuck on x, as this is neither recursively unfoldable
nor of the form s(...). Thus x is the only variable it is necessary to induce over
to enable rippling-out in the inductive proof of x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z is x6.
This, of course, is just the basic principle on which Aubin's approach is based.
The actual procedure used by Aubin embeds numerous refinements needed to
implement the procedure in practice:
Firstly, it does not, in fact, a collect a single huge list of variables to induce on,
as is suggested by the discussion above. Instead variables that need to be induced
on together are grouped, and the actual induction applied based on the group
most likely to produce a successful induction. The aim is to find an induction
likely to succeed, rather than an extravagant effort that is probably doomed
to failure. The basis for the grouping is quite straight-forward: variables that
6This approach was used in the early versions of the BMTP that Aubin based his
system on. It was eventually discarded by Boyer and Moore.
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need to be induced on together are simply those appearing together as recursive
arguments in the same terms. For example, consider the goal:
x<y+aAa<b—> x < y + b
where we define < by: x < y =if x = 0 then true
else if y = 0 then false
else p{x) < p(y)
Clearly there is no point inducing on x unless y is induced on too, as to
ripple-out both arguments of < must have the form s(...). Similarly, there is
little point inducing on a unless b is induced on. Thus, in this example, there
are two alternative groups of variables that might be induced over: x, y and a, b,
each dealing with different parts of the goal.
The procedure used to find the grouping is based on Boyer and Moore's
technique. The system begins by collecting as distinct groups the sets of recursion
arguments of recursive terms where the symbolic evaluation rule gets stuck.
These groups are then exhaustively merged so that any groups sharing variables
are combined. The end result is a smaller number of merged groups with the
(desired) property that any variables that need to be induced on together appear
in the same group.
The final selection of a single merged group of variables as the variables to
be induced over is based on the usage of the various groups of variables in the
goal to be proved. The system prefers groups of variables with a minimum
number of members appearing as non-recursion arguments of recursive terms.
This preference is motivated by the "flawing" problem outlined at the end of
section 2.2.2. In the event of a tie the group guaranteeing the deepest rippling-
out is chosen. If there is still a tie, groups that do not contain variables already
induced over are preferred.
Once the variables to be induced over have been chosen, all that remains is
to construct the appropriate structural induction scheme. The system begins
by computing exactly how much each variable will be decomposed when the
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recursive terms it appears in are symbolically evaluated. This information is
then used to construct a structural induction over each variable that introduces
enough structure to allow all recursive terms they appear in to be symbolically
evaluated. The final induction applied is simply the composition of all the indi¬
vidual structural inductions. For example, consider the goal:
b even(x) A even(y) —► even[x + y)
The groups of variables that need to be induced over are {x} or {y}. The
group {y} can however be rejected as it would involve substitution for a variable
in a non-recursion argument position: the y in x+ y. This leaves {x} as the set of
variables to be induced over. The most x's structure (as a Peano natural) would
be decomposed during unfolding is twice (during the unfolding of euen(x)), thus
the induction applied is:
b G[x)
h G[0/x] h G[s(0)/x] G[x] b G[s(s(x))|
For simple theorems, the performance of Aubin's systems is very competitive
with that of Boyer and Moore. It finds the appropriate inductions, for a similar
(or perhaps even lesser) amount of computational effort. Unfortunately, for more
complicated problems its performance is markedly worse:
• The restriction to structural induction is far from uniformly beneficial. It
means that Aubin's system can only express many quite common functions
in unnatural or convoluted ways. It is not possible to express recursive
functions whose recursive arguments are not reduced in a straight-forward
structural way. A typical example is the "quicksort" function for sorting
lists:
qs(l) = if / = [] then []
else append{qs(elts<(hd[l),tl(l))), cons(hd(l), qs(elts>(hd(l),tl(l)))))
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The overall effect is that Aubin's system is really only useful for simple
problems. On complex problems the convoluted style necessary to express
many functions actually makes the problem harder not easier to solve.
• The success of an induction may require appropriate substitutions for vari¬
ables other than those being induced over. For example, in the goal from
section 2.1.1
h accjreverse(l, acc) = append{reverse{l),acc)
the variable acc needs to be instantiated with cons(head(l),acc) in the
induction hypothesis for the induction hypothesis to match the rippled-
out induction conclusion.
Unfortunately, unlike Boyer and Moore's system, Aubin's system makes
no attempt to prefer inductions for which such substitutions can be found,
to those where they cannot.
• The heuristics used in Aubin's system to choose the induction to be applied,
are much less accurate than Boyer and Moore's equivalents. For example,
Boyer and Moore explicitly check whether substituting for a variable ap¬
pearing as a non-recursion argument is likely to cause problems. Aubin
simply assumes that it will.
Thus, in summary, it would appear that Aubin's work although worthy, has
largely been superseded by more recent work by Boyer and Moore. Boyer and
Moore's work is thus clearly the better choice as a basis for further work. This is
not to say that Aubin's work is irrelevant. In some areas, notably generalisation
(which we have not considered) and the analysis of rippling out, Boyer and
Moore's system is actually rather less sophisticated that Aubin's.
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2.2.4 The Karlsruhe Induction Theorem Proving System
The Karlsruhe system [BHHW88] is a second generation induction theorem
prover based largely on the work of Aubin [Aub76] and Boyer and Moore [BM79].
Unfortunately (for the purposes of this thesis) the emphasis of the Karlsruhe
researchers is largely on problems other than the selection of appropriate induc¬
tions. The system's main innovations are its ability to deal with existentially
quantified variables [Biu88], and an extremely efficient procedure for proving the
well-foundedness of recursive term definitions [Wal88] and/or induction schemes.
Its induction procedure is by contrast relatively unsophisticated:
The main approach used is to apply what the Karlsruhe researchers term
the "most nested function" heuristic [Biu88]. The system simply applies the
induction scheme that corresponds to the recursion scheme of a most nested
function - an mnf. That is, a recursive function instance, all of whose arguments
contain no recursive function instances. Functions whose recursion arguments7
are non-variables or are inappropriately quantified for induction are of course
ignored. If no suitable most nested function can found, the system simply falls
back onto Aubin's procedure. For example, given the goal:
Vx,y3z.(y <x-*z + y = x)
the most nested function heuristic will pick the induction corresponding to the
recursion scheme of < because y < x is the only mnf whose recursion argument
is a universally quantified variable.
Given its simplicity the mnf-heuristic is remarkably effective. It is cheap to
apply, and in a surprisingly large number of situations it produces an excellent
choice of induction. It is certainly a useful extension to the Aubin procedure, as
it deals with complicated non-structural inductions just as easily as with simple
structural inductions.
7See subsection 1.4
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Unfortunately, as with Aubin's procedure, the mnf-heuristic's simplicity and
efficiency in simple proofs is bought at the expense of gross inaccuracy in more
complicated situations. If there is more than one suitable mnf in a goal, the
Karlsruhe system simply makes an arbitrary choice. It, unlike Boyer and Moore's
system, makes no attempt to choose on the basis of their relative merits. The end
result is that complex goals with multiple most nested functions frequently result
in wildly incorrect choices of induction. A further problem with the Karlsruhe
system was its status as a relatively recent on-going research project. Information
regarding the theoretical motivations for its design was incomplete and relatively
light-weight8.
Thus, despite its more recent design, the Karlsruhe system is probably a poor
basis for further work in comparison with Boyer and Moore's.
2.2.5 Kanamori & Fujita - the Argus/V verification sys¬
tem
Kanamori et al's Argus/V verification system [Kan86] is a large scale automatic
theorem prover for proving properties of pure Prolog (Horn-clause) programs.
For purposes of this discussion, we will however ignore the bulk of its design, and
focus only on the component responsible for formulating and applying inductions.
This component (due to Kanamori and Fujita [FK86]) is of particular interest
because of the induction principle that it implements.
Computational Induction
Instead of the well-founded induction principle we have discussed so far Kanamori
and Fujita's system is based on the computational induction principle of de
Bakker and Scott [dBS69]:
8This situation is improving as the authors begin to publish.
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W[fix(/)/g]
h W[±D /x\ W\-W[f(x)/x]
where x inhabits domain D,
A-d is the bottom element of D,
/ is a continuous function in D,
and fix is the fix-point operator.
This, when reformulated to suit Horn-clause programs, gives the following in¬
duction principle for goals containing predicates defined by a set of Horn-clauses:
Vlj, * . . , a a a , X^j H^|Xj, a a a , X^j
vc; vci
where: r is an n-ary predicate defined by a program made up of clauses Ci,..., C*.
and: VC? is the universal closures of the clause C,- with all occurences of r re¬
placed by similar occurrence of the formula W„ That is, the universal
closure of C,- with each atom r(ti,..., tn) replaced by W[tx/x^ ..., tn/xn].
For example, from the (pure Prolog) definition for reverse
reverse ( [] , [] ).
reverseC [HXITX], RX ) reverseC TX» RTX ), append( RTX, [HX], RX )
we obtain the computational induction scheme:
Va, b.reverse[a, b) Q[a,b]
QIUMM
Vhz, tx, rx, rtx.Q(tx, rtx) A append[rtx,[hx},rx) —► Q[[hx\tx\,rx)
The main advantage of computational induction compared with the usual
well-founded induction principle is that it enables us to deal with partial recursive
functions and predicates as easily as ordinary well-founded ones. This is of course
crucial if we wish to reason about non-terminating programs such as operating
systems or theorem-provers. The following (toy) example due to Apt and van
Emden illustrates the benefits:
We assume two predicates p and q defined as





The execution of p(s*(a)) never terminates and the execution of p(s'(b))
fails finitely. Thus, p never holds. This is of course is quite impossible to prove
using well-founded induction since p is not well-founded. However, if we apply
computational induction to:
Vx.p(x) —»■ false (which is equivalent to Vp;->p(x))
we obtain Vx.false A q[x) —► false and false —► false both of which are
trivially true, thus showing that p never holds.
Finding a Computational Induction
As described above, the computational induction principle is of only very limited
applicability. An induction on a goal G can only be based on atom R such that G
is tautologically equivalent to R —► B for some formula B, and all R's arguments
variables must be universally quantified over the whole goal.
For example, in
Vx, y.x < y A plus(x,s(y),z) —* x < z
only x < y can be used as the basis of a computational induction. An induction
cannot be based on x < z because the goal cannot be rewritten to bring it to the
left of an implication dominating the rest of the goal. plus(x, s(y), z) is excluded
because one of its arguments is a non-variable.
One of primary achievements of Kanamori and Fujita's system is in relax¬
ing these conditions so that J2's arguments can be arbitrary terms containing
only variables universally quantified over the whole goal. Their basic idea is
to specialise 12's program P. For the purposes of the induction, R can be
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treated as an atom whose arguments are all variables. For example, we can






The resulting computational induction can of course also be specialised in exactly
the same way.
The equivalence of R and the old P with R and the new specialised P is
ensured by requiring that R is closed with respect to P. R is closed with respect
to P if, in every clause in P whose head is a ground instance ofR, every recursive
call is also a ground instance of R. An atom in general form (i.e. with only
variables as arguments) is of course trivially closed.
For example, reverse(X„Y) is closed with respect to the program:
reverse ( [] , [] ).
reverseC [HXlTX], EX ) reverseC TX. RTX ), append( RTX, [HX]. RX )
whereas reverse (X, [HYITY]) is not because if TY were instantiated to [] the
recursive call to reverse would not be an instance of this atom.
The first step in Kanamori and Fujita's procedure is thus to identify the
atoms with the correct context and variable quantification to act as bases for
computational induction. These are termed "dominant" atoms in the goal. Any
dominant atoms that are not closed9, are then rewritten into more general forms
9The details of the matching procedure for detecting non-closure and the procedure
for finding atoms with the correct context may be found on pp.285,287 of [FK86],
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that are closed: they are replaced by equivalent conjunctions of equalities and
more general instances of themselves, so that all contextually suitable atoms
in the goal can in fact be used as the basis for computational inductions. For
example, the non closed atom reverse (X, [HYITY]) would be replaced by the
conjunction
The procedure is not, however, as might be expected, simply to use the
trivially closed instance of the atom in general form. Instead considerable effort is
expended to find the least general atom necessary to close the atom with respect
to its defining program10. Unfortunately, the reason why all this complication is
favoured over rewriting all atoms into predicates in general form conjoined with
equalities is not explained in the [FK86,Kan86].
Once all dominant atoms have been closed the actual construction of the
induction scheme proper begins. The procedure used is to collect all dominant
atoms and to exhaustively "merge" them, much as Boyer and Moore merge
induction schemes. The "merge" in this case consists of replacing pairs of dom¬
inant atoms with a single atom equivalent to their conjunction that provides
the basis of a single computational induction. We illustrate the procedure with
an example due to Kanamori and Fujita - the "merge" of reverse (N, L) and






The merging procedure is as follows:
10The existence of a unique minimal generalisation can be proved.
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1. The first step is to check that attempting the merge of the two atoms is
worthwhile. The atom's must have some variables in common, and at least
one pair of clauses from their defining programs must treat the shared vari¬
ables identically. In our illustrative example, the merge of reverse (N.L)
and append(N, [X] ,M), the shared variable is N, which is is treated iden¬
tically by both atoms' definitions.
2. A new recursive predicate over the union of the variables mentioned in the
two atoms, equivalent to their conjunction, is synthesised using Tamaki
and Sato's version of the fold/unfold procedure [Tam84].
(a) A new predicate over the union of the variables in the atoms is defined
as the conjunction of the two atoms.
new-p(L,M,N,X) reverse(N,L), append(N,[X],M).
(b) Each atom in the resulting clauses' tail is unfolded once to give an
expanded, but equivalent definition for the replacement predicate.
In our example the first unfold gives:
new-p([] ,M, [] ,X) append([], [X] ,M) .
new-p(L,M, [H'IT'] ,X ;)- reversed' ,A') „
append(A',[H'],L),append([H'IT'],[X],M).
which, after the second unfold becomes:
new-p( [] , [X] , [] ,X) .
new-p(L.[H'|T'],[H'IB'].X) reverse(T'.A'),
append(A',[H'],L)sappend(T',[X],B').
(c) Tamaki and Sato's procedure ends with the exhaustive application
of the fold transformation in the tails of the expanded definition's
clauses. The merging criterion guarantees that at least one fold will
occur using the original un-expanded definition of the replacement
predicate. The end result is guaranteed to be a new recursive replace¬
ment predicate that provides the basis for a computational induction
that can replace those of the two original atoms.
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In our example, we fold append and reverse using the original un-
expanded definition for new-p to give:
new-pC [] . [X] , [] ,X) .
new-p(L. [H» IT'] . [H' IB'] .X) new-p(A' ,B\T\X) ,append(A' , [H'] ,L)
3. When the clauses defining the new predicate recursively have been con¬
structed the new predicate replaces the conjunction of the two merged
atoms in the goal to be proved. In our example new-p(L,M,N,X) replaces
reverse(N,L) and append(N,[X] ,M).
Once the dominant atoms in the goal have been merged as far as is possible,
Kanamori and Fujita simply choose one at random as the basis for the induction
to be applied.
An Evaluation
Kanamori and Fujita's work clearly makes an important contribution in that it
provides an powerful induction principle suitable for automatic application in
the verification of logic programs. Unfortunately, the actual application of this
induction principle is relatively naive. The procedure it implements is, to all
intents an purposes, merely a simplified version of the Boyer-Moore procedure
adapted for dealing with pure Prolog rather than functional programs. Specifi¬
cally:
• The Kanamori-Fujita procedure, like recursion analysis, bases the induc¬
tion schemes it builds on the recursion schemes of the terms present in the
goal to be proved. However, unlike recursion analysis no attempt is made
to consider the goal as a whole. Only the dominant atoms figure in the
choice of induction scheme. If these are not typical of the goal as a whole
quite the wrong induction will be chosen, or even no induction found. For
example, Kanamori's system will be unable to find a sensible induction for:
sum(l,x, s) —► (times(x, s(x),s2) A pluses, s,s2))
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where sum is defined such that sum(a,b,s) = s
Boyer and Moore's system will easily pick the right induction, that based
on times.
• The final stage of the procedure - the selection of the merged induction that
is actually to be applied - is completely random in Kanamori and Fujita's
system. Inductions highly likely to fail are just as likely to be chosen as
those almost certain to succeed. For example, consider the goal:
sum(x, xy, z) A plus(y,x,xy) —> plus(z,z,Z2 Atimes(xy,s(xy),pxy)A
times(x, s(x), px) A subtract[pxy, xy, z2)
One choice of induction (that based on sum) is quite disastrous as it has
quite inappropriate side-effect on the x in plus. The alternative (based on
plus) goes through quite easily as it has no such inappropriate side-effects.
Kanamori and Fujita's system will simply make a random choice and hope
for the best.
In contrast the Boyer-Moore procedure will reliably choose the correct
induction. A check is made to eliminate inductions likely to fail because
of side-effects, and a scoring system applied to choose the induction likely
to make the most progress if successful.
Clearly, as with the Karlsruhe system, Kanamori and Fujita's work, though
worthy in its own right, is a poor choice as the basis for further work in compar¬
ison with Boyer and Moore's.
2.2,6 Inductionless Induction
In recent years a considerable literature has built up relating to term rewriting
techniques known as "inductionless induction". These techniques - also known as
inductive completion procedures - allow inductive theorems to be proved without
the need to explicitly construct and apply an appropriate induction scheme.
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Their theoretical basis in the theory of universal algebra is, however, rather
different from that of the other techniques discussed in this chapter. We must
therefore precede discussion of the technique itself with the introduction of some
appropriate terminology 11.
Definitions
We assume throughout that F is a finite set of function symbols, and that V is
a countably infinite set of variables.
A universal algebra AjfuV) is the set of terms we can build from F and V.
An equational theory is a set of equations ti = t2 with fi,f2 € A(FU7), we
write the equivalence relation induced by an equational theory E as =E.
An inductive theorem of an equational theory is an equation M = N such
that M<f> =e N<f> for all substitutions <f> such that N<f> and M<j> are ground
(.M(f>,N<j> E AF).
A rewrite rule is a pair of terms I —*■ r.
A rewriting system is a set of rewrite rules. Given a rewriting system R we
write t —*r s if and only if
31' a subterm of t, <f> a substitution, and a rewrite rule I —► r E R such that
t\r<j>/t'] = s and t' = 1(f).
We write the reflexive, symmetric and transitive closure of the reduction
relation —>R as =R.
A rewriting system is said to be finite-terminating if there exists no infinite
sequence of rewritings. That is if there is exists no sequence of terms f,- such
that:
^2 —* • • • —* tn —* • • •
11We base this section and the next on an excellent brief introduction to inductive
completion presented by Bill Mitchell of Manchester University at [Mit88]
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The normal forms of a term under a finite-terminating rewriting system are
the the terms it can be rewritten to that cannot themselves be further rewritten.
A finite-terminating rewriting system is complete if and only if all the normal
forms of any term are identical. The common normal form of a term is called
its canonical form.
We say a complete rewriting system R is equivalent to an equational theory
E if and only if the relation = r is equivalent to the equivalence relation =e
induced by E.
An Inductionless Induction Proof Procedure
In contrast with the work we have discussed so far, Inductionless induction is not
itself a specific proof technique. It is rather, an particular approach to automatic
theorem proving that can be implemented in several different ways. It is based on
the application of the following theorem relating inductive theorems to rewriting
systems:
If R is a rewriting system equivalent to R LI {M = N}
then M = N is an inductive theorem of R t2,ty =r t2 A ->ty —r t2
This theorem allows a conventional (possibly inductive) proof of M = N
as an equational theory R to be replaced by the construction of a complete
rewriting system R for M — N U R and a test on R's properties. The first
step - the construction of R is relatively straight forward. The Knuth-Bendix
completion procedure [KB70] provides an automatic procedure for generating
rewriting systems equivalent to equational theories. Given a set of equations and
an ordering on terms, the Knuth-Bendix procedure systematically enumerates
the rewrite rules needed for an equivalent complete rewriting system. If the
procedure terminates (which it need not) the rewrite rules generated form a
complete rewriting system equivalent to the equational theory input.
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The difficult part, on which the various inductionless induction methods dif¬
fer, lies in setting up R in such a way that the conditions (*) can be efficiently
recognised mechanically. A fairly typical approach is that taken by Huet and
Hullot in [HH82], They make the problem of recognising when R has the (*)
property tractable by restricting the form of the equational theories they con¬
sider. The restriction they apply is that the equational theory R satisfies the
"principle of definition". This requires that there is a proper subset C of the
functions F in iE's term algebra A(F U V) such that
V/ £ A(F)3b £ AC.f =r b A -36' £ AC,6' ^ 6 A 6' =R b holds.
That is, the functions used must have designated subset of constructor functions
C such that every ground term of R's term algebra is equal to a unique term
made up only of constructors from C.
This restriction on R means that M = N can be shown to be an inductive
theorem of R when R has the easily tested property that VI —> r £ R.I ^
A(C U V). It also allows M = N to be shown not to be an inductive theorem
of R whenever R contains a rewrite rule I —*• r where I, r £ A(C U V). Huet
and Hullot use these properties of equational theories satisfying the principle of
definition to construct the proof-procedure below:
1. Apply Knuth-Bendix algorithm:
IF no further rewrite rule is needed to complete R
THEN STOP "M = N is a theorem of R"
ELSE generate rewrite rule I —► r needed.
2. IF I, r £ A(C U V)
THEN STOP UM = N is not a theorem of Rn
3. IF I £ A(C U V) and -r £ A(C U V)
THEN STOP "Give up - cannot decide whether M = N is a theorem of
R"
4. GOTO 1
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Some other significant implementations are those of [Toy86], [Jou86j, [Gog80],
[KNZ86].
An Evaluation
Unfortunately, despite its meta-mathematical elegance, the inductionless induc¬
tion approach is probably of little relevance to a general-purpose theorem prover.
The most crucial limitation is both obvious and inherent: inductionless induction
is only applicable to equational theories. Neither variable binding constructs nor
theorems with pre-conditions can be adequately treated in an equational setting.
Thus, a lot of interesting domains are simply outside the capability of the tech¬
nique. In actual implementations of inductionless induction things are usually
even worse.
Even if inductionless induction techniques can be applied, they typically suf¬
fer a lack of completeness. A poor choice of term order can make the Knuth-
Bendix algorithm fail to terminate even if the inductive theorem being proved
is true. The mechanical construction of useful term orderings is still an open
research problem. This lack of completeness compares most unfavourably with
conventional uniform theorem provers based on conventional resolution tech¬
niques.
A further point is that, contrary to what might be supposed, the method
does not actually avoid induction. The proof of the usual induction sub-goals
are merely hidden within the Knuth-Bendix procedure as problems of rewriting
rewrite rules into canonical form. The choice of a particular induction is effec¬
tively hard-wired into the inductionless induction procedure used. The majority
of inductionless induction methods can thus only a few very simple induction
schemes.
Finally, as with any uniform theorem proving approach, inductionless induc¬
tion methods make it very difficult to control and/or analyse proofs. It would
be really very difficult to apply higher level search control knowledge in an in¬
ductionless induction based theorem prover. Analysing and patching around
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failures, or learning control knowledge would be similarly difficult. As such it is
to be expected that on larger problems it would be difficult to avoid a combina¬
torial explosion in theorem-provers based on inductionless induction.
Thus, in summary, inductionless induction proof procedures suffer from se¬
rious proof-theoretic and search-control weaknesses. The main flaws are that
they are incomplete, suit only weak logics, and are difficult to scale up to suit
large problems. None of these fundamental flaws apply to a comparable extent
to Boyer and Moore's approach to inductive theorem proving, which therefore
provides a superior basis for further work in the area.
2.3 Summary
In this chapter we have sought to address two main issues. Firstly, the reason
why the automatic construction of induction schemata is a subject worthy of
investigation, and secondly why we chose to base our investigations on the work
of Boyer and Moore.
We have seen that the primary motivation for the automation of inductive
proofs lies in the need to ensure the correctness of software. The various method¬
ologies for the development of formally correct programs invariably require nu¬
merous, often lengthy, inductive proofs. The particular form the required proofs
take varies from methodology to methodology, but the need for them does not.
Since the informal manual construction of these proofs is both unreliable and ex¬
pensive, it is clearly worth investigating their mechanical construction. Hence,
as successful inductive proofs depend on the use of an appropriate induction
schema, the automatic construction of (appropriate) induction schemata is a
topic worthy of research.
The motivation for the use of Boyer and Moore's work as the basis for this
thesis is, as we have seen, equally straight-forward. The bulk of existing research
into the mechanical construction of appropriate induction schemata is subsumed
by Boyer and Moore's work. Specifically:
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• The work of Aubin is based on early work by Boyer and Moore, and has
been almost entirely superceded by more recent work by Boyer and Moore.
It is, in any case, extremely restricted as to the types of programs it can
be used to prove properties of.
• The Karlsruhe induction theorem proving system, although superior to
Boyer and Moore's system in other respects, constructs induction using a
reimplementation of the (superceded) technique developed by Aubin.
• The Argus/V verification system developed by Kanamori et al, is based an
induction principle rather different from that used by Boyer and Moore.
The procedure by which it constructs induction schemata is, however,
merely a partial implementation of that developed by Boyer and Moore.
The only other major body of research into mechanising inductive proofs is
that based on inductive completion procedures. Inductive completion based the¬
orem proving system, however, have several inherent drawbacks when compared
with Boyer and Moore's technique:
• They are restricted only to very weak, equational, logics.
• Since they are based on brute-force search techniques, their performance
is likely to deteriorate rapidly when larger problems are tackled.




A pre-condition of improving any existing technique is a detailed understanding
of its working and the theoretical ideas that motivate it. Unfortunately, although
Boyer and Moore document the first aspect of Recursion Analysis excellently,
their treatment of the second is quite perfunctory. They make relatively little
attempt to motivate and justify Recursion Analysis in terms of a coherent theo¬
retical framework. It is specifically this lack of a theoretical framework that we
address in this chapter.
We begin by constructing an overall framework for Boyer and Moore's ap¬
proach in terms of the meta-theory of induction. Sections (3.3 to 3.6) then deal
with each of the components of Boyer and Moore's design in turn. In each case,
the theoretical framework is first elaborated to motivate the component's pres¬
ence, and then used to (as far as possible) reconstruct and justify Boyer and
Moore's design. The use of our theoretical framework to build an enhanced,
rational reconstruction of Recursion Analysis we leave until chapter 4.
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3.2 A Theory of Recursion Analysis
If we are to understand why Recursion Analysis (often) succeeds in finding an
induction appropriate to a particular goal we must first develop a reasonable
understanding as what it is that makes an induction appropriate. Surprisingly
perhaps, formal proof-theory provides little help in this area. A proof theoretic
characterisation that an induction is appropriate if it is part of a proof (if one
exists) says nothing about how appropriate inductions might be found. Worse, it
cannot even be decided without completing a proof. Fortunately, by considering
the informal meta-theory of induction we can do rather better.
Figure 3—1: Induction Eliminating Recursive functions
If + has the recursive definition: x + y — if x = 0 then y else s(p(x) + y) we
prove x + 0 = x as follows:
hi+0=i
x — Oh x + 0 — x x 0, p(x) + 0 = p(x) h x + 0 = x
x — 0 h 0 — x x 7^ 0, p(x) + 0 = p(x) h s(p[x) + 0) = x
□ i / 0, p(x) + 0 = p(x) h s(p(x)) = x
□
The key point is that the use of induction in a proof is almost invariably
correlated with the proof steps that eliminate recursive functions 1, This corre¬
lation arises directly from the nature of proofs involving defined functions: to
minimise their complexity it is desirable that they are proved at as high a level of
abstraction as possible. That is, that the defined functions are expanded as little
as possible. Nevertheless, quite often a point is reached where further progress
is blocked until defined functions are expanded in favour of the simpler functions
1Strictly speaking literals containing recursive functions - more on this point later in
this section.
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used to define them. In the case of non-recursively defined functions the task
is simple. The functions can be unfolded (see [BD77]) and replaced by their
(suitably instantiated) definitions.
Unfortunately, this is cannot be done with recursively defined functions. The
definitions of such functions, by definition, contain instances of themselves. Sim¬
ply unfolding such functions would thus merely change the recursive functions
present rather than eliminating them as desired. An induction, however, if cor¬
rectly chosen can eliminate recursive functions. In induction step cases the in¬
duction hypotheses provide reduced instances of the recursive functions to be
eliminated. Given a good choice of induction the application of lemmas or sym¬
bolic evaluation can allow these to be used to eliminate the recursive functions
in the conclusion by hypothesis. Similarly, in the base cases of an induction the
recursive functions are applied to objects that are in some sense minimal. If
the induction is well-chosen, this can allow the recursive functions to be elimi¬
nated by applying the base cases of their definitions (or similar lemmas). Thus,
the overall effect of a well-chosen induction is to eliminate recursive functions,
replacing them with functions present in their recursive definitions or related
lemmas.
Figure 3-1 illustrates these effects with a simple example. The induction elim¬
inates + in the step case by introducing an instance of + that exactly matches
that in the conclusion after the application of unfolding. + is eliminated in the
base-case because the hypothesis that x = 0 allows the base case of its definition
0 + x = x to be applied.
Given this meta-theoretic characterisation of induction, a workable charac¬
terisation of appropriate inductions becomes trivial. We say an induction is
appropriate if and only if it enables the elimination of at least one recursive
function in the goal it is to be applied to. This characterisation can be tested
without completing the whole proof in advance.
How then does Recursion Analysis construct induction schemata likely to
satisfy this characterisation of appropriateness? The answer is that it makes
use of the more fundamental relationship between induction and recursion that
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underlies the informal connection outlined above. Induction and recursion are
duals - an induction schema is a recursively defined proof schema. Hence, the
recursion schema used in a function's recursive definition defines (in Boyer and
Moore's terminology "suggests") an analogous dual induction schema and vice
versa. Figure 3-2 illustrates the relationship with a simple example.
Figure 3—2: Dual Induction Schema of "+"
Definition Dual Induction Schema
x + y — if x = 0 b G
then y x = 0 b G
else s(p(x) + y) x 0, G[p(x)/x] b G
where G is an arbitrary sentence of the logic used.
Formally, we define the induction dual to a recursive function (and vice-versa)
as follows:
Definition 9 Dual Induction/Recursion
An induction schema is dual to a recursive function if there is a one to one
correspondence between the induction's cases and the cases of the function's
definition such that:
The conditions governing each induction case are identical to the conditions
governing the corresponding case of the function and each step-case's step-
substitutions are identical to the substitutions for the function's formal argu¬
ments in the recursive calls present in the corresponding case of the function
definition.
■
The significance of this induction/recursion duality lies in the effects dual in¬
ductions produce when they are applied to goals containing a function they are
dual to. In this situation the application of symbolic evaluation is guaranteed to
eliminate the function in the base-cases and produce instances of the function
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in the induction conclusion matching those in the induction hypotheses. Con¬
sider the base-cases: the identity between induction base-cases and non-recursive
cases of the function's definition means that symbolic evaluation must expand
the function using one of its non-recursive cases. Since the expansion cannot, by
definition, re-introduce the function, the function is eliminated. The argument
in a step-case is very similar: the identity between step-cases and recursive cases
means that the instantiation of the induction hypotheses matches that of the
recursive calls in the case of the function's definition applicable to the induction
conclusion. Thus, trivially, the instances of the function in the induction con¬
clusion after symbolic evaluation must match those in the induction hypotheses.
This, heuristically at least, implies that the function can be eliminated from
the proof by hypothesis. Figure 3-3, illustrates the principle with a (typical)
proof where a goal about two recursively defined functions < and eq is proved
by application of their dual induction.
PROVE: eq(x,y) —* x <y
We induce stepping down 1 on x and y:
-ix = 0, ~>y = 0, (ey(x-l,y-l) -> (x-1 < y-l) f- (eq(x,y) —► x < y)
x = 0, —>y = 0 1— eq(x, y) —* x < y
x = 0, y = 0 (- eq(x, y) —> x < y
-ix = 0, y = 0 b eq(x, y) -+ x < y
Symbolic evaluation of the conclusion gives:
-ix = 0, -iy = 0, (eg(x-l, y-l) —► x-1 < y-l) b (eg(x-l,y-l) —► x-1 < y-l)
x = 0, -iy = 0 b false —* true
x = 0, y = 0 b true —» true
->x = 0, y = 0 b false —» false
All of which eventually reduce to b.
Figure 3—3; The application of Dual Induction
GIVEN:
x<y = ifx = 0 then true
else if y = 0 then false
else x-1 < y-l
AND: eq(x,y) = if x = 0 then y = 0
else if y = 0 then /alse
else ey(x-l,y-l)
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The elimination of the function in the step-case is only heuristic largely be¬
cause it might be nested inside other functions. In this case - as we suggested
in the footnote above - the whole of the literal containing the recursive function
needs to be eliminated. The expansion of the recursive function has to start
a "rippling-out" 2 effect whereby the rewriting of one function to match the
induction hypothesis enables the rewriting of the function surrounding it until
the whole literal matches. This rippling out cannot, in general, be guaranteed.
Nevertheless, although by no means universal (see section 4.6.2), rippling-out
seems to occur often enough for dual inductions to provide a very useful basis
for an automated induction prover.
Similarly, if the function on which the dual is based itself has functions nested
within it, it may only be possible construct an approximate dual. In this case
also the elimination of the function cannot be guaranteed. It may not be possible
to rewrite the induction conclusion and hypotheses so that the partial match pro¬
duced by the approximate dual becomes exact. A typical example of a situation
in which only an approximate dual can be constructed is the goal:
\- x < x + y
We cannot provide an exact dual for < because we cannot suitably instantiate its
second argument in the induction hypothesis as this argument is a non-variable.
Recursion Analysis is thus simply a procedure for exploiting the useful prop¬
erty of dual inductions outlined above in practice. It exhaustively combines the
dual inductions of the recursive function instances in a goal to produce induction
schemata likely to eliminate as many as of these recursive functions as possible.
If there is a choice between different combinations, it attempts to pick the com¬
bination heuristically least likely to fail. The following sections of this chapter
detail exactly how it goes about this task and copes with the many complications
that arise.
2We borrow this terminology from [Aub75]
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3.3 Definition Time Analysis
Unsurprisingly, the first step in the recursion analysis algorithm is to construct
the dual inductions of the goal to be proved. That is, to construct the induction
schemata dual to the recursively defined functions in the goal. The construction
procedure in fact falls into two distinct parts: the initial derivation of the well-
founded inductions dual to the recursive functions defined in the theorem-prover
(induction templates in Boyer and Moore's terminology); and the instantiation
of these duals to reflect the particular instances of the functions present. In this
section we focus entirely on the first part. We leave the second part to section
3.4.
The title of this section reflects the fact that induction template derivation
occurs when recursive terms are defined rather than during proofs when recursion
analysis proper is applied. The reason for this distinction is simple: a function's
induction templates are the same in every proof. It makes sense to construct
them in advance and record them, rather than rebuild them every time recursion
analysis is applied.
3.3.1 Constructing a Function's Dual Induction
A dual induction schema bears a very direct relation to the function definition
it is dual to. The conditions governing its cases are the same as those governing
the branches of the definition it is dual to. The induction hypotheses for each
case of the induction are given by the recursive calls in the corresponding branch
of the definition. Each distinct recursive call corresponds to a step-substitution
(see 3) that substitutes the induction variables in the same way that the recur¬
sive call instantiates the definition's formal arguments. The construction of the
inductions dual to a simple recursive definition is therefore, in principle, quite
straight forward. All that is required is to recursively traverse the definition's
conditional structure to find its conditional-free branches. For each branch found
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a case of the dual induction can be built from the recursive calls present in the
branch and the conditions governing it. The member function and its dual listed
below illustrate a simple example of this construction
else member (x, tl(x)) ->/ = nil,->hd(l) = x,G[tl(l) /I] b G
Figure 3-4 gives Boyer and Moore's algorithm for constructing dual induc¬
tions (pp.165 of [BM79]).
It is important to note that this algorithm explicitly leaves out the construc¬
tion of the base-cases of the dual induction. The motivation for this apparently
perverse omission is to simplify the implementation of the recursion analysis
procedure. Several important parts of the algorithm are significantly simpler if
the base cases for inductions are omitted and only reconstructed after recursion
analysis is complete.
The reconstruction of the base-cases relies on the fact that the induction's
case-analysis is the flattened equivalent of a function's nested conditional struc¬
ture. The cases arising from flattening one branch of a conditional all have a
governing condition that appears negated in the cases arising from the other
branch. For example, in the dual induction of member shown above I — nil is
un-negated only in the first base-case, and hd{l) = x is un-negated only in the
step-case. This property of the property of the conditions governing the induc¬
tions cases means that the induction case-analysis is disjoint as well as complete3.
That is, if S is the set of cases in the induction and C, is the governing condition
of case x, then
\/k e S.Ck *-+ -> V,es-{ifc} c,- and V,es c« hold.
This allows us to deduce that if B is the subset of base-cases in S then
member(x, I) =
if I = nil then false
else if hd{l) = x then true
I — nil b G
-i/ = nil, hd[l) = x h G
b G
3This of course assumes that the conditions contain only total functions.
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Figure 3—4: Algorithm to Build Dual Induction
1. branch := body of function's definition
governing := nil
stepcases := 0
2. CALL findcases(branch, governing)
3. EXIT step cases of dual induction = stepcases
4. PROCEDURE findcases(branch, governing)
IF branch = if cond then thencase else elsecase AND
there are no recursive references in cond AND
recursive references in thencase $£ those in elsecase AND





IF there are no recursive references in branch
THEN RETURN
ELSE
recrefs := recursive references in branch
stepsubs := instantiations for formal arguments in recrefs
stepcases := stepcases U step-case (governing, stepsubs)
RETURN
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Vj6B Cj <-> -i V,'65\J5 Ci-
So that we can reconstruct the base-cases of the induction schema as a single
combined base case with the governing condition -> V,es\B c«' For example, the
dual induction of member outlined above is represented in the recursion analysis
procedure by its step-case:
= nil, -<hd(l) = x, G[tl(l)/l] b G.
When the induction is applied the base-cases are reconstructed as a single com¬
bined base-case to give the induction schema:
b G
—i(->/ = nil A ->hd(l) — x) b G
= nil, kd{l) = x, G[tl(l)/I] b G
In the remainder of this chapter we will assume this reconstruction procedure
and leave the base cases of induction schemata implicit. Some further points
about this algorithm which we will return to in later chapters are that:
1. It cannot deal with conditional structures nested inside the arguments of
ordinary functions.
2. It never produces governing conditions with embedded recursive references.
3.3.2 Proving Well-foundedness
Once the induction dual to a function definition has been extracted, the next
step in recursion analysis is to prove it well-founded. The system searches for
a tuple of measures on a subset of the variables induced over which is reduced
under all of the induction's step-substitutions. The potentially enormous search-
space is pruned by the use of a special class of user-formulated lemmas - induc¬
tion lemmas - which express the known instantiations of measures which can
be shown reduced under well-founded orderings. Figure 3-5 gives several typi¬
cal examples of induction lemmas. Instead of exhaustively trying out different
measures in (expensive) attempted well-foundedness proofs, the BMTP merely
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collects the induction lemma instances which could be used to prove that the
induction's step-substitutions reduce a well-founded measure. That is, for each
step-substitution the system collects the induction lemma instances whose con¬
clusions show some well-founded measure is reduced by the step-substitution, and
whose pre-conditions follow from the conditions governing the step-substitution.
For example, consider the dual induction of the function merge, defined by:
merge{l, r) = if / = nil then r
else if r = nil then I
else if hd(l) < hd{r) then cons(hd(l),merge(tl(l),r))
else cons{hd{r) ,merge[l, tl(r)))
which has the form
h G
= nil, ->r = nil, hd{l) < hd{r),G[tl{l)/l,r/r} h G
->l = nil,->r = nil,-<hd{l) < hd(r),G[l/l,tl(r)/r] h G
Given the induction lemmas in figure 3-5 the system would collect the induction
lemma instance lengthJl[l/1] for the first step-substitution and lengthJl[r/I] for
the second. These would be shown to apply under the conditions governing the
step-substitutions by proving that:
->/ = nil A —>r — nil A hd{l) < hd[r) —* ->l = nil
and
-i/ = nil A -ir — nil A -ihd{l) < hd[r) —► ->r = nil
Once the induction lemmas have been collected tuples ofmeasures from which
proofs of well-foundedness can be constructed can be found very efficiently. The
induction lemmas associated with each step-substitution give the measures it re¬
duces under a well-founded ordering. A tuple of measures therefore shows the in¬
duction well-founded under a lexicographic ordering if, for each step-substitution:
1. There exists a leftmost member of the tuple appearing in one of the induc¬
tion lemmas collected for the step-substitution.
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2. The measures appearing left of the reduced measure in the tuple are un¬
changed by the step-substitution.
For example, the induction dual to merge can be proved well-founded under
the pair of measures [length{l), length{r)).
The tuples of measures to try out are systematically generated in order of
ascending size. First single measures mentioned in the collected induction lem¬
mas are tried out, then pairs, then triples and so on. An important refinement
that prevents excessive search is that tuples whose measures share variables are
excluded. Such tuples are highly unlikely to show the induction well-founded
since the sharing of variables precludes one measure changing whilst others are
unchanged.
Figure 3—5: Induction Lemmas
1. lengthJtl == -d = nil —> length[tl{l)) < length(l)
2. lengthAstHalf == ~>l = nil —*■ length(lstHalf(/)) < length(l)
3. lengthJZndHalf == -i/ = nil —* length(2ndHalf[l)) < length[l)
Boyer and Moore's efficient procedures that realise this scheme for prov¬
ing well-foundedness with a minimum of search may be found on pp.180-183 of
[BM79]. A point worth noting is that a proof of well-foundedness for a func¬
tion's dual induction also provides a proof of well-foundedness for its definition.
Boyer and Moore exploit this useful fact so as to avoid explicit proofs of well-
foundedness for newly defined functions. Well-foundedness is instead ensured by
accepting only function definitions whose dual inductions can be proved well-
founded as outlined above.
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3.3.3 Eliminating Redundancy
73
Once a function's dual induction has been proved well-founded the final definition-
time step is to tidy it up by removing redundant tests from its case-analysis.
Redundant tests are governing conditions in a case of an induction that can be
removed without material effect on the induction's form (the induction hypothe¬
ses it builds) or well-foundedness. The case-analyses of dual inductions tend to
contain redundant tests because, in practice, only part of a function definition's
conditional structure relates directly to its recursion schema. The remainder is
specific to the particular computation the function implements, and produces
redundant case-analysis conditions in its dual induction schema. For example,
the conditional structure of the definition for member tests whether x = hd(l).
This test, although it is needed to make member compute the right value, is com¬
pletely irrelevant to member's recursion schema. As a result x = hd[l) appears
as a redundant test in the case-analysis for member's dual induction schema:
b G
->l = nil, x = hd(l),G[l/tl(l)] b G
The governing condition ->£ = hd(l) is completely extraneous to the induction
schema and can be removed without materially changing it.
Redundant tests need to be removed because they cause additional "weak"
base cases in the induction. If C appears as a redundant test in the hypotheses
to the step-cases of an induction, we must prove a base-case under the hypoth¬
esis that -iC holds. Such base-cases can be very hard to prove since C is, by
definition, completely irrelevant to the induction. Boyer and Moore give a good
example of this effect in pp.176-177 of [BM79]. Furthermore, redundant tests can
also obscure situations in which several different functions have the same dual
induction(s). This can cause a great deal of effort to be wasted in considering
trivial variants of the same basic induction.
Boyer and Moore eliminate redundant conditions by replacing the original
governing conditions of an induction's cases with the pre-conditions of the in¬
duction lemma used to prove that case well-founded. The idea is that since
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the well-foundedness proof requires the pre-conditions of the induction lemmas
to be shown, a case-analysis composed of these pre-conditions is, by definition,
non-redundant4. For example, the induction schema dual to merge which was
proved well-founded above would be rewritten to give:
b G
= nil,G[tl{l)/l,r/r] b G
-ir = nil, G[l/l, tl(r)/r] b G
Induction cases whose governing conditions become identical after tidying
are combined into single induction cases whose step-substitutions are the union
of those combined.
The well-foundedness of the tidied inductions that result is guaranteed, be¬
cause the induction lemmas applied to prove well-foundedness with original case-
analysis can still be applied. The completeness of their case-analyses is guar¬
anteed because the base-cases will (eventually) be constructed to complete the
partial case-analysis provided by the step-cases.
An important point to note is that the tidied inductions produced by different
tuples of measures and hence different induction lemmas can differ significantly.
Thus, since it is not possible to foretell which variants might eventually be re¬
quired and which not, recursion analysis has to construct as many as it can. It
searches for tuples of measures justifying well-foundedness exhaustively, until all
distinct tuples have been tried out. For each tuple found the resulting tidied in¬
duction and the tuple itself are recorded, indexed under the function they were
constructed from. It is this list of measure/induction schema pairs that form
what Boyer and Moore term the induction templates for a function.
4This of course assumes the user is not prone to formulating lemmas with redundant
pre-conditions!
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3.4 Instantiating templates to reflect a Goal
The first proof-time step in recursion analysis is to use the induction templates
produced at definition-time to construct the induction schemata of dual to the
goal to be proved. For each recursive function instance in the goal the induction
templates for that function are looked up and instantiated to match that partic¬
ular instance of the function. The resulting induction schemata are the true raw
material of recursion analysis procedure. Each is dual to one or more terms in
the goal, and hence provides a building block for induction schemata that might
eliminate those terms. We say that each induction schema deals with the terms
it is dual to.
The instantiation procedure proper is quite simple: the induction schemata
and measures from the induction templates merely have their formal argument
variables replaced with the actual arguments in the relevant term instance. For
example, if areverse is defined as
areverse(l,a) = if / = nil then a else areverse[tl[l), cons(hd(l), a)
its induction template is
F G
with justifying measure lengthU).
->/ = 0, G[tl(l)/l,cons(hd(l),a)/a\ F G
and would produce the induction schema dual to areverse(p,b) by applying the
substitution [p/l,b/a] to the template to give the induction schema
F G
■ —- with justifying measure length(p)
->p = 0,G[tl(p)/p,cons(hd(p),b)/b] F G
Instead, the real problem is ensuring that the instantiated induction schemata
remain well-formed where well-formedness of induction schemata is defined as
follows:
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Definition 10 Induction Schema Well-formedness
An induction schema is well-formed provided that it is well-founded and that
its step-substitutions5 are unambiguous and substitute only for free variables.
■
Boyer and Moore ensure well-formedness in two stages. The first stage is
to check whether the induction template will remain well-founded once it has
been instantiated. Boyer and Moore call this checking that the template applies.
If the template cannot be shown to apply its instantiation is discarded. The
well-foundedness check Boyer and Moore use is to test whether the instantiation
required is such that the original proof of well-foundedness for the template
will still apply when it is instantiated. They express this test in terms of two
sets of terms extracted from the instantiations for the measured arguments of
the induction template. The measured arguments are those formal arguments
of the function/induction schema that are referenced in the measure justifying
their well-foundedness (and are hence relevant in the template's proof of well-
foundedness). Boyer and Moore term the two sets of terms the changeables and
unchangeables.
The changeables are the terms instantiating changing arguments - measured
arguments that are changed by the induction's step-substitutions. The un¬
changeables are the variables embedded in the terms instantiating unchanging
arguments - measured arguments that only have empty substitutions in the in¬
duction's step-substitutions. Consider, for example, the induction schema dual
to the function
sumto(i, /) = if i > I then 0
else i + sumto(i + 1, /)
This schema has form:
I" G
and is justified by the measure |/ — i\.
x< l,G[i + l/i,l/l\ b G
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Its changing arguments are {t} and its unchanging arguments are {/}. Hence
when it is instantiated to suit the goal:
b x < y —*• 2 * sumto(x, y + z) = (y + z) * (y + z) + 1) — x * (x + l)
the only changeable is the variable x and the unchangeables are the variables
y,z.
A template applies only if the changeables are all distinct variables, and none
also appears in the unchangeables. The first part of the test is easily justified:
since the induction cannot sensibly substitute for non-variables the changeables
must all be variables. For example, we cannot instantiate the template for sumto
in the goal
Vy<x!\x<z —► sumto{{x — y), z) = ...
because we would end up inducing over a non-variable [x — y). The changeables
all need to be distinct - different from each other - because otherwise we might
have to substitute in two different ways for the same variable. For example, if
gcd is defined as
gcd(x, y) = if x = y then x
else if x < y then gcd(x, y - x)
else gcd{y, x)
b G
the dual induction is x < y, G[x/x, y — x/y] b G justified by the measure (x, y)
x > y,G[y/x,x/y] b G
and we cannot instantiate the template for gcd in the goal b gcd(x, x) = x
because x would need to be replaced by both x and x — x in one of the induction
hypotheses.
The second part of the test is a little more complicated. The key idea is to
observe that, by definition, the unchanging measured arguments are not changed
by the un-instantiated schema's step-substitutions. Thus, if the original proof of
well-foundedness is to apply to the instantiated schema, the terms instantiating
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these arguments must not changed by the step-substitutions of the instanti¬
ated induction. Thus, no changeable (a variable that is changed by the step-
substitutions) may also appear in the unchangeables. For example, we cannot
instantiate the template for sumto in the goal
h 2 * sumto(a, b + a) = (a + 6) * (a + b + 1) — a * (a + 1)
because a + b would become (a + 1) + b in the induction hypothesis. In order to
show well-foundedness we would have to prove | (a+ 1) + b — (a + 1) | < \a + b — a\
(which is false). The original well-foundedness proof which shows \y — (x+ 1)| <
\y — x\ would no longer apply.
Boyer and Moore detail the justification of their template applicability test
on pp.185-186 of [BM79].
The second step in ensuring the well-formedness of the instantiated template
is to ensure the well-formedness of the instantiated substitutions for unmeasured
arguments which the applicability test ignores. The approach taken here is
rather different since these substitutions only effect the heuristic adequacy of
the induction, rather than its soundness. The substitutions are simply tidied
until they are well-formed: substitutions for non-variables and unchangeables
are discarded along with substitutions clashing with the substitutions already
constructed for the unchangeables. Any other clashes between substitutions are
resolved by discarding some arbitrarily. In the cases where such clashes occur,
and ill-formed substitutions have to be discarded, the resulting induction schema
is of course only an approximate dual to the term it was constructed for. For
example, if we have the goal
b palindrome(areverse(p, p)) where areverse is defined
areverse(l,a) = if / = nil then a else areverse(tl(/),cons(hd(l), a)
it is impossible to construct an exact dual for areverse(p, p) as this would entail
substituting both tl(p) and cons(hd(p), p) for p in the induction hypothesis. The
best we can do is the induction schema constructed by the procedure outlined
above
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H G '
->p = nil, G[p/t/(p)] 1- G
which retains the instantiation for p that allows the induction to be proved well-
founded.
3.5 Subsumption and Merging
3.5.1 Subsumption (and Repeated Induction Schemata)
Once the induction schemata dual to recursive function instances in a goal have
been collected, recursion analysis' next step is to eliminate those schemata sub¬
sumed by others. The aim is to minimise duplicated effort in later stages of
recursion analysis when alternative inductions based on the collected duals are
evaluated. The notion of subsumption used derives directly from the meta-
theoretic foundations underlying the use of dual inductions 6. An induction
schema deals with some terms Tt in a goal when it produces induction hypoth¬
esis instances of T,- that match those produced by unfolding T,- in the induction
conclusion. An induction schema therefore subsumes another schema if the other
only deals with a subset of the terms it deals with.
Given this notion of subsumption, there are in fact two quite distinct ways
in which one induction can subsume another. The first possibility is relatively
straight forward. An induction schema will subsume another if it is an extension
of the other. That is, if it has additional step-substitutions and/or it induces over
additional variables. The induction hypotheses of an extension, by definition,
contain a subset in which the function(s) dual to the un-extended schema are
instantiated just as in the un-extended schema's induction hypotheses. Any
6It should be emphasised that the analysis of the subsumption check presented here
is very much a reconstruction. Boyer and Moore themselves provide only a skeleton
justification by way of examples (see pp.190 [BM79]).
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terms matched in the un-extended schema must therefore also be matched in
the extension. Hence, the extension subsumes the un-extended schema. For
example, in the goal
b length(l) + length(a) = length(areverse(l,a))
the induction schema dual to areverse
b G
->/ — nil,G[tl(l)/l,cons(hd(l)ia)/a] b G
subsumes the induction schema dual to length(l)
b G
-il = nil, G[tl(l)/I] b G
because it will produce an induction hypothesis in which length(l) is instanti¬
ated exactly as it would be in the induction produced by the induction dual to
length{l).
The second possibility is rather more subtle. An induction schema is also
subsumed by schemas that are repeated forms of itself - induction schemata that
capture the effect of applying it repeatedly. For example, an induction schema
with one step-case
-ix = 0, -vp(x) = 0, G[p(p(x))/x] b G
is the doubled form of the induction schema with one step-case
—ix = 0, G\p{x)/x\ b G
The subsumption of an induction schema by repeated forms is shown as
follows:
We know that for some terms T,- in the goal to be proved the unrepeated
schema produces instances of T{ in the induction hypotheses that match those
produced by unfolding in the induction hypothesis. Thus, by definition, the
induction hypotheses produced by a repeated form of the schema will contain
instances of T,- that will match those produced by repeated unfolding of T,- in the
induction conclusion. A repeated form of an induction schema therefore deals
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with all terms dealt with by the unrepeated schema, and hence subsumes it. For
example, given even defined
even(n) = if n = 0 then true else if p(n) — 0 then false else euen(p(p(n))
and the goal
b even(x) A even[y) —> even(x + y)
then the induction schema dual to even(x)
b G
->x = 0, _ip(x) = 0, G[p(p(x)) /i]bG
subsumes the induction schema dual to x + y
b G
~<x = 0, G[p(x)/x] b G
We can match x + y in the induction conclusion with the instance of + in the
induction hypothesis by unfolding it twice:
even(p(p(x)) + y) b ... —► even(x + y)
... —► even(p(p(x)) + y) b ... —► even(s(p(x) + y))
even(p(p(x)) + y) b ... —► euen(s(s(p(p(x)) + y)))
Given that it will detect subsumption of either or both kinds, Boyer and
Moore's subsumption test is remarkably simple. Paraphrased, it is defined as
follows:
• An induction schema is regarded as subsumed by another if it induces over
a subset of the variables induced over by the other, and if each of its cases
is subsumed by a case of the other.
• A case is regarded as subsumed by another if each of its step-substitutions
is subsumed by one of the other's step-substitutions.
• A step-substitution is subsumed by another if the term it substitutes for
any given variable is a subterm of, or identical to, the term substituted for
that variable by the other substitution.
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A further condition that no unchangeable of the subsumed schema should be
a changeable of the subsuming schema (cf. section 3.4) ensures soundness. The
test's necessity is easily shown:
We assume some induction schema ST subsumes another 52 which deals with
terms T, in the goal to be proved. In each case of 51 the induction hypotheses
thus, by definition, contains all the instances of the terms T,- produced by (re¬
peated) unfolding of T{ in the induction conclusion. Thus, in each case of 51 the
step-substitutions must be a superset of (extensions to) the step-substitutions
of a case of (a repeated form of) inductions dual to T{. Hence, in each case
of (a repeated form of) 52 each step-substitution must substitute terms iden¬
tical to those substituted by a step-substitution of a case of 51. Since the
step-substitutions of a repeated form are produced by composing those of an
unrepeated schema, 52 must substitute subterms of or terms identical to those
substituted by 51. Hence Boyer and Moore's test will detect 52 subsumed by
51. Thus, since 51 and 52 are free Boyer and Moore's subsumption test must
necessarily detect schemata that are subsumed by another.
The sufficiency of the test, however, is a rather different story. The price of
simplicity in Boyer and Moore's subsumption test is that it is too weak. It does
not properly check that the instantiations of the subsuming induction hypotheses
are in fact those of an extension of a repeated form of the subsumed induction.
Instead, it merely checks that a subsumed induction hypothesis is instantiated
subterms of the instantiation of the induction hypothesis subsuming it. This is a
reasonable approximation - the induction hypothesis instantiations of a schema
are subterms of those of its repeated forms - but not exactly right. There are
many undoubtedly non-subsumed inductions schemata, that can be found to be
"subsumed" in this way. For example,
s ^ nil,hd{s) ^ nil,G[tl(tl(s))/s\ h G
s 7^ nil,hd(s) ^ nil,G[hd(tl[s))/s] h G
will be regarded as "subsuming"
s nil, Gr[t/(s)/s] b G
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which is clearly wrong, as a function dual to the latter schema cannot possibly
expand to give an instance of itself with an argument matching hd(tl(s)).
Similarly, the test does not actually check that the case-structure of the
subsuming induction schema really is that of a (possibly repeated) extension of
the subsumed induction. It merely checks that each case can be subsumed by at
least one of the cases of the subsuming schema. This, for example, means that
the induction schema with one step-case
-i£ = nil, G[tl(x) jx\\r G
would be incorrectly recognised as subsumed by the induction schema
b G
-ix = nil, even(length(x)),G[tl(x)/x] b G
-ix = nil,-ieven(length(x)),G[2ndhalf(x)/x],G\lsthalf(x)/x] b G
whose second step-case is most unlikely to deal with the terms dealt with by the
"subsumed" induction.
In practice, however, the subsumption test appears to perform very well. The
situations where the flaws outlined above are significant seem very rare. To date,
no uncontrived examples where an induction schema is incorrectly subsumed
have been found by the author.
3.5.2 Merging
Even with subsumed schemata eliminated, the induction schemata dual to the
recursive terms in a goal are still some way away from providing useful inductions
for the goal as a whole. The problem is that the schema whilst producing matches
for some recursive terms in the goal, will in general produce mis-matches for
recursive terms that share variables with the ones it is dual to. For example,
consider the goal:
\-x<yAy<z-+x<z.
If we apply the induction dual to x < y terms we produce the induction step-case
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p(z) < p(y) A p(y) < z —* p(x) <2hi<yA3/<0~>i<2
in which we cannot eliminate x < y because the the other recursive terms ref¬
erencing x and y have been mis-instantiated. The same problem also occurs if
any of the other induction's dual to terms in the goal are applied.
The inductions that avoid this problem, and hence allow recursive terms to
be eliminated are those that combine the effects of the inductions dual to the
recursive terms that share variables. For example, the goal shown above can be
dealt with by applying the induction schema
-ix = 0,-ny = 0,-iz = 0, G[p{x)/x, p{y)/y, p{z)/z\ b G
which combines the effects of the inductions dual to all three < terms.
The next step in recursion analysis is therefore to combine induction schemata
that overlap - induce over shared variables. Overlapping schemata cannot how¬
ever simply be combined by composition - they would interfere with each other.
The variables substituted in common would be substituted for twice, while the
others would only be substituted for once. The term instances in the induction
hypotheses would thus no longer match the results of expanding the terms in the
induction conclusion, and the induction would probably fail. The approach is
instead to merge the inductions by combining cases with step-substitutions that
substitute the shared variables identically so as to produce a combined induction
schema that combines the effects of both. For example, the induction schemata
b G
■ — and
->x = nil,-*y = nil, G[tl{x)/x, tl(y)/y] b G
b G
y - nil, z = 0,G[tl(y)/y,z/z] b G
-iy = nil, -yz = 0,G[tl(y)/y,p(z)/z] b G
merge to give the induction schema
b G
-ix = nil,-iy = nil,z < c,G[tl{x)/x,tl{y)fy,p(z)/z\ b G
-ix = nil, -iy = nil, -iz < c, G\tl[x)/x, tl(y)/y, z/z] b G
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which combines the effects of both.
Overlapping induction schemata, whose instantiations of shared variables in
their induction hypotheses differ, cannot be merged, as there is no single induc¬
tion schema that can combine the effects of both. Non-overlapping induction
schemata do not need to be merged since they can be safely applied one after
the other.
Boyer and Moore's merging algorithm, like the subsumption check, is straight¬
forwardly defined on the structure of induction schemata:
® Two overlapping schemata Si and S2 are merged by merging each case of
one schema into every case of the other it can be successfully merged with.
• A case C1 is merged into a case C2 by conjoining Cl's governing conditions
with those of C2 and merging Cl's step-substitutions into as many of
C2's as is possible. The case merge succeeds provided each of Cl's step-
substitutions merge into at least one induction hypothesis of C2.
• A substitution 51 is merged into a substitution 52 by taking the union of
their individual substitutions for variables. The merge fails if the substi¬
tutions for any common variables are not identical.
The merge as a whole succeeds if every case of the first schema could be
merged, and no case of the second schema was merged more than once. The
details of Boyer and Moore's own presentation of their algorithm can be found
on pp.192-193 of [BM79].
The well-foundedness of the merged schema is easy to show:
• The case-analysis of the merged schema is complete, since the (implicit)
base case's pre-condition is defined as the negation of the disjunction of
the step case pre-conditions.
• Step-substitutions of the merged schema are well-formed by construction.
They are the union of well-formed induction schemata that substitute iden¬
tically on all common variables.
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• The merged schema is well-founded since the well-foundedness proof for
S2 can be applied without change. The pre-conditions governing each case
contain those of the corresponding case in S2 and the step-substitutions
are identical to those of 52 except possibly for substitutions for additional
variables.
The correctness of the procedure is, however, a rather different matter. We
cannot show the merging procedure is correct because we have not properly
formalised what it is supposed to achieve. Boyer and Moore are no help because
- just as with subsumption checking - they only justify their procedure informally
through examples.
What they appear to have missed is that an induction substitutes appropri¬
ately for a set of recursive terms if and only if it subsumes the inductions dual to
those recursive terms. The merging procedure is supposed to build the simplest
common subsuming schema for the schemata merged. That is, a single induction
schema that subsumes them both. This observation also allows gives proper jus¬
tification for the exhaustive application of merging. The end result of exhaustive
merging is a set of least complex induction schemata subsuming maximal subsets
of the induction schemata dual to terms in the goal to be proved. The merged
schemata are, in other words, the simplest induction schemata dual to recursive
terms in the goal to be proved that avoid inappropriate substitutions in other
recursive terms as far as possible.
Once this theoretical framework for merging is in place we can prove the
soundness of the merging procedure quite readily. The schema resulting from a
merge subsumes both merged schemata because:
• The merged schema is the union of the merged and unmerged cases of
S2. Hence, each case of the second schema appears in the merged schema,
possibly with substitutions for additional variables. The merged schema is
thus an extension of 52 and hence subsumes it.
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• Each case of the SI is merged into at least one case of 52. Hence, an ex¬
tension of each case of 51 appears in the merged schema. The first schema
is thus also subsumed, but this time only under Boyer and Moore's weak
subsumption test. This is because, in addition to cases subsuming 51 cases,
the merged schema may contain additional cases with step-substitutions
quite different from any in 51.
As we will see in chapter 4, the merging procedure is far from complete.
There is at least one important situation where it will fail to find the common
subsuming schema of a pair of induction schemata.
3.6 Final Selection
The induction schemata produced by merging provide what is, in effect, the
complete set of distinct inductions that could sensibly be applied to the goal to
be proved. Each merged schema subsumes the dual induction schemata of one or
more recursive terms in the goal, and avoids inappropriate substitutions in other
recursive terms if at all possible. No two merged schemata can be replaced by
a common subsuming schema, as otherwise the merging procedure would have
already done so.
This does not, however, mean that each of the schemata constructed by
merging is just as useful as any other. Some inductions will be much more likely
to fail, that is to leave unprovable induction subgoals, than others. Similarly,
some inductions if they succeed, will make more progress, that is eliminate more
recursive term instances, than others. The final step in recursion analysis is
therefore a procedure to select the merged induction schema that is likely to make
the most progress, with the least risk of failure. In Boyer and Moore's system
the selection process falls into two phases: flaw checking and score selection.
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The job of the flaw checking procedure is to detect and mark those induction
schemata that seem likely to fail. The test employed is based on the observa¬
tion that the main, readily predictable, causes of induction schema failure are
induction's side-effects. An induction schema's side-effects are the substitutions
it makes in its induction hypotheses for variables present in recursive terms it
does not deal with. For example, the side-effect of applying the induction dual
to areverse(l,a) to the goal:
b areverse(l,a) = append{reverse{l),a)
is the substitution of cons(hd(l), a) for a in the second argument position of
append.
Side-effects cause induction failures when they produce terms in the induc¬
tion hypothesis that cannot be matched against the induction conclusion. That
is, when the side-effect substitution clashes with the step-substitutions of the in-
duction(s) dual to the terms in which the side-effect appears. A good illustrative
example (borrowed from [BM79]) is the theorem:
appendix, append(y,z)) = append[append(x,y), z)
Recursion analysis up to flaw checking gives two induction suggestions, one
for induction on x and one on y. The y suggestion is flawed because it will sub¬
stitute tl(y) for y in the second argument of the fourth "append" - an argument
position that will remain unchanged after symbolic evaluation of the induction
conclusion. Thus, a match between hypothesis and symbolically evaluated con¬
clusion will be impossible, and the induction is likely to fail.
Boyer and Moore do not, however, laboriously compare each induction schema
with all the schemata dual to recursive terms in the goal to be proved to test
whether it is flawed. Instead, they applying a much simpler test (see pp.195
[BM79]) which we can paraphrase as:
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An induction schema si is flawed if there exists an induction schema
s2 such that some measured variable of Sj changed by step-substitutions
is common to s2.
Boyer and Moore justify this test on the basis that the induction schemata
under consideration are the result of merging the schemata dual to the terms
in the goal. This means that if a schema si has variables v,- in common with
another induction schema s2 it must substitute inappropriately for v,- in some
term s2 deals with. If it didn't, then si and s2 would have been combined by the
merging procedure. The flawing test ignores shared variables unchanged by an
induction's step-substitutions - unchanging variables - because only non-identity
substitutions can cause side-effects. A recursive term left unchanged by an in¬
duction schema always matches between induction hypothesis and conclusion.
The reason shared unmeasured changing variables are ignored is rather more
subtle. If we analyse the inductive proofs performed by the Boyer-Moore theo¬
rem prover it soon becomes apparent that such variables are almost invariably
accumulators in the function definitions to which the induction is dual. That is,
they carry some constructed result down through the function's recursion. This
means that side-effects produced by such substitutions that occur in argument
positions that are destructed can almost always be eliminated. Consider, for
example, the goal:
evens jacc(l,n) = plus(n, evens(/))
where evens and evens jacc are defined by:
evens (I) = if / = nil then 0
else if even(hd[l)) then s(evens(tl(I))
else evens(tl(l))
evens„acc(l, a) = if / = nil then a
else if even(hd(l)) then evens jicc(tl(l),s(a))
else evensjacc(tl(l), a)
The appropriate induction dual to evenjacc produces a side-effect for n in the
term plus(n,...). This side-effect, however, does not matter because since the
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side-effect constructs n, and the recursion of plus destructs n, symbolic evalua-
tion will cancel the two out. The proof of the sub-goal in which the side-effect
would, superficially, appear to cause the induction to fail has the form:
evens jacc[tl[l),s{n)) = plus(s(n), evens(tl(l))), even{hd[l))
b evensjicc{l,n) = plus[n,evens{l))
The application of symbolic evaluation however produces the goal:
evens„acc(tl(l),s(n)) = s(plus(n, evens(tl(/)))), even(hd(l))
h evens jacc(tl(l), s(n)) = plus(n, s(evens(tl(l)))
in which the side-effect is eliminated, so allowing the induction to succeed.
Boyer and Moore ignore side-effects caused by substitutions for unmeasured
variables because, almost invariably, they are of this harmless eliminable type.
Nevertheless, as published, Boyer and Moore's flawing test is incorrect. The
combination of exceptions for unchanging and unmeasured variables shared con¬
ceals a serious bug. We present the details of this bug, and its solution in chapter
4.
3.6.2 Score Selection
Once the flaw checking has eliminated schemata likely to fail due to side-effects,
the induction to be applied is selected on the basis of a simple heuristic scoring
function. Each induction schema s has associated with it the score:
EteD(,)m(t,s)/n(t)
where D(s) is the set of recursive terms s deals with, n(f) is the number of argu¬
ments possessed by the recursive term t and m(t, s) is the number of arguments
to t that the induction schema s substitutes for correctly.
The induction schema applied to the goal to be proved is the one with the
highest score. If all the schemata are flawed, the flawing check is ignored and
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the flawed induction schema with the highest score chosen. If there is a score-
draw, schemata that deal with "awkward" terms with complicated non-structural
recursion schemes are preferred.
The scoring procedure is probably best illustrated by example. Consider the
goal:
f- appended, append(b,c)) = append(append[a,b) ,c)
This produces three dual inductions: one dealing with append(a, append(b,c))
one for dealing with appended, b) and one dealing with dppend(b, c). The first two
merge to give a single induction dealing with both terms. This induction schema
is unflawed and has score of 1.5 since it deals correctly with both arguments of
dppend[d,b) and the first argument of append(a, append(b, c)), The induction
schema dealing with dppend{b, c) is flawed (see above) and has a score of 1 since
it deals correctly with both arguments of dppend[b,c).
Unfortunately, as with much of the recursion analysis procedure, Boyer and
Moore do not really justify their scoring heuristic. We are therefore, once again
forced to construct the underlying theory from scratch. The three main consid¬
erations that the scoring function appears to reflect are that:
• Heuristically, an induction is more likely to fail if it does not substitute
correctly in all argument positions of a term that it deals with. This is
because arguments positions that are not substituted appropriately will
differ in the induction hypothesis and conclusion. The induction will fail
unless there happens to be some rewriting of the induction conclusion and
hypothesis that can restore the match. Thus: an induction that enables
an exact match between induction hypotheses and conclusion on some
recursive term should be preferred to one that enables only a partial match.
• In general, the successful elimination of a recursive term requires rather
more than a match on that term between induction hypotheses and conclu¬
sion. Usually, matches between many other terms are also required before
the literal in which a recursive term appears can be eliminated by hypoth-
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esis. An induction that enables a match on many recursive terms should
therefore be preferred to one that enables a match on only a few. Thus,
since an induction is likely to enable matches on terms that it deals with,
an induction that deals with many recursive terms should be preferred to
one that deals with only a few.
• Complicated non-structural induction schemata are derived from simple
structural induction schemata. This means that complicated induction
schemata quite often enable matches on recursive terms with simple struc¬
tural induction schemata, but not vice-versa. Therefore, since the aim is
to choose an induction schema that enables as many matches as possible,
complicated induction schemata should be preferred to a simple induction
schemata.
Clearly, the Boyer-Moore scoring function is relatively crude. It is question¬
able, for example, whether the very small penalty applied to inductions that only
produce partial matches between induction hypotheses and conclusion is correct.
An induction schema that leaves a mismatched argument in every recursive term
it deals with can score higher than an induction schema that produces only exact
matches. Furthermore, the scoring function only takes into account only a subset
of the matches an induction has to achieve to succeed. It largely ignores the the
matches an induction may need to achieve through rippling-out or the rewriting
of recursive terms that only partly matched with the induction hypotheses.
In chapter 4 we therefore propose a more sophisticated scoring function, that
more accurately reflects the ways in which an induction dual to recursive terms
in a goal may fail.
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3.7 Summary
Boyer and Moore's work on the automatic construction of appropriate induction
schemata suffers from a serious flaw: the procedure they propose - recursion
analysis - lacks an explanatory theory. In this chapter we have tackled this
problem by identifying the theoretical explanation for each step in the Boyer-
Moore algorithm.
As the basis for these explanations we identified two key meta-theoretic
properties of induction. Namely, that the appropriateness of inductions can
be equated with the elimination of recursive terms, and that, heuristically, in¬
ductions dual to recursive terms in a goal eliminate those recursive terms. The
explanation for recursion analysis these basic principles provide us with is as
follows:
1. The first phase of recursion analysis - definition time analysis - constructs
well-founded induction schemata dual to the recursive functions defined in
the system.
For each recursive function definition added to the system:
The raw induction schema dual to the function is constructed by flat¬
tening the conditional structure of the functions' definitions.
The induction schema found is, if possible, proved well-founded by
finding well-founded measures on the variables it induces over that are
reduced under its step-substitutions. If no well-foundedness proof can be
found the function definition is rejected.
The well-founded induction schema is tidied to eliminate weak base-
cases by removing redundant conditions from the conditions governing its
step-cases. The distinct, tidied induction schemata that result are recorded
along with their justifying well-founded measures as induction templates
for the recursive function.
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2. The second phase - template instantiation - uses functions' induction tem¬
plates to construct the induction schemata dual to the recursive terms in
the goal to be proved. The induction templates for each recursive function
appearing in the goal to be proved are instantiated to reflect the instances
of the functions present in the goal. These induction schemata provide the
raw material for constructing a workable induction dual to recursive terms
in the goal, and hence appropriate to the goal.
3. The third phase - subsumption checking - eliminates induction schemata
that only deal with terms dealt with equally well by others. That is,
induction schemata subsumed by others are discarded.
4. The fourth phase - merging - wherever possible replaces pairs of inductions
that overlap (share variables) with a single induction that subsumes both
- a common subsuming schema.
The intended effect is the construction of the induction schemata dual
to terms in the goal that, as far as possible, avoid substitutions in other
terms that could cause them to fail. These schemata represent the set of
inductions that have some chance of enabling the elimination of recursive
terms from the goal to be proved.
5. The fifth phase - Final Selection - selects from the induction schemata
produced by merging the induction most appropriate to the goal to be
proved, from those produced by merging. It discards any inductions that
produce substitutions in terms they do not deal with that are likely to
cause the induction to fail. That is, it discards inductions with non-empty
side-effects that are unlikely to be eliminable - flawed inductions. From
those that remain, it then finally chooses the schema that produces the
closest match between induction hypotheses and conclusion and/or makes
the most progress in the proof.
The intended result is the selection of the induction schema most likely to
produce a match between induction hypotheses and conclusion that will
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enable recursive terms to be eliminated, In short, the induction most likely
to be appropriate to the goal to be proved.
In the next chapter we use this initial theoretical explanation to find the
weaknesses in the Boyer and Moore algorithm, and propose an improved al¬
gorithm. On the basis of these results we then present a heuristic theory of




In the previous chapter we have reconstructed a basis for Boyer and Moore's
recursion analysis procedure in terms of the meta-theory of induction. In this
chapter we show how, by considering the theoretical motivation behind each part
of the original design, we can significantly improve it. The end result, we claim,
is an algorithm that not only performs better the original, but that is also much
more solidly based in theory. Recursion analysis operates in five distinct phases:
1. Definition Time Analysis constructs the well-founded induction schemata
dual to the recursive functions defined in the system.
2. Template Instantiation constructs the induction schemata dual to the re¬
cursive terms in the goal to be proved.
3. Subsumption Checking eliminates induction schemata that only deal with
terms dealt with equally well by others.
4. Merging replaces pairs of inductions that overlap (share variables) with a
single induction that subsumes both - a common subsuming schema.
5. Final Selection selects from those produced by merging the induction least
likely to fail that will make the most progress in the proof.
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In this chapter, as in chapter 3, the structure of our presentation deliberately
follows that of the procedure we are describing. In each section we deal with just
one component of the recursion analysis procedure - in the order in which it is
applied. The original implementation of each component is compared with our
theoretical framework and the results used to motivate and justify an enhanced
realisation of that component of recursions. Flaws inherent in recursion analysis,
or issues related to but outside the rational reconstruction are dealt with in
chapter 6. The low-level implementational issues that arose when the rational
reconstruction was implemented for a specific logic - NuPRL type-theory - are
dealt with in chapter 5.
4.2 Constructing Dual Inductions
Recursion analysis begins with the construction of the raw induction schemata
dual to the recursive functions defined in the system being used. That is, for
each recursive function defined in the system, recursion analysis constructs an
(inductive) proof schema whose recursion scheme is identical to that used in
the function's definition. The induction schema dual to a recursive term can be
defined as follows. For each recursive call in the function's definition, the dual
induction has a step-substitution that builds an induction hypothesis instanti¬
ated in the same way as the recursive call. For example, if the function / is
defined
f(x, y) = if s < 0
then f(-x,y + y)
else if x > 0
then (if y < 0 then 1 + /(x — 2, y + l) else /(x — 2, y + 1))
else y
then a well-founded induction schema dual to it must have the step-substitutions
[—x/x, y + y/y] and [x — 2/x, y + l/y]. The conditions governing the case(s) in
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which the step-substitutions appear are identical to those that govern the corre¬
sponding recursive calls in the function's definition. So that the raw induction
schema dual to / has the form:
b G
x < 0, G[—x/x, y + y/y] b G
->x < 0,x > 0, y < 0, G[x — 2/x,y+ 1 /y] b G
-ix < 0, x > 0-iy < 0, G[x - 2/x, y + 1/y] b G
The only complication is that mutually exclusive conditions that govern step-
cases with identical step-substitutions can be dropped because they must be
redundant in well-founded inductions schemata. Such conditions C, ->C must be
redundant because in each case the necessary condition for well-foundedness W
is identical. This means that for the induction to be well-founded:
(C A B -* W) A (-.C A B' -»• W)
must hold for some B B' which by a trivial tautology implies that
(B —*■ W) A (B' -* W)
Thus, in the example, dual induction schema listed above we drop the gov¬
erning conditions y < 0 and ->y < 0 since they are mutually exclusive and govern
the same step-substitution. The induction schema that results is:
b G
x < 0, G[-x/x,y + y/y) b G
-ix < 0, x > 0, G\x — 2/x, y + 1/y] b G
-ix < 0,x > 0,G[x — 2/x,y + 1/y] b G
Boyer and Moore's algorithm for constructing dual inductions is, unfortu¬
nately, only a partial implementation of these theoretical principles. The proce¬
dure listed in section 3.3 (or outlined on pp.165 [BM79]) suffers from two distinct
flaws that can prevent it from constructing an induction dual to a, well-founded,
recursive function definition.
One problem is that the algorithm's traversal of a function definition's con¬
ditional structure bottoms out whenever it encounters a conditional whose con¬
dition contains a recursive call. It completely ignores such recursive conditionals
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and any conditionals nested within them when deducing the conditions govern¬
ing recursive calls in the function definition. It is thus quite unable to construct
dual induction schemata for functions whose well-foundedness depends on con¬
ditions containing recursive calls. A typical example is the function minimums
which finds the minimum elements in a list under a partial ordering <*:
minimums(l, o) = if / = nil then cons(o, nil)
else if hd{l) <* o thenminimums(tl(l), hd(l)))
else ifo <* hd(l) thenminimums(tl(/), o)
else if len(minimums(tl(l),o)) < len{l)
then minimums (minimums(tl (I), o),hd(l))
else cons(o,minimums(tl(l), hd(l)))
The well-foundedness of this recursive definition (and hence that of its dual
induction schema) depends on the fact that the recursive call
minimums(minimums(tl(l), o), hd(l))
is governed by the condition len(minimums(tl(l),o)) < len(l).
The other problem in the Boyer-Moore algorithm lies its criterion for ignor¬
ing pairs of negated and unnegated conditions that govern identical recursive
calls. The algorithm's traversal of a function definition's conditional structure
bottoms out when it reaches conditionals where the recursive calls present in one
branch are a subset of those present in the other. This means that all conditions
governing recursive calls due to such conditionals and those nested within them
are ignored. This is completely incorrect. The governing conditions due to a
conditional term can only be ignored as redundant if the recursive calls present
in each branch are identical. If one branch of a conditional contains recursive
calls not present in the other, it is possible that the well-foundedness of those
recursive calls depends on the governing conditions the condition introduces. For
example, Boyer and Moore's algorithm will ignore all conditions nested within
if skipable(hd(l) ... in the definition
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unexpected(l, e) = if I = nil then nil
else if skipable{hd(l)) then unexpected(tl(l), e)
else if e = nil then cons(hd(l), unexpected(tl(l), e)
else if hd[l) = hd(r) then unexpected(l, tl(e))
else cons[hd(l),unexpected(tl(l),tl(e))
It will, as a result, fail to find an induction schema dual to this function definition,
because the well-foundedness of the induction schema depends on the fact that
-ie = nil holds in the last two cases.
Even if the recursive calls in each branch of a conditional are identical, it is
still necessary to consider the conditionals nested within it. These may introduce
governing conditions crucial to the well-foundedness of the recursive calls nested
within them. The fact that Boyer and Moore's algorithm always ignores such
conditionals means that it will, for example, fail to construct an induction dual
to the function:
lineparse(l,q) = if q
then if I = nil then cons [spacechar, nil)
else ifhd[l) = quote then lineparse{tl{l),true)
else cons{hd{l), lineparse(tl[l), /alse)
else if / = nil then nil
else if hd{l) — backslash then lineparse{tl[l), true)
else cons(uppercase(hd(l),lineparse(tl(l), false))
The well-foundedness of the induction dual to this function depends entirely on
the governing conditions introduced by the conditionals nested inside the ifq...
conditional.
Fortunately, is not too difficult to implement a sound replacement for Boyer
and Moore's algorithm. The only real complication is the need to keep track of
recursive calls appearing in the conditions governing other recursive calls. The
rationally reconstructed algorithm - a direct realisation of the definition for duals
outlined above - is listed in figure 4-1.
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Figure 4—1: Algorithm to Construct Induction Dual to Recursive Function




2. CALL dualcases (branch, recrefs, govern)
3. EXIT Step cases of raw dual induction = stepcases
4. PROCEDURE dualcases(branch,recrefs,govern)
IF branch = if cond then truebr else falsebr
THEN
newrecrefs := recrefsU recursive calls in cond
IF recursive calls in truebr = recursive calls in falsebr
THEN
CALL dualcases(irue&r, newrecrefs, govern)
CALL dualcases(/als6r, newrecrefs, govern)
ELSE
CALL dualcases(true6r, newrecrefs, cons{cond, govern)
CALL dualcases (falsbr,newrecrefs, cons(-*cond, govern)
ELSE
newrecrefs := recrefsU recursive calls in branch
substs instantiation of formals in newrecrefs
stepcases := stepcases LI (govern, substs)
RETURN
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4.3 Proving Dual Inductions Weil-Founded
Once a raw induction schema has been constructed the next step is to prove
it well-founded and eliminate any remaining redundant governing conditions.
As we have seen in section 3.3.2, Boyer and Moore effectively combine these
two tasks into one: that of finding a set of induction lemmas, one per step-
substitution, that show the step-substitutions all reduce some tuple of well-
founded measures. Such a set of lemmas, as well as allowing the induction
schema to be proved well-founded, also permits redundant governing conditions
to be eliminated. Each step-case's governing conditions can be replaced by the
pre-conditions of the induction lemmas used to show the well-foundedness of
its step-substitutions. These are presumed to be free of redundant conditions.
For example, the raw induction schema dual to the member function defined in
section 3.3 is
b G
= nil, hd{l) = x,G[tl(l)/l]\~G
We can prove this induction schema well-founded by applying the induction
lemma -iI = nil —» length(tl(l)) < length(l). This allows us to tidy the induction
schema into:
b G
= nil,G[tl{l)/l] b G
which omits the redundant governing condition hd(l) — x.
For each set of induction lemmas found, the tidied well-founded induction
schemata that results is recorded, along with the tuple of measures used, as an
induction template for the function dual to the raw induction schema.
In terms of efficiency, Boyer and Moore's approach works admirably: the
induction lemmas, in effect, index the proofs of well-foundedness for specific
measures. Instead of trying all measures, the system can find those likely to
be useful through a simple syntactic match. The costly proofs that a measure
is reduced under given substitutions need only be performed once - when the
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corresponding induction lemmas are introduced. The proof of well-foundedness
for an induction schema is reduced to a proof that the conditions governing the
induction's step-substitutions imply those of the matching induction lemmas.
Such a proof is, in general, considerably simpler than an explicit proof of well-
foundedness where the conditions governing the step-substitutions have to be
shown to imply the reduction of the relevant well-founded measure. For example,
it is much easier to show the induction outlined above well-founded by proving
that
-iI = nil, x = hd{l) I—d — nil
and applying the induction lemma, than it is to prove well-foundedness directly
by proving:
->/ = nil,x = hd(l) b length[tl{l)) < length(l)
The flaw in Boyer Moore's approach is that it is left to the user to formu¬
late and prove, in advance, all but the most trivial induction lemmas. Only the
induction lemmas corresponding to simple structural induction on the recursive
data-types known to the system are formulated automatically. The problem is
not just that this omission introduces user intervention into an otherwise auto¬
matic technique. The nature of the user intervention is such that obscure flaws
can, invisibly, be introduced into the system. There is, after all, no guaran¬
tee that the user will supply sensible sets of induction lemmas. The lemmas
introduced may contain obscure formulations of pre-conditions, resulting in ex¬
pensive well-foundedness proofs. Worse, the user might even introduce induction
lemmas with redundant pre-conditions, resulting in "tidied" induction schemes
containing irrelevant case pre-conditions1.
1See section 3.3.3
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4.3.1 Eliminating Redundant Preconditions
The identification of preconditions that are redundant in the absolute sense that
a theorem can still be proved without them is, of course, intractable. If it
were possible to decide when hypotheses were redundant then we would have a
decision procedure for theorems of the form:
(A A B -* C) -* {A -+ C)
which would imply a decision procedure for arbitrary theorems B.
This does not mean, however, that all redundant hypotheses are equally
difficult to recognise. We can identify (and hence eliminate) many redundant pre¬
conditions in induction lemmas, quite inexpensively. Redundant pre-conditions
often appear as idle hypotheses in the proof of the induction lemma. That is,
they appear as hypotheses that are either unused or only used in redundant
parts of the proof. Idle hypotheses can be detected through an analysis of the
structure of the proof in which they appear2.
In the remainder of this section we present a procedure for recognising idle
hypotheses in a proof performed in the sequent calculus style described in sec¬
tion 1.4.2. Since, however, the analysis performed by this procedure is by no
means transparent, we begin by introducing and explaining the precise notions
of redundancy that it makes use of.
Definition 11 P-Required Sets
The P-required sets for a sub-goal H h C in a proof P are the minimal
H'(C H) for which H' b C can be proved by a proof constructed by eliminating
idle proof steps from P.
2We are, of course, assuming that the theorem prover used records the structure of
the proofs it builds.
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We define P-required sets and not a P-required set because there may be
choices involved in eliminating idle proof-steps. Eliminating one idle proof step
may prevent the elimination of another and vice-versa. The minimal H' for
which H' \~ C can be shown by a proof that eliminates idle proof-steps from P
may therefore not be unique.
The intuition behind this notion is that for any H', a P-required set for
H b C, there is a proof of H b C in which the hypotheses H \H' are idle, and
hence redundant. For example, in the proof in figure 4-2 we can replace the proof
for H h C with the proof for H' h C marked f by discarding the proof-steps
marked *. This means that all the hypotheses (H \ H') must be redundant.
Definition 12 Idle Sets
The P-idle sets of hypotheses for a sub-goal H b C in a proof P are the sets
{H \ r) such that r is a P-required set for H b C,
U
Definition 13 Throwback and Idle Proof Steps
A throwback of a goal H b C in a proof P is a proper descendant of H I- C
of the form H' \~ C whose proof P' is such that a P'-required set for H' h C is
contained in H.
A proof-step s is idle in a proof P if s is contained in a sub-proof of P, P",
whose root H' h C has a throwback whose proof P' does not contain s3.
■
The intuition behind these notions is that the existence of throwbacks indi¬
cates redundancy in the structure of a proof. The throwback can be completed
3Note that the circularity between these definitions and that of required sets is well-
founded since P' is a proper sub-proof (sub-tree) of P.
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with a proof that requires only a subset of its ancestor's hypotheses. Therefore,
by applying this same proof to its ancestor, a complete proof can be obtained
that omits all descendants of the ancestor not in the throwback's proof. The
example in figure 4-2 illustrates this principle.
Figure 4—2: Throwbacks and Idle Proof Steps
If the hypotheses in H' required in the sub-proof marked t are a subset of H
then the proof-steps marked * are all idle because the sub-proof marked f can
be used to prove H b C.
A more concrete illustration of the intuitions behind these definitions is given
by the simple example proof-tree in figure 4-3.
4.3.2 A Procedure to Find Required Hypotheses
The procedure we use to find the P-required sets for P, a proof of the goal
H b C, is listed in figure 4-5. Informally, the idea behind this procedure is that
it recursively traverses a proof, and on the way up from this recursion constructs
the P-required sets for the sub-goals of the proof. It does this in four steps:
1. It works out req'djiere - the P-required sets for the current goal that
correspond to proofs that make use of the existing rule applied to the goal.
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Figure 4—3: Example Proof with Redundant Hypothesis and Sub-Proofs
We write each node in the proof-tree Sub-goal sequent [Rule applied]
The part of each sequent that differs from its parent is underlined.
"Elim" denotes application of a connective elimination rule.
"Intro" denotes application of a connective introduction rule.
"Hypothesis" denotes the application of a hypothesis.
A,..., E,C \~A [Hypothesis A] (6) A,..., E, C, D h D. [Hypothesis D] (7)
The hypothesis C that first appears in goal (3) is idle because it is not used in
any part of the proof for (3), and hence the proof can be completed without
it.
The proof step in the sub-proofwhose root is marked (2) is therefore redundant
because the rule-application in its parent node (1) only serves to introduce the
idle hypothesis C. Goal (3) which differs from its ancestor (1) only by the idle
hypothesis C is thus a throwback to (l).
The hypothesis B is not in any required set for the top level goal (and hence
is idle) because it is only used in an idle proof-step (2). If we apply the proof
of the throwback to the goal (3) the rule application in which B is used is
eliminated.
The hypothesis B —» C is idle for the same reason.
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These can be worked out from the P-required sets of the goal's children,
which are passed up from the recursive calls for these children.
2. It works out throwbsets - the P-required sets for the current goal that
correspond to proofs that do not use the existing rule applied to the goal.
That is, the proofs based on the proofs for throwbacks to the current
goal. These P-required sets can be worked out from the information on
throwbacks passed up from the recursive calls to the goal's children.
NOTE: The P-required sets req'dJiere are still useful when throwbacks
exist because eliminating proof steps with one throwback may prevent the
elimination of other proof steps with another throwback. Consider, for
example, a proof of the form:
We can either eliminate the proof steps marked * or those marked f but
not both. Therefore, there is no guarantee that the hypotheses required for
proofs ofH h C based on the throwback H b C are all the P-required sets
for H b C. The sets of hypotheses required for proofs based on applying
the existing rule and then the proof for the throwback H'vdashC could
also be minimal.
We must therefore collect both the required sets for proofs based on throw-
backs and those based on applying the existing rule, and combine them.
3. The algorithm combines of req'dJiere and throwb_sets to give req'd^sets -
the P-required sets for the current goal.
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4. It works out if the current goal is a throwback to any of its ancestors.
If it is the procedure works out the P-required sets for the current goal
whose associated proofs can prove those ancestors, and adds those to the
throwback information to be passed up the recursion.
5. It returns the throwback information and the P-required sets for the cur¬
rent goal to its caller.
Figure 4-4 gives a table containing the various sets computed by our algo¬
rithm for the nodes of the proof-tree in figure 4-3.
Once the P-required sets for H h C are known, we can readily work out
the P-idle hypotheses in H h C. Thus, by keeping track of the hypotheses
corresponding to particular pre-conditions in the proof of an induction lemma
we can identify the distinct alternative sets of redundant pre-conditions.
We prove the correctness of our algorithm for constructing P-required sets
as follows:
Theorem
Let P be a sub-proof in some proof whose root node is the goal H \~ C and
whose ancestor goals are A. The procedure call required(P,vl) returns a pair
{throwb' jpairs, req'dsets) such that:
req'd.sets are the P-required sets for H h C.
throwb' jpairs is the set of pairs (C", M') such that C' is the conclusion of a
throwback in P with P-required sets M' that is a throwback to H b C, or a
descendant, or a goal A. We term these pairs - throwb'jpairs - the throwback
pairs for H h C.
Proof
We proceed by induction on the size of P.
Base-case: We assume P has only one node.
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Figure 4—4: Trace of Computation of Idle Set for Example Proof
Node Children req'dJiere throwbjsets
req'dsets throwbjpairs








(5) 6,7 {{A^£>,A}} 0





Idle set = {.A, i?, B —► C, A —► D, E} \ {E, A —► D, A}
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Figure 4—5: Procedure to Find Required Sets of Hypotheses given a Proof
PROCEDURE required(P, A)
H h C := root node of P
req'dJnjrule := Hypotheses required by rule applied to H hC
newJiyps := New Hypotheses in root nodes of children of H h C
n := Number of children of H b C





FOREACH t 6 {l,...,n}
DO throwb'si,req'di := required(c/u7d,-, cons(H h C, A))
req'dJnJcids := {nrx U ... U nrn | nri E req'di,..., nrn G req'dn}
req'djiere {(r6 U req'dJnjrule) \ newJiyps \ rb E req'dJnJcids}
throwb's := U, throwb'si
req'djnjhrowb's := {r E R | (C, R) E throwb's}
req'dsets {r E (req'djiere U req'djnjhrowb's) |
-i3r' E (req'djiere U req'dJnJhrowb's)s' C r}
ENDIF
IF 3 (FT h C)eA3 rEreq'd„sets.r C H'
THEN




RETURN (throwb' jpairs, req'd.sets)
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The P-required sets for H h C are therefore the single set of hy¬
potheses required by the inference rule applied H h C. Therefore,
by its construction, req'dsets is the P-required sets for H \~ C.
Similarly, if H b C is a throwback to a goal in A then the throwback
set for H b C is the singleton {(C,req'dsets)}, otherwise the throw¬
back set must be empty. Therefore, by its construction, throwb' jpairs
is the throwback pairs for H C.
Step-case: We assume P has N nodes (rule applications) and that our theorem
holds for all proofs with fewer than N rule applications.
The proofs built by deleting idle proofs steps in P that prove goals H' h C
where H' C H divide into two disjoint classes: those whose root is the same as
P's and those whose root is different. We will denote members of the first class
P' and members of the second class P",
Consider the first class - those P' whose root is identical to the root of P.
The proofs of the children of H' b C in any P' proof must, by the
definition of P', be built from the proofs for the corresponding chil¬
dren of H I- C in the proof P by deleting idle proof steps. Any
P'-required set for the ith child of H' b C in a P' proof must thus
be a P-required set for the ith child of H h C and vice-versa.
Thus, we can deduce that the hypotheses in the children ofH' b C in
any P' proofmust be a superset of some U« r< where r,- is a P-required
set for the ith child ofH h C. However, by the induction hypothesis,
the P-required set of the ith child of H b C is req'di. Thus, the
hypotheses in the children of H' h C in all P' proofs are a superset
of some member of req'djinJcids.
Therefore: H' in any H' h C provable by a P' proofmust be a superset of some
member of req'djiere.
Consider the second class - those P" whose root is not the root of P.
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Trivially, any P" that proves H' b C where H' C H must also prove
H b C. Further, since any P" is P with idle proof-steps eliminated,
its root must be a rule in P applied to a throwback to H b C in P,
Hence, by the induction hypothesis, for any H' C H that permits
H' b C to be proved by a P" there must be some ((if b C),M') 6
throwb's such that H' is a superset of some member of M'.
Therefore: any H' C H that allows H b C to be proved by a P" must be a
superset of some member of req'djnjhrowb's.
We now combine our results for P' and P" proofs.
P' and P" proofs cover all the possible proofs for H' b C where
H' C H built by deleting idle proof-steps from P. Thus, any H' C
H that allows H' b C to be proved by a basis of P must be a
superset of some member of req'djnjhrowb's U req'djnjhrowb's.
Thus, any P-required set for H b C must be a member of req'dJiereU
req'djnjhrowb's.
Therefore: req'd_sets are the P-required sets for H b C.
Finally, by the induction hypothesis, throwb's is the union of the throwback
pairs for the children of H b C. Thus, if H b C is a throwback to a goal in
Ajhrowb's U {(C, req'd^sets)} must be the throwback pairs for H b C. If H b C
is not a throwback to a goal in A then throwb's must be the throwback pairs for
H\~ C.
Therefore: throwb' jpairs is the throwback pairs for H b C.
QED.
Throwback and Idle Proof-Steps (revised)
We have in fact simplified the notions of idleness, algorithm, and proof somewhat
in the discussion above so as to provide a clear presentation of the underlying
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ideas. The actual algorithm used in the rational reconstruction is based on a
slightly more effective (but considerably more complicated) extended notion of
idle proof-steps. The definition it uses is that:
A proof sub-goal H h C with proof P is a throwback if it has an ancestor H' b C',
and a descendant (including itself) H" b C' with a P-required set r such that:
» No proof step between H b C and H" b C' required to introduce a member
of r depends on the goal conclusion.
• (r U r') C H' where r' is the set of hypotheses required in proof steps
between H b C and H" b C" needed introduce the members of r not in JET.
We term H" b C' a throwback basis, since it provides the basis for a throwback
proper.
A proof step is idle if it is a descendant of H' b C that is not in the proof for
H" b C and not required to introduce members of r not in H.
The intuition behind this extended notion of idleness is that we can prove
H' b C' by applying the rules required to introduce members of r not in H
followed by the proof of H" b C' corresponding to the P-required set r.
The extended algorithm is listed in appendix F.
4.3,3 Practical Considerations
Obviously, the details of the discussion so far are only applicable to logics for¬
malised as sequent calculi. The basic principles involved however appear to be
quite universal. The only real requirement is that the structure of proofs is open
to analysis. For example, in resolution based system the notion of hypothesis
redundancy is simply that of not appearing in a clause taking part in a resolution
that led to the derivation of the empty clause. Similar criteria for redundancy
can be formulated for logics presented in the form of natural deduction proof
systems.
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It should again be emphasised, however, that our procedure does not detect
redundant hypotheses per se, but only hypotheses that can be shown to be
redundant in a particular proof. For example, consider the induction lemma:
-iI = nil A member(x,l) —> length(delete(x, I)) < length(l)
The proof of this lemma is based on an induction on I to give the goals:
I = nil
b ->l = nil A member(x,l) —► length(delete{x, I)) < length(l)
and
->l = nil,
(-itl(l) = nil A member(x, £/(/)) —> length(delete(x,tl(l))) < length{tl{l)))
b -il = nil A member (x, I) —*■ length(delete(x, I)) < length[l)
The most direct proof of the base-case then uses ~>l = nil to derive a contradic¬
tion with I = nil. Strictly speaking, however, ->l = nil is redundant since it can
be deduced from member (x, I).
It is because of situations like this that it is also worthwhile analysing the
proofs of lemma applicability for redundancy. In order to apply an induction
lemma P —* T' < T in a well-foundedness proof we have to prove that G b P
where G are the governing conditions of a step-case whose well-foundedness we
wish to prove using the induction lemma. If G' - the set of non-redundant
governing conditions in the proof of G b P - is a subset of P then the pre¬
conditions (P \ G') must be redundant. For example, if we prove
member(x, /) I d = nil A member(x, I)
in some well-foundedness proof using the induction lemma above we can deduce
that -i/ = nil is redundant.
It is, of course, also possible to apply a theorem prover to the task of checking
whether any pre-conditions follow from the remainder. This solution is, however,
currently rather impractical because of the many useless attempts that would
be made to show non-redundant pre-conditions redundant. Unless very efficient
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criteria for giving up on hopeless proofs could be formulated the costs involved
would more than likely far outweigh the benefits of eliminating the weak base-
case from induction proofs. Furthermore, since the proofs involved are only
semi-decidable, it could still not guarantee to find all redundant pre-conditions.
4.3.4 Further Work - Automated Induction Lemma Con¬
struction
In addition to tackling the problem of redundant pre-conditions in user-supplied
induction lemmas, we can in fact also go some considerable way towards con¬
structing induction lemmas automatically. Recent work by Walther [Wal88] pro¬
vides an extremely efficient proof procedure for a large subset of well-foundedness
proofs based on measures of the structural size of recursive data-objects. The
structural size measure for lists is, for example, the length function. The struc¬
tural size measure for trees is the function that counts the number of nodes in a
tree.
The heart of Walther's procedure is a syntactic characterisation for defined
functions which return values whose structural size is bounded above by the
structural size of one or more arguments of the same type. Walther terms such
functions iV-bounded functions where N is the number of the argument position
that bounds the structural size of the function's result. For example, the function
reverse is 1-bounded because it never returns a list longer than the one it was
applied to:
Vl.length(reverse(l)) < length(l)
This procedure permits efficient proofs of well-foundedness because as well
as recognising the arguments a function is bounded by, it also constructs the
conditions under which the function's result is strictly smaller than its bounding
arguments. That is, as well as finding argument positions i for which a function
/ can be shown to be i-bounded, Walther's algorithm also constructs a set of
conditions Cxj such that:
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Vui,..., vn.C} -+ 5t2e(/(vi,..., »„)) < size(vi)
where size is the structural size measure for objects with the same type as t>,-. For
example, the function delete{x,l) which deletes all occurrences of x from I is 2=
bounded because it never returns a list longer than I. The constructed condition
Cdelete under which length[delete{x,l)) < length(l) holds is member(x,l).
Once the Cys are known well-foundedness proofs can be mechanised quite
straightforwardly. An induction schema with step-substitutions S that is dual
to a function bounded by an argument v is well-founded if:
V<7 E S3fi,..., fn function symbols appearing in vo such that:
vo has the form /i(...,/2v,.)
and Vt < n.fi+i is the outermost function symbol of /,■'s p,th argument,
and fn s p„th argument is v
and Vt < n./,- is p,-bounded
where $ is the condition governing the step-case in which the step substi¬
tution o appears.
The first four conditions ensures that vo it is bounded in size by v. The /,• are
constrained so that size(v) > size(fn(v)) > size(fn-i(fn{v))) > ... > size(vo)
where size is the structural size measure for objects of the same type as v. The
last condition then proves that o reduces v by showing that under a's governing
conditions one of the >'s in the chain can be replaced with a >.
The overall effect is that of a procedure for automatically constructing in¬
duction lemmas of the form:
$ —► size[yo) < size[v)
and b * vt, c
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Clearly, given the very restricted form of the induction lemmas this pro¬
cedure can "construct", Walther's work can only partly alleviate the need for
user-supplied induction lemmas. Nevertheless, those that it can construct are in
practice the vast majority of those required. Generally speaking it is only excep¬
tional recursive function definitions that cannot be proved well-founded by such
induction lemmas. For example, out of around 60 recursive functions defined in
[BM79] only two ("normalize" pp.355, and "gopher" pp.359) cannot be shown
well-founded using a simple measures of structural size or tuples of such mea¬
sures. This is not to say, however, that Walther's procedure is perfect. There
are at least two important situations where it fails to find relatively "obvious"
proofs of well-foundedness based on simple structural measures.
The first is when a function increases a structural measure up to a limit
rather than decrease it down to a minimum. For example, Walther's procedure
cannot prove the well-foundedness of the function:
factors(i,n) =
if i > n then nil
else if t divides n then cons(i, /actors(t, n/i))
else factors(i + 1, n)
The second situation is where the argument boundedness of a function is
known through a lemma, but cannot be deduced by a syntactic check of its
definition. Walther's procedure does not attempt to make any use of appropriate
lemmas when finding a sequence of /,• nested in va that can be shown to be
bounded above by v. If it cannot find such a sequence using its syntactic criterion
alone it gives up. It is this omission that leads Walther to incorrectly suggest that
the function "samefringe" (pp.359 [BM79]) cannot be proved well-founded using
a simple structural size measure. The proof of well-foundedness for "samefringe"
requires the use of a lemma that shows the function "gopher" is 1-bounded.
Gopher fails Walther's syntactic criteria for 1-boundedness.
Unfortunately, although it seems likely that Walther's procedure could be
readily extended to deal with these situations, time pressure has not permitted
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a proper investigation of the issue. We therefore leave the design and implemen¬
tation of such an extended procedure as a topic for further work.
The final flaw in Walther's approach is that it provides no help in eliminat¬
ing redundant pre-conditions. The inductions lemmas it "constructs" simply
take the governing conditions of the step-substitution they apply to as their pre¬
conditions. In order to use Walther's approach in recursion analysis we must
apply the procedure outlined in the preceding section, or some similar tech¬
nique, to identify (and eliminate) redundant pre-conditions. Sadly, as with the
extension ofWalther's procedure, time-pressure has not allowed us to accumulate
experimental evidence of the efficiency - or otherwise - of this procedure. Re¬
sults from the manual analysis of well-foundedness proofs suggested by Walther's
procedure are encouraging, but we are forced to leave more rigorous empirical
testing for further work.
4.4 Template Instantiation
The first proof-time step in recursion analysis is the construction of the induc¬
tions dual to the recursive function instances in the goal to be proved. For each
recursive function instance ( "recursive term") the induction templates dual to
its function are looked up and instantiated to produce an induction that will
deal with that term. This is an induction that will produce instances of that
function in the induction hypotheses that will match those produced by symbolic
evaluation in the induction conclusion. For example, in the goal:
b even[a) A even(b) —► even(a + b)




x ^ 0, G\p(x)/x,y/y] b G 0, G[p(a)/a, 6/6] b G
to match the instance of + in the goal.
In its original context, there is relatively little to criticise in Boyer and
Moore's approach to instantiating the induction templates. The procedure is
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certainly sound: its informal justification in section 3.4 can be readily expanded
into a more formal proof (cf. page 188 [BM79]). The only real improvement
possible is to slightly refine the treatment of templates with identically instan¬
tiated changing variables. Such template instantiations are not, as is assumed
in the soundness check, always unsound. Soundness is preserved in the special
case when the two variables are always substituted identically in induction hy¬
potheses. A few extra induction templates are retained if this exception is taken
account of in the soundness check. For example, it would become possible to
instantiate the induction template for merge:
h G
->l = nil,G[tl(l)/l,r/r\ H G justified by (length(l),length(r))
-ir = nil,G[l/l,tl(r)/r] b G
to suit the goal
t- ordered(x) —* merge(x, x) = double jsach.element(x)
The only other likely refinement would be to check that the template instanti¬
ations failing the soundness check really are ill-formed induction schemes. Those
that were in fact still well-formed could then be retained. The benefits of such
a refinement would however be unlikely to outweigh the cost of the necessary
well-formedness proofs. The only class of induction that could be rescued in
this way would be those still well-formed despite substituting for unchangeables.
Such inductions would however, be relatively unlikely to be of much use. The
substituted unchangeables would be guaranteed not to match between induction
hypotheses and the (symbolically evaluated) induction conclusion.
The real flaw appears when we attempt to apply the technique, outside its
original context, to logics other than Boyer and Moore's "Computational Logic".
The instantiation procedure is quite unable to deal with quantified or otherwise
bound variables. These do not appear in the "Computational Logic" so Boyer
and Moore do not suggest how to deal with them.
At first sight the issue looks trivial, bound variables cannot appear outside
the scope of the construct that binds them. Therefore:
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• If any substitution for a measured variable is instantiated so as to contain
bound variables, the induction should be scrapped as it cannot possibly be
proved well-founded.
» Any other substitutions that are instantiated to contain bound variables
should be deleted as ill-formed.
Unfortunately, to apply this admirably simple rule we need a considerable amount
of pre-processing. The problem is that, the rule does not distinguish between
irretrievably bound variables and variables that, if necessary, can be made free.
For example, consider the goal:
... h (Vx.P(z,y)) A P\y)
where P is a recursive term and x is one of its measured arguments.
The quantification on x can trivially be eliminated by moving it out to cover
the whole goal and then applying quantifier elimination. This allows x to be
induced over, yet the rule outlined above excludes this possibility. Clearly, when
instantiating inductions, we need to distinguish between bound variables and
variables that are freeable - variables whose quantifiers we can eliminate with¬
out introducing new subgoals. The actual goal rewriting needed to free these
variables need, of course, only be performed if any are actually present in the
induction schema finally chosen by recursion analysis.
It should be emphasised that a procedure for recognising freeable variables
/freeing freeable variables is not a goal normalisation procedure. In any given
logic there may be combinations of connectives within which quantifiers cannot
be eliminated without introducing additional sub-goals. A procedure for finding
freeable variables would say nothing at all about the normalisation of goals
containing such combinations of connectives. For example, in NuPRL type-
theory it is not possible to eliminate the quantification in a goal to the effect:
h (VxeA.B) A (Vyec. D)
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without splitting it into two separate subgoais by eliminating the A connective,
The details of actual procedures to recognise or free freeable variables of
course depend greatly on the logics they are intended to deal with. In a system
mechanising a classical logic the we would simply apply the standard algorithm
for bringing sentences into prenex normal form. In classical logic variables are
freeable if their quantifiers can be transformed into outermost universal quanti¬
fiers. Thus, since prenex normal form brings all quantifiers as far out as possible,
freeable variables are those universally quantified in the prenex normal form of
a goal. For example in the goal:
h Vx.VySz.x <y—*x + z = y
it is easy to show that the only freeable variables are x and y.
In other logics where no normal form exists the construction of a procedure
to recognise /free freeable variables would be more difficult. That said, however,
it is difficult to conceive of a logic where we cannot derive a freeing procedure
in a fairly systematic way from the logic's rules. The aim would be to find
all equivalence preserving transformations that eliminated quantifiers or moved
them "nearer" to where they could be eliminated. The freeable variables could
then be (in-efficiently) found simply by enumerating the distinct goals reachable
via the transformations.
The procedure for finding freeable variables in the NuPRL type-theory logic
used in the test implementation of the rational reconstruction is presented in
appendix E. The Prolog implementation of the rationally reconstructed template
instantiation procedure is listed in appendix D.l.
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4.5 Merging and Subsumption
Superficially, merging and subsumption checking are very different procedures.
The job of subsumption checking is to strip redundant induction schemata from
the list of induction schemata an induction appropriate to the goal must sub¬
sume. Merging, by contrast, constructs the set of non-subsumed induction
schemata dual to terms which are in the goal to be proved which, as far as
possible, avoid side-effects in other terms. We were therefore somewhat sur¬
prised to discover that the key to improving both phases lay in recognising that
both, in fact, implemented the same basic operation.
4.5.1 Flaws in Merging and Subsumption
Merging a pair of overlapping induction schemata replaces them with a single
induction schema that deals with all the recursive terms dealt with by either.
However, as we noted in section 3.5.2, what this really means is that it con¬
structs a common subsuming schema for the schemata being merged. That is,
merging two induction schemata replaces them with a single induction schema
that subsumes both. For example,
b G
— — and
-<x = nil, -iy = nil,G[tl(x)/x,tl(y)/y] b G
b G
->y = nil, 2 = 0, G[tl(y) /y, 2/2] b G
->y = nil, -12 = 0, G[tl(y)/y,p(z)/z] b G
merge to give the induction schema
b G
-*x = nil,-iy = nil,z = 0, G[tl(x)/x, tl[y)/y, 2/2] b G
-ix = nil,~<y = nil,->z = 0,G[tl{x)/x,tl[y)/y, p{z)/z\ b G
which subsumes both.
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This, however, is exactly the function performed by subsumption checking for
pairs of induction schemata that overlap completely. If one subsumption schema
subsumes the other, the other is discarded. Thus, since all induction schemata
subsume themselves, the subsumption checking procedure in effect replaces the
pair of schemata check with a common subsuming schema. A separate subsump¬
tion check is thus quite superfluous, as it is merely a special case of merging.
For example, the schema
b G
= 0,->y = 0,G[p[x)/x,p(y)/y] b G
subsumes the induction schema
b G
->x = 0, G[p{x) /x] b G
and if we apply the merging procedure to these schemata it simply returns
the subsuming schema. In effect, the first schema is deleted.
The reason this bug is not glaringly obvious in the original system is that it
is masked by a second flaw, this time in the merging procedure. The problem
is that the procedure, as presented by Boyer and Moore, is in fact incomplete.
It cannot cope with the situation where, although two overlapping induction's
cannot be directly merged, their repeated forms (see 3.5.1) can. That is, it
cannot construct common subsuming schemata in situations where these need
to be extensions of repeated forms of the schemata merged. The subsumption
check thus appears useful because it deals with a common situation that the
faulty merging procedure does not. This is the situation where the common
subsuming schema is (an extension of) a repeated form of one schema, but is
identical to the other. A typical example of this situation is the goal:
b even(x) A even(y) —► tven[x + y)
The common subsuming schema of the induction schemata dual to x + y and
even(x) is:
b G
->x = 0, ->p(z) = 0, G\p{p[x))/x\ b G
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which is identical to the induction schema dual to even(x).
It is only in the (rarer) situations where the common subsuming schema is
an extension of a repeated form of one or both schemata being merged, that the
flaw is exposed. The following example illustrates the problem:
even(x) Ax<yAy<zA -ieven{z) —► x + 2 < z
Boyer and Moore's recursion analysis procedure fails to find a schema appropriate
to this goal because the only merges it finds are those between inductions dual
to the < and + terms. The induction that results, which replaces x,y,z with
x — l,y — l,z — 1 in the induction hypothesis is fatally flawed because it does
not deal with the even terms4.
If, however, repeated form common subsuming schemata are found the situ¬
ation is transformed. The repeated forms of the < and + inductions merge with
the unrepeated schemata dual to the even terms giving an induction replacing
x, y, z with x— 2, y— 2,z—2. This induction deals with the goal perfectly. Clearly,
if we are to deal with problems like this example, we must extend the Merging
procedure.
4.5.2 Merging Repeated Forms
A merging algorithm that finds merges between the repeated forms of induction
schemata as well as their unrepeated forms must tackle two problems in addition
to the actual construction of a merged schema. It must decide which repeated
forms (if any) will merge to give the simplest common subsuming schema, and
once the repeated forms required (if any) have been decided it must construct
them to allow the common subsuming schema to be built.
4In recent versions of the BMTP the proof, in fact, succeeds in spite of the poor
choice of induction. The proof is - eventually - rescued by a powerful arithmetic decision
procedure. In similar examples outside arithmetic reasoning, however, the proof still fails
completely.
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The latter task - the construction of the repeated forms of induction schemata
- is relatively straight-forward. The instantiations of recursive term instances
produced by repeatedly unfolding a recursive term are the compositions of the
instantiations of the recursive term instances produced by a single unfold. For
example, if we repeatedly unfold the function areverse(l, a) where areverse is
defined:
areverse(l,a) = if/ = nil then a else areverse(tl(l),cons(hd(l),a)
we obtain
if I = nil then a
else areverse(tl(l),cons(hd[l),a))
then
if I = nil then a
else if tl(l) = nil
then cons (hd(l), a)
else areverse(tl[tl(l)),cons(hd(tl(l))^cons(hd[l),a)))
then
if I = nil then a
else if tl(l) = nil
then cons (hd(l), a)
else if tl(tl(l)) = nil
then cons[hd[tl[l)), cons(hd[l), a)))
else ifareverse(tl(tl[tl(l))), cons(hd(tl(tl(l))), cons(hd(tl(l)), cons(hd(l), a))))
and so on
The step-substitutions of the n + 1 repeated form of the induction schema
are thus the compositions of those of the n repeated form schema with those of
the unrepeated form. The governing conditions of each step-substitution of the
n + 1 repeated form follow from those governing the step-substitutions it was
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built from. They are constructed as the governing conditions of the unrepeated
form step-substitution prepended to the conditions produced by applying the
unrepeated form step-substitution to the governing conditions of the repeated
form step-substitution.
For example, the unrepeated form of the induction dual to areverst is:
h G
->l = nil, G[tl(l)/l,cons(hd(l),a)/a] b G
while the doubled form of the induction dual to areverse is
(- G
-1/ = nil,->tl(l) = l,G[tl(tl(l))/l,cons(hd(tl(l)),cons(hd(l),a)))/a] h G
The algorithm listed below uses these rules to build the (n-bl)-repeated form
of an induction schema given its n-repeated form and its un-repeated form.
1. For each step case u of the unrepeated form:
2. For each step case r of the nth repeated form:
3. Accumulate a new case constructed by applying the substitution of u to
r's substitution and governing conditions and adding u's pre-conditions to
those of r.
4. The Step cases of the n + 1th repeated form are the set of distinct cases
accumulated.
The other problem an extended merging procedure must solve - finding ex¬
actly which repeated forms (if any) are mergeable, and ensuring those found
are the simplest possible - is theoretically very much more complicated. This is
because it is not at all clear whether the existence of a common repeated form
is even decidable.
If we can decide whether a common repeated form of an induction schema
exists we can then decide whether there are positive integers m, n such that:
m ® 01 = n <g> <r2
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where 01,02 are substitutions and n 0 0 denotes the result of composing 0
with itself n times.
This substitutions problem, although we have so far been unable to prove its un-
decidability, is suspiciously similar to several undecidable problems in the theory
of formal languages. Certainly, we have found no straight-forward procedure for
finding m, n that can be proved to terminate.
Fortunately, there are few, if any, practical consequences of this gap in our
theoretical understanding. Non-contrived merges that required the construction
of repeated forms higher than the 5th or 6th can to all intents and purposes be
ignored. Indeed, the only merges involving repeated forms that seem to arise in
practice are merges between the repeated form of one schema and the unrepealed
form of another. For example, consider merging the schemata dual to even(x)
and x < y as in the example above:
DUAL TO: even DUAL TO: <
G
(base cases)
x^0 ,y ^ 0 tG[p(x)/x,p(y)/y] h G
(base cases)
x ± 0,p(x) ^ 0, G[p{p[x))/x[ h G
The simplest schema combining the effects of both is in fact
G
(base cases)
x ^ 0,p(x) ^0,y^ 0, p(y) ± 0,G[p{p{x))/x,p[p{y))/y] b G
which is in fact the repeated form of the schema dual to x < y merged with the
unrepeated form of that dual to even{x).
Thus, as a heuristic, we simply set an arbitrary limit on the repeated forms
considered by merging. The algorithm for finding common subsuming schemata
that results is listed in figure 4-6. The Prolog implementation used in the ra¬
tional reconstruction can be found in Appendix D.2. It is worth noting that
this enhanced merging algorithm is not in fact significantly more expensive to
apply than the original. In the vast majority of cases a merge is either found or
rejected in a single iteration of the algorithm. The number of cases where the
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algorithm iterates more than once, but eventually rejects a merge is extremely
small.
Figure 4—6: Algorithm to Construct Common Subsuming Schemata




2. sa := step-substitutions a
sb step-substitutions b
count := count + 1
IF 3o £ sa.-iBtr' £ sb. o' and o unify
OR 3o £ sb.->3cr' £ sa. a' and o unify
THEN STOP no merge is possible
3. APPLY original merge algorithm to a 6
IF successful
THEN STOP replace oa,ob with merged schema
4. IF Vcr £ sa.3cr' £ sb. a' can be instantiated to match o
THEN b «— next repeated form b
ELSE a <— next repeated form a
5. IF count < 7
THEN GOTO 2
ELSE STOP no sensible merge could be found
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4.6 Final Selection
The last phase of recursion analysis, final selection, chooses which of the fully
merged induction schemata remaining should actually be applied to the goal in
hand. There are two basic criteria on which this choice can be based on. These
are, in order of precedence: the likelihood an induction will fail (leave unelim-
inable recursive terms), and the amount of progress it will make if it succeeds.
As we have seen in section 3.6, Boyer and Moore spread the implementation of
these two criteria through two distinct processing steps. The first, flaw checking,
eliminates induction schemata likely to fail. The second, score selection, scores
induction schemata according to the number of recursive terms they deal with.
The induction schema chosen for application is the highest scoring schema left
after flaw checking has been applied. If no schemata survive flaw checking then
the highest scoring flawed induction schema is chosen.
4.6.1 Flaws in the Flaw Checking
Boyer and Moore's flaw checking procedure is based on the observation that
induction schemata with side-effects - inappropriate substitutions for variables
in recursive terms they do not deal with - often fail. It is intended to recognise
and discard induction schemata that produce uneliminable side-effects. Unfor¬
tunately it does not in fact realise this intent. The test it applies to recognise
when an induction schema has side-effects, is incorrect.
Boyer and Moore justify their flaw checking procedure using two facts about
the induction schemata produced by merging. Namely that:
shares variables u,- with a schema s2 then some tin a recursive term t
dealt with by s2 is inappropriately substituted by Si; and
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an inappropriate substitution by a schema s for a variable v causes a side-
effect if and only if v is a changing variable - a variable that is changed by
application of s's step-substitutions.
They also implicitly apply the (very effective) heuristic that side-effects pro¬
duced by an induction's substitutions for unmeasured variables can be elimi¬
nated.
On the basis of these observations Boyer and Moore treat as flawed any
induction schema Si that shares some measured changing variable v with another
schema s2. The flaw in this line of reasoning is that it fails to take into account
situations where also shares some unmeasured or unchanging variable v' with
s2° In such situations it is quite possible that the only inappropriate substitution
makes is that for v'. Yet, if v' is unchanging it cannot produce a side-effect, and
if it is unmeasured it is most unlikely to produce one that cannot be eliminated.
Thus, in situations where a schema shares changing and unchanging/unmeasured
variables with another, Boyer and Moore's flawing test may find the schema as
flawed when, in fact, it is not.
It is precisely this bug that causes the problem that Boyer and Moore (in¬
correctly) attribute to a bug in merging on page 317 of [BM79]. The goal they
illustrate the problem with is:
r^OAy^OAi^lA -iprimel(x, y) A y < x
—*■ remainder(x, greatest./actor(x,y)) = 0
The correct induction (that dual to greatest./actor[x,y) and primel[x,y))
shares both a changing variable (y) and an unchanging variable (x) with the
induction dual to y < x. This means that although this schema is not flawed
(its only inappropriate substitution is for the unchanging x) Boyer and Moore's
system discards it as flawed. This allows recursion analysis to choose the wholely
inappropriate induction dual to <, which is also flawed but scores higher, which
eventually causes the proof to fail.
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The cure for this bug is trivial once we have correctly identified it. We
simply extend the test for flawing to exclude inductions all ofwhose inappropriate
substitutions are in fact identity:
An induction schema Si is flawed if there exists an induction schema
s2 such that some measured changing variable v of Si is common to
s2 and Si's step-substitutions for v differ from those of s2.
If this corrected flawing test is applied in place of Boyer and Moore's original,
recursion analysis will find the correct induction for the goal shown above. The
other examples in [BM79] are unaffected - no new failures are introduced. The
Prolog implementation of the rationally reconstructed flaw checking procedure
is listed in appendix D.3.
4.6.2 Other Causes of Failure
However, even if the flaw check works perfectly, it is still a long way from pro¬
viding a reliable means of recognising induction schemata that are likely to fail.
The problem is that the mechanism for induction failure that it deals with - side-
effects - is only one of several. There are at least two other significant causes of
induction failure in addition to side-effects:
Failed Match
As we have seen in section 3.4 it is not always possible to build exact dual in¬
ductions for the recursive terms in the goal. The "dual" inductions produced for
terms with arguments that are not distinct variables are in fact only approxima¬
tions. Inductions constructed from such duals often produce step-cases in which
the recursive terms being dealt with only partially match between the induction
hypotheses and the (symbolically evaluated) induction conclusion. These induc¬
tions will fail unless the step-cases can be rewritten to complete these partial
matches. For example, consider attempting a direct proof of the goal:
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b palin{areverse[x,x))
where palin is a predicate to recognise palindromic lists.
We cannot construct an exact dual for areverse(x,x) because that would
imply simultaneously substituting tl(x)/x and cons(hd(x),x)/x in the induction
hypothesis. The induction schema produced by recursion analysis gives the
induction step case:
-<x = nil,palin(areverse(tl(x),tl(x))) b palin(areverse(x, x))
which, after symbolic evaluation of the conclusion, becomes
-ix — nil, palin(areverse(tl(x),tl(x))) b palin(areverse(tl(x),cons(hd(x),x)))
The proof fails because there is no possible way we can match
areverse(tl{x),tl(x)) with areverse(tl(x), cons(hd(x),x)).
Failed ripple out
Even if an induction does produce matching instances of the recursive terms it
deals with, it is still not guaranteed to eliminate these recursive terms. As we
noted in section 3.2 if the recursive terms are nested inside other terms, then
a process of "rippling-out" has to occur. The rewriting of one recursive term
to match the induction hypothesis has to enable the rewriting of the function
surrounding it until the whole literal matches. Consider, for example, the proof
of the goal
b remainder (times (plus (a, b),c),c) = 0
where remainder and times are defined
remainder (z, y) = if -<x > y then x
else remainder (minus(x, y), y)
times(x,y) = if x = 0 then 0 else plus(y, times(p(x), y))
If we apply the induction dual to plus and symbolically evaluate plus in the
induction conclusion we obtain the induction step-case:
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->a = 0, remainder (times (plus (p(a),b),c),c) = 0
h remainder (times (s(plus(p(a),b)),c),c) — 0
In order to match plus and the other recursive terms with the induction hypoth¬
esis we have to eliminate the mis-matching term - s. We do this by applying the
lemma times(s(x),y)=plus(y,times(x,y)) to give the goal
-ia = 0, remainder(times(plus(p(a),b),c),c) = 0
b remainder(plus(c,times(plus(p(a),b), c)), c) = 0
in which the mis-match is "rippled-out" one level. We eliminate the new mis¬
matching term plus by applying the lemma
remainder(plus(y,x),y) = remainder (x,y)
to give the goal:
-ia = 0, remainder(times(plus(p(a),b),c),c) = 0
b remainder (times (plus (p(a),b),c),c) = 0
in which the mis-match ripples out completely, so that we can prove the goal by
hypothesis.
Thus, since the mis-matches that need to be eliminated depend on the induc¬
tion schema applied, the success or failure of rippling out depends crucially on
the choice of induction schema. An induction schema that produces mis-matches
that cannot be rippled out is unlikely to provide a basis for a successful proof.
4.6.3 Further Work - A better Score
We use the analysis of induction failures outlined above to propose a more prin¬
cipled replacement for Boyer and Moore's scoring function. We compute the
score of an induction schema s as follows:
Let T(s) be the set of recursive terms in the goal to be proved that s sub¬
stitutes for or that have terms s substitutes for nested within them. Thus,
informally, T(s) the set of terms that s forces us to rewrite to obtain a match
between the induction conclusion and the induction hypotheses.
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We then construct T'(s) - the subset of terms in T(s) that we can expect to
be able to match by rippling-out s. For example, in the rippling-out example
above:
T' — T = {remainder(,. ,),times(...),plus(...)}
Associated with each t in T'(s) is RO(t) - the terms t will appear nested
within when the ripple-out passes through t. For example, in the rippling-out
example above RO[times[...)) = {plus(c,,..)} and RO(plus(ldots)) = {s(...)}.
T'(s) and RO(t) are constructed as follows:
t e T'(s) if:
either There is no t' such that t' € T(s) is nested within t and t can be rewrit¬
ten to match the induction hypothesis by symbolic evaluation and/or the
application of a lemma.
or The least nested terms in T(s) nested within t, namely £i,..., £n, are all in
T'(s) and 3roi E RO(ti),... ,ron E RO(tn) such that t[roi/ti,... ,ron/tn]
matches the induction hypothesis, or is such that any mis-match can be
rippled-out through symbolic evaluation or the application of a lemma.
In both cases RO{t) is constructed from the set of alternative rewritings that
match t with the induction hypothesis. That is, RO[t) is the set of terms of the
form f[t'\ where t' is the term corresponding to t in an induction hypothesis, and
some t[rOi/ti,..., ron/tn] can be rewritten to /[£'] through symbolic evaluation
or the application of a lemma.
An exception to this rule for computing T'[s) occurs if t is of the form ti = £2
and symbolic evaluation or the application of a lemma cannot complete the
rippling-out. If, in this situation the terms in RO(ti) and RO(t2) are all ap¬
plications of constructor or destructor functions to the corresponding terms in
the induction hypotheses then all subterms of t are eliminated from T'(s). This
is because an application of a destructor or constructor function to a term, by
definition, denotes a different object from the term itself. The elimination of the
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mis-match between t and the induction hypotheses in the situation described
would thus, in all probability, be impossible. It would be tantamount to proving
non-identical terms identical. The subterms of t would thus almost certainly not
match the induction hypotheses, and thus do not belong in T'(s). Consider, for
example, the situation where induction and rippling-out leads to the goal:
£i = t2 h ti — s(t2)
We cannot possibly match the induction hypothesis and conclusion since, by
definition, s(t2) ^ t2 holds.
Once T'(s) has been constructed the score associated with s is computed
as |T"(s)| + |£7"(s)|, where U(s) are the number of terms left unchanged by the
induction. That is, we score on the basis of the terms an induction can be
expected to match, rather than on the number of terms with dual inductions that
might match. As with Boyer and Moore's scoring procedure it is intended that
the unfiawed induction schema with the highest score is chosen for application.
In the event of a tie we prefer inductions that deal with the most recursive
terms/terms with non-structural inductions.
4.6.4 Initial Results
There are several situations where our scoring procedure demonstrably succeeds
where that of Boyer and Moore does not. A typical example is the goal:
unique(b) —» perm[append[a, append(b, c)), append(append(a, reverse(b)), c))
where unique and perm are defined by:
unique(l) = if I = nil then true
else ifmember(hd(l), tl(l)) then false
else unique[tl[l))
perm[l, r) = if / = nil then r = nil
else ifmember(hd(l), r) then perm[tl(l), delete(hd(l), r))
else false
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If we apply the Boyer-Moore theorem prover to this goal, it scoring scheme
prefers the induction on b dual to append(b,c), unique(b) and reverse(b) to that
on a dual to append(a,...). The induction on a is, however, much the superior
choice. It leads to a proof almost immediately, whereas the induction on b
appears to cause the Boyer-Moore theorem prover to rim forever.
Under our scoring schema, the induction on a scores 6 even if no appro¬
priate lemmas are known: induction on a is guaranteed to match the two
appended,...) terms along with unique(b) and reverse(b), and will ripple-out
through append(append(...), c) by symbolic evaluation. Only the ripple-out
through perm requires the application of a lemma. The inappropriate induc¬
tion on 6, by contrast scores at most 4: it is guaranteed to match the append(b, c),
reverse(b), and unique(b) terms, but will not ripple-out through the other append's,
and hence will not ripple-out through perm.
An analysis of a sizable sample of proofs produced by the Boyer-Moore theo¬
rem prover has produced no examples where our scoring scheme might choose an
inappropriate induction. The proofs we have analysed include all those listed by
Boyer and Moore in [BM79], plus around a hundred from the standard library
of proofs supplied with the Boyer-Moore theorem prover. There are therefore no
known situations where our scoring function fails and the Boyer-Moore scheme
succeeds.
4.7 Conclusion and Summary
4.7.1 An Explanatory Theory for Recursion Analysis
On the basis of the analysis in this chapter and chapter 3 we are now in a position
to formulate an explanatory theory for recursion analysis.
The theoretical roots of the recursion analysis technique lie in the meta-
theoretic properties of successful inductive proofs. In a successful proof, induc¬
tion introduces induction hypotheses that enable literals containing recursive
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terms in the induction conclusion to be eliminated by hypothesis. An appropri¬
ate induction (an induction likely to lead to a successful proofs) can therefore
be characterised as one that produces literals in the induction hypotheses and
conclusions that can be rewritten to match each other. An appropriate induc¬
tion must thus, at the very least, produce reduced instances of recursive terms
in the induction hypotheses that match those that can be produced by rewriting
recursive terms in the induction conclusion.
In general, however, the only possible rewritings of recursive terms into re¬
duced instances of the same recursive terms are those produced by symbolic
evaluation. In special situations lemmas can be applied to appropriately rewrite
recursive terms, but only the rewritings produced by symbolic evaluation are
always available. Thus, heuristically, an induction must produce induction hy¬
potheses reduced in the same way as the instances of recursive terms produced
by symbolic evaluation of the induction conclusion. Hence, heuristically, an in¬
duction must subsume the dual inductions of the recursive terms in the goal to
be proved if it is to be appropriate for that goal.
This condition although heuristically necessary, is not sufficient to ensure
that an induction schema is appropriate. It merely guarantees that the induction
schema will enable a match between induction hypothesis and conclusion on the
recursive terms that it deals with. That is, it will enable a match on the recursive
terms whose dual induction schemata it subsumes. If the induction schema
is to be appropriate it must also avoid failure - it must avoid introducing an
uneliminable mis-match on terms it does not deal with. There are three distinct
mechanisms by which an induction that subsumes inductions dual to recursive
terms in a goal may introduces such mis-matches and fail:
1. The induction may produce uneliminable side-effects in recursive terms
whose dual inductions it does not subsume.
2. The induction may produce only partial matches between induction hy¬
pothesis and conclusion on recursive terms it is only approximately dual
to.
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3. The induction may fail to enable a ripple-out from recursive terms whose
duals it subsumes that are nested within other recursive terms.
In all three cases the match between induction hypothesis and conclusion
will be imperfect and the elimination of recursive terms by hypothesis unlikely.
Thus, heuristically, an induction is appropriate if and only if:
• It subsumes some subset of inductions dual to recursive terms in the goal.
• It is free of uneliminable side-effects in recursive terms whose dual induc¬
tions it does not subsume.
• It is likely to enable exact matches between induction hypothesis and con¬
clusion on recursive terms they are only approximately dual to.
• It is likely to enable rippling-out from the recursive terms whose dual
induction it subsumes that are nested within other recursive terms,
Recursion analysis successfully produces appropriate inductions because it
constructs inductions that precisely meet these criteria. Rationally reconstructed,
the algorithm operates in four main steps:
1. It constructs the induction schemata dual to the recursive terms in the
goal to be proved.
2. It then merges these induction schemata. The result is the the set of
distinct induction schemata dual to terms in the goal that have minimal
side-effects.
3. It then, if possible, discards schemata whose non-empty side-effects, are
unlikely to be eliminable.
4. It picks from the induction schemata left, the schema whose successful ap¬
plication requires the smallest proportion of steps in which a failed ripple-
out or failed match is possible.
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In addition to this explanatory theory we have also proposed specific improve¬
ments to Boyer and Moore's published algorithm for recursion analysis. Each
phase of our procedure, we claim, performs better than its equivalent(s) in Boyer
and Moore's procedure, and is more solidly based in the theory outlined above.
Specifically:
• Definition Time Analysis
Boyer and Moore's procedure for constructing the induction schema dual
to a recursively defined function has major flaws (see section 4.2). The
imprecise notion of duality it realises means that it is unable to construct
the well-founded induction schemata dual to two significant classes of func¬
tion. Our replacement procedure derives from a formal definition of duality,
and successfully constructs dual inductions in those situations where the
Boyer-Moore procedure fails.
We also saw in section 4.3 that Boyer and Moore's procedure for elimi¬
nating redundant pre-conditions from induction schemata is vulnerable to
user-errors. The procedure relies on the user formulating induction lem¬
mas without redundant pre-conditions. In section 4.3.1 we presented a
method by which a significant proportion of redundant induction lemma
pre-conditions can be detected mechanically. In combination with Walther's
procedure for automating proofs of well-foundedness [Wal88] this procedure
provides the basis for the mechanised construction of a large proportion of
induction lemmas.
• Template Instantiation
Boyer and Moore's template instantiation procedure (see section 4.4) is re¬
stricted to quantifier-free logics. Our replacement procedure allows quan¬
tification in the goal to be dealt with properly.
• Subsumption and Merging
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In section 4.5 we saw that Boyer and Moore's treatment of overlapping
induction schemata deviates widely from that required by theory. The re¬
quirement is for a procedure to construct a common subsuming schema for
pairs of overlapping induction schemata whenever this common subsuming
schema exists. Boyer and Moore's system, by contrast, has two procedures
for dealing with overlap whose combination fails to find common subsum¬
ing schemata in several important situation. The rational reconstruction
procedure, however, uses an extension of Boyer and Moore's merging al¬
gorithm that5 satisfies the theoretical requirements. This enhancement al¬
lows our rational reconstruction to successfully find inductions for a class
of goals where Boyer-Moore recursion analysis demonstrably constructs
inappropriate inductions.
• Flaw Checking and Score Selection
Boyer and Moore's flawing test - intended to detect inductions likely to fail
due to side-effects - suffers from two serious deficiencies. Firstly, it fails
to detect induction schemata flawed due to side-effects caused by their
substitutions for unmeasured variables. Secondly, it can incorrectly iden¬
tify unflawed inductions as flawed if they share multiple variables with
other induction schemata. The rational reconstruction substitutes a sound
replacement for this buggy flawing test that eliminates both these defi¬
ciencies. This, once again, allows the rational reconstruction to find ap¬
propriate inductions in situations where Boyer-Moore recursion analysis
fails. We have also proposed, and tested on paper, an improved scheme for
scoring induction schemata in the event of choice between several unflawed
alternatives.
The overall result is a reconstructed procedure that finds appropriate induc¬
tions in situations where the Boyer-Moore original fails, but still succeeds in
5At least, for all practical purposes
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situations where the Boyer-Moore procedure succeeds. In all fairness we must,
however, point out that recent implementations of the Boyer-Moore theorem
prover have modifications that partly solve some of the problems we have tack¬
led:
• The procedure for extracting dual inductions is modified so that it collects
all governing conditions (see section 4-1) for the step-substitutions of a
function's dual induction. The Boyer-Moore algorithm thus no longer ex¬
cludes governing conditions that are relevant, but only at the expense of
including all irrelevant governing conditions.
The new procedure is still incapable of automatically extracting dual in¬
ductions for function definitions whose well-foundedness depends on con¬
ditionals that make recursive calls.
• The problem of schemata being incorrectly rejected as flawed is partly
fixed. If all schemata are marked flawed, only those that substitute for
other schemata's unchanging variables are rejected. This solves the partic¬
ular example outlined in 4.6.1, but is not a general solution. Failure can
still occur in situations where an unflawed induction schema that shares
unchanging variables with others, and some flawed schemata do not sub¬
stitute for other schemata's unchanging variables.
These partial fixes are, however, neither published nor even documented.
Indeed, in the case of the algorithm for extracting dual inductions it is by no
means clear precisely what the algorithm is. The relevant procedure is heavily
optimised, makes frequent calls to other sub-systems in the theorem-prover, and
is written in an uncommented and heavily customised style of LISP. Appendix
?? summarises the results obtained with our algorithm compared with those




So far, our analysis of recursion analysis has been purely abstract. We have pre¬
sented a generic design for an enhanced version of recursion analysis suitable for
automatic theorem provers based on a wide variety of logics. This is not to say,
however, that the implementation of recursion analysis is equally difficult in ev¬
ery logic. Inevitably, some logics are likely to be better and others worse as bases
for an automatic induction theorem prover. In this chapter we therefore focus
on the problems we encountered in implementing our rational reconstruction on
top of the NuPRL type-theory logic[CAB*86].
These problems and the solutions we adopted are of some interest because
NuPRL type-theory belongs to a relatively novel class of logics - constructive
type-theories - that have been widely proposed as suitable frameworks for formal
program development [Mar79]. In attempting to use NuPRL type-theory as
a basis for an automatic theorem prover we have, at least in part, put this
proposition to the test. As far as we are aware there is no existing literature on
the use of these constructive type-theories in automatic theorem provers outside
the project of which this thesis is a part.
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5,2 NuPRL Type-Theory
NuPRL type-theory is an intuitionistic logic based primarily on the work of
Martin-Lof [Mar84] and Curry [CFC58] and de Bruijn [dB70]. It, like the logics
on which it is based, is constructed around the idea of representing propositions
by the type of witnesses to their truth1. Instead of truth-values, NuPRL type-
theory deals with judgements - the types ofwitnesses to propositions. The notion
of truth is thus replaced with that of inhabitation - a judgement is true if and
only if it is inhabited.
5,2,1 Type-constructors
As might be expected, the construction of composite judgements in type-theory
is rather different from that of sentences in a classical logic. Judgements are
combined not by logical connectives but by the type-constructors of the kind
usually associated with the typed lambda calculus. The core of NuPRL type-
theory that realises its "logical" machinery comprises the following seven type
constructors:
# — Conjunction and Existential Quantification.
A conjunctive proposition A A B is intuitionistically true if and only if there is
a witness to the truth of A and a witness to the truth of B. Thus, the type of
witnesses to such propositions is the Cartesian product of witnesses to A and
witness to B: Ax B is inhabited if and only if A is inhabited and B is inhabited.
In NuPRL this type is denoted by the form A # B.
A proposition 3 x E A. B intuitionistically true if and only if we can exhibit
some object, o, of type A such that there is a witness to the truth of B[o/x}.
1The so called propositions as types approach - see [How80]
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The type of witnesses to existentially quantified judgements is thus the Cartesian
product of A and B with B dependent on the particular element A. Ax B with
B dependent on A is inhabited if and only if A is inhabited by some element
o for which B[o/x\ is inhabited. In NuPRL this type is denoted by the form
x : A# B.
The canonical objects of # type (pairs) are denoted in NuPRL using the
usual form [Left, Right). The operation of decomposing a pair is denoted by
the form spread(P\ Vx, V2.Tm) where P is a term that denotes a pair and Vx, F2
bind its components in Tm. For example, the term
spread(x; fst, snd.snd)
denotes the operation of taking the second element of a pair.
Spread obeys the normalisation rule:
spread((Left,Right),Varx,Var2.Term) —► Term[Left/Varx, Right/Var2\
| — Disjunction.
A disjunctive proposition A V B is intuitionistically true if and only if there is a
witness to the truth ofA or there is a witness to the truth of B, and it is decidable
which case holds. Thus, the type of witnesses to such disjunctive judgements is
the disjoint union of witnesses to A and witnesses to B: the disjoint union ACB
is inhabited if and only if A is inhabited or B is inhabited. In NuPRL this type
is denoted by the form A | B.
Canonical objects of disjoint union type (disjuncts) are denoted in NuPRL
using the forms inl{Term) and inr{Term). The operation of discriminating on a
disjunct is denoted by the form select[Dis\ Vx.Tm; V2.Tm') where a left disjunct
is bound to Vx in Tm, and a right disjunct is bound to V2 in Tm'. Select obeys
the normalisation rules:
select(inl(Term), Varx.Termx,Var2.Term2) —► Termx[Term/Varx]
select(inr(Term), Varx.Termx,Var2.Term2) —* Term2[Term/Var2]
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An implication between two propositions A D B is intuitionistically true if and
only if there is an effective procedure for turning a witness to the truth of A
into witness to the truth of B. Thus, the type of witnesses to implications is
the type of functions from witnesses to A to witnesses to B: the function type
A —* B is inhabited if and only if there is a function mapping objects of type A
into objects of type B. In NuPRL this type is denoted by the form A—> B.
A proposition V a: E. A. B is intuitionistically true if and only if there is an
effective procedure that for all objects o in A will construct a witness to U[o/x].
The type of witnesses to universally quantified judgements is thus the type of
functions from A to B with B dependent on the particular element of A. A —* B
with B dependent of A is inhabited if only if there is a function every element in
A, say o, into an element of B[o/x], In NuPRL this type is written x : A—> B
- Variable : Type—> Type is the NuPRL logic's notation for the dependent
function constructor / universal quantification.
Functions are denoted in NuPRL with the usual form AVar.Tm where Var
binds the functions argument in Tm. The operation of applying a function to
an argument is denoted by the form Func{Tm) where Func denotes a function.
A function application obeys the normalisation rule2:
(APar,Terrrii){Termi) —* Terrriy\Terrn2/Var\.
U - The type universes.
The first universe of types (the small types) is denoted in NuPRL by the form
Z71. The second universe types - the types formed from types in Ul and Ul
itself, is denoted by C/2, and so on in a cumulative hierarchy.
2I.e. beta reduction!
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void — The empty type and negation.
The false judgement, or the empty type is denoted by the form void. Negation
in type theory is expressed by the form T—> void where T denotes a judgement.
=<E — Equality and Membership
A judgement of equality between two terms within a type is denoted in NuPRL
by the form A = B G T where T denotes a type. This type is inhabited if and
only if A = B in the type T, the witness to such equalities is denoted by the
form axiom. This type serves double duty as a type membership judgement in
that the form A = A E T is inhabited if and only if A inhabits T. The form
A E T is treated as a short-hand for A = A E T.
It is important to note that in NuPRL type well-formedness is defined by
type inhabitation. A judgement is well-formed if and only if it can be shown
to inhabit one of the universes. Thus, since type-membership is undecidable,
a proof in NuPRL type-theory contains numerous well-formedness sub-goals in
which terms involved in the proof have to be shown to inhabit the appropriate
types. For example, in NuPRL the —> introduction rule actually has the form:
b A—> B
A\- B h A e Ui
where Ui is a universe that has to be chosen when the rule is applied. The
problem of dealing with well-formedness subgoals and the other membership
subgoals that frequently arise in NuPRL proofs is a subject we will return to in
later sections.
5.2.2 Proof in Type-theory
A theorem (judgement) is proved in type-theory by the construction of a term
that inhabits it - a witness term for the judgement. Each rule of inference of the
logic is in fact a construction step that uses the witnesses to the rule's antecedents
to build a witness to its consequent.
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The principles for associating a witness term with a proof are quite straight¬
forward. Introduction rules introduce the form that constructs objects of the type
introduced. Elimination rules introduce the form that decomposes such objects.
The hypothesis rule introduces the variable that binds the witness corresponding
to the hypothesis used. These principles are directly reflected in the conventional
notation used to represent proof sub-goals in NuPRL type-theory.
• In the hypothesis list of a NuPRL type-theory sequent each hypothesis
is named by the variable that binds its witness in the witness term. A
sequent is thus written
Vx : Hypi,..., Vn i Hypn b Conclusion
rather than
Hypi,... ,Hypn b Conclusion
• The structure introduced into the witness term by a rule application is
written after the sequent identified by the token ext. This convention
has its basis in the conventional terminology used in [CAB*86] in which a
proof's witness is termed its extract term.
Figure 5-1 illustrates these notational conventions and the principles under¬
lying them with the outline of a simple proof in NuPRL type-theory.
Figure 5—1: Example NuPRL Type-theory Proof
b x : A—> y : {B #C)-> A# B ext \x.W1
x : A, b y : {B # C)-> A # B ext W1 = Ay.W3
x : A,y : [B # C) b A# B ext W2 = {WS,W4)
x : A,y : (B # C) \~ A x : A,y : {B # C) b B
ext Wz = x ext W4 = spread(y,l,r.W5)
x : A, I : B, r : C b B ext W5 = I
Witness term = Ax.Ay.(x,spread(y,l,r.l))
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The key advantage of this propositions as types approach over classical logics
is its integration of computation (the lambda calculus) and deduction within a
single formalism. The combination of lambda calculus, type-system and logic
makes it an extremely elegant formalism for expressing programs and proofs
about programs. The advantages are perhaps most clearly shown in the way
elegant basis type-theory provides for deductive program synthesis.
If a program is specified by an input/output relation R(input, output) then
any witness term to the theorem:
input : InputType—> (output : OutputType # R(input, output))
must be a function that given an input computes an output along with a witness
that input and output satisfy the relation R. Thus, any proof of the theorem
provides a correct realisation of the specification R. Since type-theory is a fully
higher order logic there are no restrictions on the kind of functions that can
be synthesised this way. Complex, polymorphic higher-order functionals can
be dealt with as cleanly as simple first order functions. This compares very
favourably with frameworks for deductive program synthesis based on first order
logics [Biu88] [MW80].
An further point worth noting is that the propositions as types approach puts
the duality between well-founded induction and recursion treated informally in
recursion analysis on a completely formal footing. Consider an arbitrary well-
founded induction schema:
b G wit W
: G[f{x)/x] b G
The induction hypothesis produced by such an induction is a judgement
identical to the induction conclusion except for the replacement of some terms
with smaller terms. The witness to the induction hypothesis IH must thus bind
a recursive call to the witness of the conclusion with terms replaced in the same
way. Hence, the witness W associated with an induction rule is, by definition, a
recursion combinator for the recursion scheme dual to the induction.
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Well-founded induction is, furthermore, available within type-theory through
ordinary object-level rule of inference. Each inductive type - a type whose canon¬
ical members are defined recursively - introduces a decomposition form denoting
a recursive decomposition operation for canonical objects of that type. The elim¬
ination rules for inductive types are thus rules for structural induction over those
types3. Well-founded induction schemata can be derived from these structural
induction principles using the higher-order facilities of the logic4
5.2.3 Induction, Recursion, and Theories
A further important characteristic of the type-theory approach is that it is not
possible to make the usual distinction between logic and axiomatic theories ex¬
pressed in it. Since a witness with the appropriate computational behaviour is
required for each theorem, additional types (e.g. integers, groups etc) can only
be meaningfully introduced as part of the logic5. The axioms of a theory become
the introduction and elimination rules for the appropriate type - with the rele¬
vant constructor or destructor form as witness. It is because of this constraint
that NuPRL type-theory provides the types necessary for the typical program
proofs built in. We will focus on just three: int the integers, nat the natural
numbers, and rec the recursive data-types.
sAn interesting result in this area due to Backhouse [Bac86] is that the decomposition
form and elimination rule can be derived mechanically from a type's introduction rules
and constructor forms.
4However, not all well-founded inductions can be derived - just any that are likely to
be useful! All provably well-founded inductions on nat can be derived using structural
induction and higher-order reasoning, but there is always some ordering that cannot
be proved to be a well-ordering using step-wise induction. See, for example, chapter 8
[Sch79]
5Or encoded using existing types.
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This constraint does not, however, mean that it is impossible to build "the¬
ories" in the sense of sets of interdependent lemmas within Type-theory. In the
final part of this section we consider the machinery used in NuPRL type-theory
• to deal with lemmas.
int — The type of integers
The type of integers is denoted in NuPRL by the form int. An unusual (and
convenient) feature of the NuPRL logic is that the elements of int are structure¬
less and the arithmetic operations +,*,/ directly built into the logic. Thus, the
canonical elements of int are denoted 0,-f 1, —1,+2,... and properties of infs
such as the fact that:
\~a + b = b + aE int
hog int b 6 € int
are primitive rules of inference within the NuPRL logic. There is no need to
define a + function and prove the desired properties. Inductive definition and
proof over the infs is denoted by the form
ind(I\ I[, Ri.Neg; Zero; I'2, R2.Pos)
where 7 denotes an int
Neg denotes the computation in the case when I < 0. R\ is bound to a
recursive call with 7-1-1 replacing I and I[ is bound to I.
Zero denotes the computation in the case when 7 = 0
Pos denotes the computation in the case when 7 > 0. R2 is bound to a
recursive call with 7 — 1 replacing 7 and I2 is bound to 7
For example, the operation of multiplying to ints x and y can be written:
ind(x; n, r.r — y; 0; n, r.r + y) using ind.
ind normalises as follows:
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X < 0 — x'nd(X; 7', R.Tmp, Tm2; 7", R'.Tms) -+
Tm^X/7', xnd(X + 1; 7E.Tmi; Tm2; 7", R',Tms)/R]
X = 0 — ind(X; 7', 7E.rmi; Tm2; 7", R'.Tms)
Tm2
X > 0 — t'nd(X; 7', TZ.Tmi; Tm2; 7", R'.Tms) -*
Tms[X/I", ind{X - 1; 7', R.Tml;Tm2; 7", 72'.rm3)/R']
The elimination rule for int associated with md provides simple induction
over the magnitude of an int:
i : int h G ext ind(i; i\^ihx.Wx\W2, i'2, ih2.Ws)
i[ : int^ihi : Gfx'i/x] h G[i'x + l/t] ext Wx
H, i : int, H' h G[0/»] ext W2
x'j : int,ih2 : Grfxj/t] h Gfx'j — l/t'] ext iy3
rec — The Inductive Data Type Constructor
Inductive data-types (loosely, the types of recursive data-structures) are defined
in NuPRL by the form rec(Var,Type) which denotes the type with the recursive
definition Var — Type[Var]6. For example, the inductive type of lists of integers
that would normally be defined with the equation:
intlist = NILTYPE | (int # intlist) is denoted in NuPRL by the term:
rec{r,NILTYPE | {int # r)
The destructor and constructor forms for a rec type are built using the con¬
structors and destructors of its component types. For example, the elements of
rec(r,NILTYPE | [int#r) include
inl(NIL), inr(0,inl{NIL)), mr(42, t'nr(42, inl{NIL))),...
6There are some restrictions of the occurrence of Var in Type, but these are not
significant for the purposes of this thesis
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The only form directly associated with rec is recjnd(0\ Rec, O'.Comp) which
denotes recursion over the structure of an object, O, of inductive type. In this
term Comp denotes the recursive computation Rec binds the recursive call and
Val binds Struct. For example, the operation of appending two intlist objects
x and y would be expressed:
recJnd(x; r, v.decide(v, z.y, ht.spread(ht] hd, tl.inr((hd, r[tl))))))
RecJnd obeys the normalisation rule:
recJnd[Str; Rec, Val.Tm) —► Tm[\Z.recJnd(Z; Rec, Val.Tm) /Rec, Str/Vo/]
The associated elimination rule for rec has the form:
O : rec[V.T) b G ext recJnd[0-,IH,0'.W)
V : Ui, TH : (X : T'-> X E rec{V.T)),
IH : (X : T'-> G[X/0]),0': T[T'/V] b G{0'/5] ext W
The rule is messy because there is no direct way of characterising the re¬
cursive components of a canonical object of rec type, and building induction
hypotheses for each. An awkward type-theoretic trick has to be used instead.
The rec type is expanded out by replacing the recursive references in it (V) with
a new type (T') subsumed by the rec eliminated ( X : T'—> X E rec(V.T)).
The required induction hypotheses are thus equivalent to (and replaced by) the
universal closure of the original goal over the new type (X : T'—> G[X/0]).
unary — The unary type
When defining inductive types using rec it is often useful to have a type that
has only a single inhabitant to act as the type of empty elements. For example,
when defining the type intlist above we require a type with just one element
NILTYPE for the type of the NIL object. Such types can be defined in the
original NuPRL logic, but are rather awkward to use. In the Oyster version of
NuPRL type-theory we therefore extend the logic with a type unary that has
just one canonical inhabitant unit.
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nat — The natural numbers
A significant disadvantage of the int type is that it is rather awkward to use
when defining well-founded measures for induction. The presence of negative
ints introduces the obligation to show an int measure is bounded below. In
order to avoid this complication the Oyster version of NuPRL type-theory is
extended with a type of natural numbers in Peano format nat. The canonical
elements of nat are denoted 0 and s(X) where X denotes an nat. The operation
of recursively decomposing a canonical member of nat is denoted by the form
natJnd{Nat;B;V,R.S). natJnd obeys the computation rules:
natJnd(0; Base;V, R.Step) —> Base
natJnd(s(N); Base; V, R.Step) —► S,fep[s(Ar)/V, natJnd(N; Base; V, R.Step)/R]
termjof —- The witness to a lemma
An important practical extension in the NuPRL logic is its support for a library
of named theorems, Each theorem proved in the logic introduces a new named
lemma and its associated witness term. Witness terms are introduced in the
form of the term.of term written termjof {Thm) where Thm is the name of
an already proved theorem. A termjof term inhabits the type expressing the
top-level goal of theorem it names and normalises into that theorems witness
term. For example, if we prove a theorem named aaJhmn whose top-level goal
is
Intro == notation
a : int—> b : int—> c : int # c + a = b € int
the logic is automatically extended with the term term.of{aJhm) which nor¬
malises to the witness of ajhm, the lemma rule
b G ext (AV.W)[termjof{athm))
V : (a : int—> b : int—> c : int # c + a = b € int) h G ext W
and the equality introduction rule
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5.3 Defining Inductive Types
One of the first facilities we need to implement in a logic when dealing with pro¬
gram .proofs is a mechanism for the definition of recursive data-types. Unless we
can introduce types corresponding to the kinds of objects referenced in programs
we cannot expect to be able to prove theorems about programs. As we have seen
in section 5.2.3 recursive data-types are defined in NuPRL as inductive types -
recursive combinations of the disjoint union and cross-product type constructors.
Unfortunately although this approach perfectly adequate from a proof theoretic
point of view, it is somewhat flawed from the perspective of human users and/or
automatic theorem provers:
• The recursive data-types are anonymous and difficult to distinguish - those
with identical structures are indistinguishable.
• Destructors and constructors for recursive types appear as messy anony¬
mous combinations of the constructors or destructors for disjoint union
and Cartesian product.
• The elimination rule for recursive data-types is very messy, and can lead
to very difficult well-formedness proofs.
In the rational reconstruction we avoid these problems by introducing re¬
cursive data-types through a "shell" that hides their implementation inside a
series of definitions and lemmas. Recursive type definitions are submitted in the
syntax:
TypeDef ::= DefHead = DefBody
DefHead ::= TypeName{[TVar : Type, TVar : Type ...)}
DefBody CoName{[DeName : CType,DeName : CType...)} | ...
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... denotes zero or more repetitions of a component
TypeName is the name of the type to be defined.
Type is an arbitrary NuPRL type.
TVar is a variable binding a type the recursive type is parameterised over.
CoName is the name of a constructor function for recursive type to be
defined.
DeName is the name of the destructor function to access the corresponding
component of the recursive type to be defined.
CType is the type of the corresponding component of the recursive type -
it is either TypeName one of the TVaVs or a Type.
For example, the type of lists would be defined as:
list(t :£/!) = nil | cons{hd : t,tl : list)
which the shell would then realise by adding a definition to the effect that
list = \t.rec{r.t # r \ unary) along with appropriate definitions for cons, hd,
tl and nil in terms of inl, spread etc. The mechanism by which these definitions
are introduced is however very different from that which would be used in a
conventional logic. Instead of simply adding a notational definition the terms
are introduced as the witness terms of proofs of suitable theorems. The list type
shown above is, for example, introduced as the witness term of a proof of the
theorem:
listjhm == t : U1—> U\
The motivation for this unusual approach is best illustrated with an example.
Consider the destructor function hd defined for the list type defined above. If
hd is introduced in the conventional way by adding the a definition like
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hd = Aarg.select(arg] il.uanyoldjunk"-, ir.spread(ir; hd, tl.hd))
then hd is a partial function. It is well-formed only when its argument is a cons
construction. This would make well- formedness proofs involving hd extremely
difficult. In order to prove any instance of hd well-formed directly the system
would need to generalise /id's argument into a variable and perform a case-
analysis on its structure: nil or cons. The cons case could then be proved
by normalising hd out. The nil case would require an (expensive) proof .by
contradiction with the hypothesis to the effect that /id's argument was a cons.
Even applying an appropriate lemma, though cheaper, would still be costly:
the appropriate instantiation of the lemma would need to be worked out and in¬
troduced for each different application in a well-formedness proof. Furthermore,
in more complex proofs it would be very easy to normalise terms like hd into
forms where the appropriate lemmas could not be applied. Their well-formedness
could then only be shownwith using the expensive induction procedure. In either
case, the extra costs would be amplified by the need to check for the presence
of conditionally well-formed terms through-out well-formedness proofs. In large
theories with many conditionally well-formed terms this would be singularly ex¬
pensive. It would also be impossible to deal with hd as an object in its own right
- only applications of hd could appear.
These problems are avoided if hd is introduced as a witness term for the
theorem
t: Ul—> I: list[t)-> w : CONSP(l)-> t
where CONSP(l) is the judgement true only if / is a cons-pair object. In this
case hd is a total function taking three arguments: the type of the components
of the list it is applied to, the list itself, and a witness that the list is of cons
form. Its well-formedness can be proved with nothing more complicated than
repeated application of equality introduction rules.
The alternative approach of making destructor functions return exceptions
when applied inappropriately - typically used in programming languages (for
example ML [HMM86]) - was rejected as too unwieldy. In a programming lan-
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guage exception handling is, by default, dealt with by the interpreter. If no
exception handling is explicitly programmed, the interpreter applies a default
rule for propagating the exception. In NuPRL type-theory this machinery for
propagating exceptions would have to be explicitly introduced in the definition of
each and every function. This would grossly complicate both function definitions
and proofs.
If destructor functions are introduced in the (admittedly less flexible) way
outlined above the only major additional complication is the initial derivation of
appropriate witness terms, which is in fact quite straight forward. The theorems
required are readily derived from the type-definition provided to the shell. The
theorem's for non-destructor functions are nothing more than the types of the
appropriate functions. For example, the theorem for list is t : U1—> 171
which makes the type for cons
t : Ul—> hd : t—> tl : list[t)—> list(t)
The proofs of these theorems consist of little more than the elimination of —>
connectives and the direct introduction of the appropriate type-theory construc¬
tors as a witness to the goal produced. These latter can be mechanically derived
from the definition of the recursive data-type. For example, the constructors for
list are specified to be nil \ cons(hd,tl) giving the proof witnesses inl(unit) for
nil and inr[[hd,tl)) for cons.
The theorems and proofs needed for destructor functions are only marginally
more complicated. The judgement types needed to turn destructors into total
functions are trivially derived from the witness introduced in the constructor's
proof. For example, CONSP is derived by introducing a boolean function consp
defined as:
select(l\ il.FALSE] ir.spread{ir\ hd, tl.TRUE))
where FALSE and TRUE are defined terms inhabiting a defined type boolean
BOOL. BOOL is defined as the disjoint union unary \ unary, whose left and
right inhabitants are treated as "true" and "false" respectively. TRUE is defined
as inl(unit) whilst FALSE is inr(unit). In order to allow boolean functions
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to be be used as predicates in type-theory proofs we introduce a function j
that returns void if its argument is FALSE and unary (or any other trivially
inhabited type) if its argument is TRUE. The type of "hd" thus becomes:
t : Ul—> I : list(t)—> w : j(consp(t,l))—> t
Boolean functions and j are used in preference to defining CONSP (etc)
directly because it makes proving the decidability of predicates such as CONSP
much simpler. We need only show once and for all that
x : BOOL—> (j(x) | j(x)—> void)
rather than have to prove each such predicate decidable individually.
The witnesses introduced in the proofs deriving the destructor functions
themselves are constructed in the much same way as the recognisers. For exam¬
ple, the witness term introduced to derive tl is:
select(l; il.void; ir.spread(ir\ hd, tl.tl))
The actual proofs for deriving destructor terms differ from those of non-
destructors only in the application of a case-analysis on the construction of the
destructors argument. In the cases where the destructor is undefined the proof
is completed by contradiction with the hypothesis that the argument's is a con¬
struction on which the destructor is defined. In the case of tl this a contradiction
derived from the hypothesis that consp(l).
Figure 5-2 lists the theorems the shell constructs to introduce intlist along
with the terms introduced as witnesses to prove these theorems. The Prolog
proof procedure necessary to implement the shell in the Oyster system [Hor88]
is listed in appendix B along with a sample run. In the remainder of this chap¬
ter we use the notation Name(Ti,... ,Tn) to represent the terms of the form
term jof (Name) (Ti) ... (Tn). This is to allow applications of functions intro¬
duced as proof witnesses to be conveniently represented.
The introduction of appropriate definitions is, unfortunately, by no means
the only task the shell needs to accomplish. Several additional lemmas and
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Figure 5—2: Theorems used to Introduce list Type
THEOREM DEFINITION BODY
list t : Ul-> U1 rec[r.t # runary)
cons t : Ul—> a : t—> inl(a, b)
b : list(t)—> list(t)
consp t : Ul—> I : list(t)—> BOOl select{l\ n.void;
c.spread(c; hd, tl.int)
nil t: Z71—> list(t) inl(unit)
nilp t : Ul—> I : list[t)—> BOOL select{l\ n.int; c.void)
hd t : 171—> I : list(t)—> select{l; n.n; c.spread(c; h, t.h))
w : j(consp(t,l))—> t
tl t : Ul—> I i list(t)—> select(l; n.n; c.spread(c; h, t.t))
w : j(consp(t,l))—> list(t)
definitions also required, in order to allow the definitions to be conveniently
used.
• An elimination lemma.
It is frequently necessary in proofs to eliminate inductive types to perform
a case-analysis on their structure. In order to hide the messy details of the
elimination rule for rec types, the shell proves a lemma that expresses the
effect of the elimination rule in terms of the type's constructors. In the
case of list the lemma is
t : Ul—> I : list(t)—> g : (list(t)—> Ul)—>
—> ((hd : t—> tl : list[t)—> g(cons(t,hd,tl)))
# g(nil(t)))
->
• A structural size measure.
In order to apply well-founded inductions over a recursive data-type we
require a size measure for the elements of that type. Thus, the type intro¬
duction shell also introduces a function counting the number of non-leaf
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constructors of an object of the type defined. In the case of list this mea¬
sure function is corresponds to the length of a list. It is introduced as the
witness term of the theorem:
lenJkm == t : Ul-> I : list(t)—> not
• Induction Lemmas.
Recursion analysis requires the known situations in which well-founded
measures are reduced to be enumerated as "induction lemmas". The type
introduction shell there automatically proves those that follow trivially
from the definition of a recursive data-types size measure. In the case of
list there is just one such lemma:
t : U1—> I : list(t)—> w : j(consp(t,l))—> len(t,tl(t,l,w)) < len(tj)
• Mutual exclusion lemmas.
A key property of the constructor recognition predicates associated with
a defined type is that they are decidable, and mutually exclusive. The
\
type introduction shell therefore automatically introduces and proves the
lemmas capturing this fact. In the case of list this gives four lemmas:
t : Ul—> I : list(t)—> j(consp{t,l))—> j(nilp(t,l))—> void
t : Ul—> I : list(t)—> (j(consp(t,l))—> void)j[nilp{t,l))
t: Ul—> I : list(t)—> j(nilp(t,l))—> j(consp(t, I))—> void
t : Ul—> I : list(t)—> (j(nilp(t,l))—> void)—> j(consp(t,l))
Clearly, NuPRL's facilities for the use and introduction of new data-types is
considerably less than ideal. The use of rec to introduce recursive data-types
is complicated and messy. A much better solution, given the derivability of
elimination and computation rules from a type's formation and introduction
rules[Bac86], would be proper mechanism for the introduction of new recursive
data-types. This would at least eliminate the complications inherent in realising
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new types as combinations of old types. The problems of dealing with exception
conditions would, however, remain. Unless type-theory's type-system can be
brought in line with the type-systems of functional programming languages it
is likely to remain, at best, an awkward environment for reasoning about real
(rather than toy) functional programs.
5,4 Defining Functions
NuPRL type-theory's facilities for defining functions, like those for defining
types, are theoretically quite powerful but very awkward to use. The system
of constructors and destructors for types though Turing-complete, is a long way
from providing a convenient notation for user-defined functions. Thus, as with
the definition of types, the rational reconstruction defines functions through a
"shell" that hides the details of their realisation within the NuPRL logic. The
function definition notation used has the syntax:
Definition ::= FuncName{Var : Term{,Var : Term,..}) = DTerm




where FuncName is the name of the function to be defined.
Var is a variable of NuPRL type-theory.
ArgVar is a variable appearing in the left hand side of the definition.
and Term is an arbitrary NuPRL type-theory term.
A typical example of such a definition is:
count(t :Ul,l: list{t),p: (t—> Ul)) = if nilp(t, I) then 0
else ifp(hd(t,l) then 1 + count(t,tl(t,l),p)
else count(t, tl(t, I), p)
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As with the functions realising recursive types, user defined functions are
introduced as the witness terms of suitable proofs. The proof procedure begins
with the deduction of the function's type from the function definition in order to
provide the right theorem to prove. The function's domain types are provided
by the head of its definition, its range type is deduced by looking up the type
of the dominant terms in the bodies of the function's base-cases. The count
function defined above would, for example, be introduced through a proof of the
theorem:
h t: Ul—> I : list(t)—> int
The proof step is to move the function's domain types into the hypothesis
list by repeated application of —> introduction. In the case of count this gives
the sub-goal:
t i Ul, I i list(t) h int
The function's recursion scheme (if any) can then be introduced into the
witness by applying its dual induction. The well-founded measure required to
justify the induction being found through the procedure outlined in section 3.3.2.
In the case of count the sub-goal that results is:
t : Ul,l : list(t),ih : (/' : list(t)—> len(l') < len{l)—> int) I- int
Once the recursion is in place the function's conditional case structure is
introduced into the witness term through similarly nested case-analyses on the
conditions tested. The proof is then completed by explicit introduction: the body
of each conditional case in the function definition is introduced as the witness to
the corresponding sub-goal in the proof. The proof of count, for example, has
the form:
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Figure 5-3 outlines the overall proof procedure applied. The simplicity of
this procedure and the proof it builds is deceptive. The most difficult part of
realising a function definition is in fact embedded within the "Intro" and "Case-
Analysis" procedures. The key problem is that the function definition notation
omits the well-formedness arguments of conditionally well-formed functions, and
permits recursive references to the function being defined. For example, the case-
body of the step-case in the definition of count contains a reference to count,
and an instance of tl without the required well-formedness argument. The well-
formedness argument of tl is missing in the p{hd[t,l)) conditional. Thus, the
main task of Intro and Case-Analysis is not so much the application of the
relevant inference rules, but the construction of well-formedness arguments and
well-formed recursive references.
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Figure 5—3: Procedure to realise function definition
1. Introduce theorem b TypeOfFunction.
2. Introduce all —>.
3. Apply dual induction.
4. term := body of definition.
APPLY DeriveFunc(term)
5. PROCEDURE DeriveFunc(ferm)
IF term matches if pred then thencase else elsecase
THEN
APPLY Case-Analysis(pred | pred—> void)
IN pred SUBGOAL APPLY DeriveFunc(thencase)
IN pred—> void SUBGOAL APPLY DeriveFunc(etsecase)
RETURN
ELSE
APPLY Intro( term )
RETURN
The omitted well-formedness arguments are dealt with first. At each call
to Intro or Case-Analysis any absent well-formedness conditions required for the
corresponding case-body or condition are cut in. The well-formedness arguments
absent in the term are then filled in with the variables binding the witness to
the appropriate hypothesis. For example, in the proof steps marked * in the
case-analysis for count we cut in consp(t, I)
w2 : (nilp{t,l)—> void) b int
b consp[t, I) u>3 : consp(t, I) b int
and in the subsequent steps realise hd(t,l) and tl(t,l) with hd(t,l,w3) and
tl(t,l,w3).
Ideally, the proof of these cut-in well-formedness conditions would be dealt
with by an appropriate automatic theorem prover. Unfortunately, time-pressure
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has not permitted this option to be explored in the rational reconstruction.
Instead, an interim manual solution is used. The system simply searches for (and
applies) lemmas that allow the required conditions to be derived directly from the
available hypotheses. If appropriate lemmas cannot be found, the system aborts
the definition introduction and indicates to the user the form of those required.
It is the user's responsibility to introduce the "condition lemmas" required for
the definitions (s)he introduces. The only exceptions are the lemmas capturing
the mutual exclusion of different types of constructor. These are automatically
made available when a new induction types are introduced. A typical example
is the lemma
t : Ul—> I : list(t)—> (nilp(t,l)—> void)—> consp[t,l)
which is introduced automatically when the list type is defined. It is this lemma
that we require to deduce consp in the proof constructed to derive count. We
propose to investigate a proper solution using an automatic theorem prover in
future work. The work of Plummer [Plu85] and Walther [Wal88] appears to be
relevant in this context.
Recursive references are dealt with in a very similar way. The variable binding
the witness to the induction hypothesis in the proof binds the recursive reference
in the witness term. Recursive calls to the function being defined are realised
by applications of this variable to the arguments of the recursive call. The
additional argument required which carries the witness to the well-foundedness
of the recursive call is supplied by applying the appropriate induction lemma.
This lemma having already been found during the search for measures to justify
the well-foundedness of the definition described in section 3.3.2. For example, in
the proof used to derive count the lemma
t : £71—> I : list[t)—> w : conps(t,l)—> len(t,tl(t, l,w)) < len(t, I)
is applied after the proof steps marked * to give
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ws : consp(t, I) H int
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APPLY: ... —> len(t, tl(t, I, w)) < len{t, /)
wA : len(t,tl(t,l,w3)) < len(t,l) h int
which allows count(t,tl(t, l,ws),p) to be realised with the term ih(tl(t, l,ws)),wA)
in the subsequent applications of Intro.
It is worth noting at this point that the introduction of definitions as proof
witnesses is no more costly than the direct introduction of definitions in more con¬
ventional systems. The only non-trivial proof steps required are those that sim¬
ply re-appear in separate proofs of well-foundedness and well-formedness when
the function is introduced directly. The Prolog implementation of the function
definition procedure used in the rational reconstruction is listed in appendix C,
along with some sample runs.
5.5 Induction
In the discussion so far we have assumed that we can straightforwardly apply
well-founded induction within the NuPRL logic. Unfortunately, this is not the
case - the only induction schemes directly available in NuPRL are simple struc¬
tural inductions. Thus, the final component required to allow recursion analysis
to be implemented in NuPRL type-theory is a proof procedure to realise well-
founded induction in terms of structural induction.
We illustrate the procedure used with the well-founded induction needed for
the derivation of the merge function.
merge(l, r) = if I = nil then r
else if r = nil then I
else if hd[l) < hd[r) then cons(hd(l),merge(tl(l),r))
else cons(hd(r),merge(l, tl(r)))
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This induction scheme is justified by the lexicographic ordering on the pair
of measures len{l) ,len(r) and has the form
I : list(t),r : list(t) h G[Z,r]
I' : list(t)—> r' : list(t)—> len(l'), len(r') <C len(l),len{r)—> G[/',r'] b G[Z,r]
where G is some arbitrary judgement on I and r, and <C is the lexicographic
ordering on pairs based on <.
The procedure for implementing a well-founded induction begins by general¬
ising the conclusion of the goal into its universal closure over the variables ap¬
pearing in the induction's justifying measure. The quantification is constructed
so that variables are bound in the order of their left-most instances in the justi¬
fying measure. In our example induction this gives the goal:
... b I : list(t)—> r : list(t)—> G[/,r]
The expansion procedure then recurses left to right over the measures in the
justifying tuple. In each recursion step, any quantifiers binding variables ap¬
pearing in the current left-most measure are eliminated, and the well-founded
induction based on the left-most measure applied. This latter step being accom¬
plished through the application of lemmas of the form
j : (nat—> U1)—> (m : nat~> (n : nat—> n < m—> j(n))—> I :
nat—> j(l)
which has a straightforward proof requiring only structural induction7.
The end result, after some tidying up, is a sub-goal equivalent to that pro¬
duced by well-founded induction. The only difference is the (trivial) replacement
of the single induction hypothesis in terms of <C with an equivalent list of induc¬
tion hypotheses in terms of <. In the case of the merge induction we obtain the
goal:
7The "trick" is to prove the theorem indirectly by proving the stronger theorem
... —> I : nat—> I < m—> j(l)
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I : list(t),r : list(t),
ihi : (/' : list(t)—> len(l') < len(l)—> r' : list[t)—> G|7',r']),
ih2 : (r' : list(t)—> len[r') < len(r)—> G[/,r'])
bG[Z,r]
5.6 Well-formedness Proofs
The most obvious difference between proofs in NuPRL type-theory and proofs
in classical logics is the presence of membership sub-goals in which terms have
to be shown to inhabit some appropriate type. For example, when we apply the
rule for —> introduction:
b x : A—> B ext XxW
x : A b B ext W b A E Ui
we obtain the well-formedness sub-goal A G Ui in addition to the goal x : A b B
which we might expect.
Fortunately, despite the undecidability of type membership, the well-formedness
sub-goals that arise in all but the most exotic proofs can be proved quite trivially.
If conditionally well-formed terms do not appear in a proof, well-formedness
sub-goals can almost always be proved by exhaustive application of the term
normalisation, equality introduction, and hypothesis rules. The replacement of
conditionally well-formed terms with well-formed equivalents is, as we have seen
in section 5.3, relatively straight-forward.
The trivial nature of almost all well-formedness proofs does not, however,
imply that they inexpensive to perform. The real problem is simply the sheer
size of the well-formedness proofs. If we view the term whose type-membership
is being proved as a tree, each application of equality introduction eliminates just
a one node - the root. The remainder re-appear in the sub-goals introduced by
the rule application. The time-complexity of well-formedness proof for a term
is thus at least linear in the size of a term. In practice, it usually increases
rather more This is because NuPRL applies inference rules in reverse so that a
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good number of the equality introduction rules requires "guessed" types to be
supplied, For example, the equality introduction rule for function applications:
b F(A) e FT
b F e AT—> FT b F € AT
requires us to supply a guess as to the type of the argument object in the function
application. This guess can only be supplied through an expensive look-ahead
procedure - trying out the proof with an arbitrary type to see which type is
required, and then rebuilding the proof once the right type is found.
Clearly, this need for large numbers of trivial but lengthy well-formedness
sub-proofs is a serious drawback of the NuPRL type-theory logic. A partial
solution would be to extend the logic with an efficient partial decision proce¬
dure for "trivial" well-formedness sub-goals. User-written proof-procedures for
well-foundedness proofs - as are currently used - require the use of consid¬
erable computational resources in the construction of explicit proof trees for
well-formedness sub-goals. This effort, however, is entirely redundant since the
extract term for well-formedness sub-goals is always axiom, and hence requires
no reference to the proof-tree. A partial decision procedure for trivial well-
formedness integrated into the logic would be considerably more efficient since
it could use whatever data-structures were most efficient, rather than an explicit
proof-tree. For example, the need for look-ahead to deduce guessed types might
be eliminated through judicious use of meta-variables and unification.
Exactly this approach is already used in NuPRL to minimise the cost of
arithmetic reasoning. Instead ofmany low-level rules about the arithmetic oper¬
ations the logic implements an arithmetic decision procedure that captures their
overall effect. Only "non-trivial" steps are left for the user/automatic theorem
prover.
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5.7 Computation
The final major difference between proofs in NuPRL type-theory and in classi¬
cal logics is the distinction the NuPRL logic makes between term normalisation
(computation) rules and rules of inference. In a classical logic all axioms whether
"computational" or not are used in exactly the same way. They are applied as
lemmas within a proof. In contrast the term normalisation rides of NuPRL
behave very differently from the rules of inference. The application of a normali¬
sation rule simply changes the form used to denote a particular object in a proof.
The object - and hence the witness term - are unaffected. No well-formedness
sub-goals are produced since if the object denoted is unchanged so is its type-
inhabitation. In contrast, the application of a rule of inference introduces some
structure into witness term that constructs or decomposes an object. In many
cases well-formedness sub-goals appear because of the need to show that the
objects referenced by an application of the rule are, in fact, of the appropriate
types. For example, when we apply —> introduction
b A-> B ext AV.W
V : A b B ext W b A € Ui
we are constructing a witness term XV.W from W a witness to the first sub-goal,
and have to show that A denotes a type in the second sub-goal. If, however, we
apply the computation rule for A
b (AX.F)(A) ext W
b F[A/X] ext W
we leave the witness term unaffected and have no well-formedness sub-goal to
show.
The crucial consequence of this distinction between computation and infer¬
ence rules is that it makes it impossible to extend computation with lemmas. (
Consider, for example, the goal
b spread((2, l); h, t.h)) = l + l£ int
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If we apply the normalisation rules directly to this goal we obtain h 2 = 1 + 1 6
int and can immediately prove the goal. However, if we apply the lemma
b x : int—> y : int—> spread[[x, y); h, t.h)) = x £ int
then we obtain the goal
h : (x : int—> y : int—> spread((x,y); h,t.h)) = x G int)
b spread((2,1)\h,t.h)) = 1 + 16 int
which we can prove only after we have: instantiated h with 2 and 1; proved 2
and 1 inhabit int; substituted for spread in the goal; and finally proved the goal
is well-formed with an integer in the position of spread.
This is clearly a significant flaw in the NuPRL logic given that the application
of computation often plays a central role in induction proofs. If computation
cannot be extended with lemmas every computation sub-proof always has to be
constructed from scratch even if it is very long, and has already been performed
many times before.
The solution would be to modify NuPRL type-theory to allow derived rules
of normalisation - computation lemmas - to be introduced. The basic scheme
is uncomplicated. If a term fj. can be rewritten to a term t2 through a series of
normalisation rule applications we introduce fi —► t2 as a derived normalisation
rule. We treat any free variables in tx as schema variables for the purpose of
applying the lemma to particular terms.
The only real complication is in ensuring computation lemmas do not per¬
mit violations of NuPRL type-theory's restrictions that on the application of
normalisation rules in proofs.
If T is a goal or hypothesis and T) is a term properly occurring in T or
identical then we may only apply a normalisation rule to t if 3u,v.t < u ■< v < T
such that:
1. No free variables of u are bound in v
2. Vr.v < r <T =$■ r \s a canonical term
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3. Vr.£ < r •< u =$■ r is a non-canonical term such that:
• If r is a recursive decomposition term then the variables binding the
recursive call(s) are not referenced.
• r is not a A term.
This means that ifwe are to use computation lemmas exactly as other normal¬
isation rules we must apply the following restriction on the term normalisations
used to derive a computation lemma:
If u is a term to be rewritten in the derivation of a computation lemma we
may only apply a normalisation rule to t < u provided Vr.t -< r •< u =$■ r is a
non-canonical term such that:
• If r is a recursive decomposition term then the variables binding the recur¬
sive call(s) are not referenced.
• r is not a A term.
Once this restriction is applied, it is entirely straightforward to show that the
addition of a computation lemma is a conservative extension of the logic. Con¬
sider rewriting a goal conclusion or hypothesis T[£j] to T[t'n] using a computation
lemma —► tn.
This means that there exists a series of rewritings t\ —► ...—»• tn such that the
term r,(< £,) normalised at each step satisfies the condition above. Therefore,
since t[ ■< T must be in a context where it may be normalised there exists a
sequence of rewritings
IX] T\fJ
such that the terms normalised at each step r[ < t\ < T satisfy the restriction
on the contexts in which normalisation rules apply.
Therefore Tff'J can be rewritten to T[t'2], without the computation lemma, using
the existing normalisation rules.
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QED
Given the uncomplicated nature of this extension, and the obvious benefits
it brings, it is somewhat surprising that it was not incorporated in the original
logic.
5.8 Summary
In this chapter we have presented an over-view of NuPRL type-theory and the
characteristics it presents when used as the basis for an automatic theorem
prover for program proofs. In this role NuPRL type-theory has two main advan¬
tages over the classical first-order logic conventionally used in automatic theorem
provers:
• It is a much more expressive formalism. The built-in programming lan¬
guage provided by its term normalisation system provides a very flexible
mechanism for expressing procedures Since it is a higher-order logic it can
deal with higher order programs as readily as first order programs.
• It provides a very elegant and flexible basis for deductive program synthe¬
sis. The propositions-as-types principle on which the logic is based allows
a correct program to be synthesised as a witness to a theorem trivially
constructed from the program's specification.
These advantages are, however, not without a price. NuPRL type-theory
has several serious weaknesses as the basis for an automatic theorem prover for
program proofs.
• The introduction of user-defined data-types is somewhat messy and inele¬
gant. Recursive data-types can only be realised as combinations of exist¬
ing types rather than as types in their own right. The lack of an efficient
mechanism for dealing with exceptions causes serious difficulties in proofs
dealing with non-trivial programs.
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• Proofs in NuPRL type-theory are considerably more bulky than their
equivalent in classical logics because of the need to repeatedly prove well-
formedness sub-goals. Although these well-formedness proofs are generally
trivial, their sheer length means that they adversely affect the performance
of an automatic theorem prover based on type-theory.
• In its original form, the NuPRL logic also makes proofs based on the appli¬
cation of computation rules very expensive. Each proof based on compu¬
tation always has to be performed in full using low-level computation rules
because lemmas cannot be effectively used to capture common sub-proofs
based computation.
This problem can, however, be solved by a simple conservative extension
of NuPRL type-theory.
• The facilities for reasoning about partial functions - non-terminating pro¬
grams - are currently rather in something of a state of flux. No generally
accepted approach has yet been defined.
• As basis for an automatic theorem prover NuPRL type-theory also suffers
from the absence of unification and a very high branching rate in the search-
space for proofs. There are a large number of inference rules, some of which
can be applied at any time, and all terms must be fully instantiated when
they appear in a proof, there is no provision for binding meta-variables
later in a proof to suit constraints as they emerge.
These problems can however be dealt with using meta-level reasoning tech¬
niques to plan proofs before constructing them at the object level [BvH*88,
Plu85,SBB*82].
NuPRL type-theory also mandates a somewhat unusual approach to the in¬
troduction of defined terms. Defined functions are best introduced indirectly
as the witnesses of proofs showing the inhabitation of their types, rather than
directly by defining terms. In effect, the introduction of a function definition is
merged with the proof that it is well-formed.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this chapter we summarise the work we have presented in this thesis and
reflect on possible directions for further work in the same area.
6.1 Summary
If we wish to construct software this is dependable and remains dependable af¬
ter maintenance then we must guarantee that programs are correct. That is, we
must show they satisfy their specifications expressed in some well-defined logical
language. Unfortunately, the development methods that can ensure correctness
are difficult to apply in practice because of the need for extremely lengthy for¬
mal proofs whose manual construction is prohibitively time-consuming. The
practical development of dependable software is therefore predicated on the de¬
velopment of powerful automatic theorem provers capable of mechanising these
proofs. An important problem such automatic theorem provers must solve is the
mechanisation of induction. The theorem prover must somehow construct an
induction schemata appropriate to the theorems to be proved. That is, it must
construct inductions that produce induction sub-goals that allow the proof to
be completed once induction has been applied. It is this problem that we have
tackled in our thesis.
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The starting point for our work has been recursion analysis - the procedure
for constructing appropriate inductions developed by Boyer and Moore for their
automatic theorem prover for pure LISP. Our methodology, since Boyer and
Moore's work does not include a well-defined theory to explain their procedure,
has been one of rational reconstruction. We initially constructed a provisional
theory for recursion analysis on the basis of a simple meta-theory of inductive
proofs and Boyer and Moore's informal justification of their procedure. We then
used this provisional theory in an analysis of the recursion analysis procedure
to identify its major flaws. Finally, we employed the insights gained through
this analysis to develop an improved recursion analysis procedure based in a
well-defined, testable, theory of appropriate inductions. It this improved pro¬
cedure, and the improved understanding captured in our theory of appropriate
inductions that form the major contribution of this thesis.
Our procedure improves on the performance of the Boyer-Moore original, in
several significant respects:
• It is capable of dealing with goals that contain any function with a def¬
inition that can be proved well-founded. Boyer and Moore's technique
has serious flaws that mean it can often fail on goals referencing functions
whose definitions have a slightly unusual conditional structure (See section
4-1).
• It is capable of dealing with goals that contain explicitly quantified vari¬
ables.
• It deals correctly with goals that require inductions that are repeated forms
of the inductions dual to terms in the goal.
• It uses a sound test to eliminate from consideration inductions likely to fail
due to side-effects, and uses a more accurate scoring function to choose the
induction to apply from the available alternatives.
• Additionally, we have proposed a procedure that allows Walther's method
for mechanising well-foundedness proofs to be used to construct the bulk of
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the "induction lemmas" mechanically. These induction lemmas currently
have to be formulated manually. Our procedure furthermore, promises
to considerably reduce the sensitivity of recursion analysis to ill-formed
induction lemmas introduced manually (see sections 4.3 and 4.3.1).
On the basis of an implementation of this rationally reconstructed algorithm
for the NuPRL type-theory logic, we have identified several weaknesses in this
(and similar logics) that complicate their use in automatic theorem provers.
Specifically: the inordinate cost of well-formedness subproofs, and the lack of
facilities for defining and applying derived computation rules. In the case of
the latter problem we have proposed a conservative extension to the NuPRL
type-theory logic that allows it to be eliminated.
In the longer term, however, it is the theory of appropriate inductions that
we have developed through this thesis that provides our main contribution. A
serious problem in Artificial Intelligence research has been the difficulty encoun¬
tered in building on existing work. This has made progress sporadic and slow.
This difficulty, we suggest, has in large part been due to the lack of well-defined
refutable theories in AI research. If a theory is only ever presented in implicit
form encoded in the design of a complex algorithm it is very difficult to refute in
a precise way. The precise flaws that cause the program (and hence the theory)
to break down become very hard to pin down, thus greatly complicating the
development of a theories (and hence AI programs) that are definitively better.
The theory of appropriate inductions we have developed (briefly summarised
below) though undoubtedly imperfect, is refutable and thus provides a solid
foundation for further work.
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6.2 A Summary of a Theory of Appropriate In¬
ductions
In successful inductive proofs, induction introduces induction hypotheses that
enable recursive terms to be eliminated from the induction conclusion by hy¬
pothesis (see any of the example proofs in this thesis). An appropriate induction
must therefore enable the recursive terms in the induction hypotheses and con¬
clusion to be rewritten so they match.
Induction hypotheses are, furthermore, reduced instances of the induction
conclusion. An appropriate induction must therefore produce reduced instances
of recursive terms in the induction hypotheses that match those that can be in¬
troduced into the induction conclusion. In general, this means that the recursive
terms in the induction hypotheses must match those that can be produced in the
induction conclusion by symbolic evaluation. Thus, heuristically, an induction
must subsume the dual inductions of some set of recursive terms in a goal to be
proved if it is to be appropriate to that goal.
This heuristically necessary condition is not, however, sufficient to ensure
that an induction is appropriate. There are three distinct ways in which an
induction that subsumes inductions dual to recursive terms in a goal may fail to
enable recursive terms to be eliminated:
1. The induction may produce uneliminable side-effects in recursive terms
whose dual inductions it does not subsume.
2. The induction may produce only partial matches between induction hy¬
pothesis and induction conclusion on recursive terms it is only approxi¬
mately dual to.
3. The induction may fail to enable a ripple-out from recursive terms whose
duals it subsumes that are nested within other recursive terms.
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Thus, heuristically, an induction is appropriate if and only if:
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• It subsumes some subset of inductions dual to recursive terms in the goal.
• It is free of uneliminable side-effects in recursive terms whose dual induc¬
tions it does not subsume.
• It is likely to enable exact matches between induction hypothesis and con¬
clusion on recursive terms they are only approximately dual to.
• It is likely to enable rippling-out from the recursive terms whose dual
induction it subsumes that are nested within other recursive terms.
In the remainder of this chapter we consider the weaknesses in our version
of recursion analysis (theory and implementation) and propose directions for
further work.
6.3 Limitations and Further Work
The recursion analysis procedure we have presented in this thesis is significantly
improved over the Boyer-Moore original. It is based on a well-defined theory
of appropriate inductions, and will find appropriate inductions in a significantly
wider variety of situations than the original. It is, however, still a long way
from providing a complete solution to the problem of constructing appropriate
induction schemata. Two key limitations - inherent in the theory of appropriate
inductions upon which recursion analysis is based - remain.
6.3.1 Non Dual Inductions
The most obvious weakness of the recursion analysis approach is that it is in¬
herently restricted in the appropriate inductions it can find. Recursion analysis
is built on the heuristic that inductions appropriate to a particular goal are, in
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general, based on the dual inductions of the recursive terms in that goaL This
heuristic allows it to construct an important class of appropriate inductions -
inductions that produce eliminable recursive terms through the application of
symbolic evaluation and rippling out - very efficiently. Although this underlying
heuristic is very effective and is solidly based in the meta-theory of induction,
it is still only a useful approximation. There are some situations where the ap¬
propriate induction is not dual to any of the recursive terms in the goal to be
proved and requires proof steps other than symbolic evaluation and rippling out
to succeed. In these situations recursion analysis will either fail to find an ap¬
propriate induction at all, or will find only a second-best appropriate induction.
Consider, for example, the goal:
b even(x) —► even(times(x,y))
If we apply recursion analysis to this goal it suggests the induction schema dual
to even(x). This, unfortunately, is quite inappropriate as symbolic evaluation
gives the step-case conclusion:
even(p(p(x)) —► even(times(p(p(x)),y))
b even(p(p(x)) —► even{plus{y,plus(y,times[p{p[x)),y))))
which is extremely difficult to ripple-out. The appropriate induction is in fact
that dual to times{y,x). This gives the induction step-case:
even(x) —► even(times(x, p(y))) b even(x) —> et>en(times(x,y))
which, by applying the commutativity of times can be rewritten to:
even(x) —* even(times(x,p(y))) b even(x) —► even(times(y1x))
Symbolic evaluation rewrites this goal to:
even(x) —► even(times(x, p(y))) b even(x) —> even(plus(x, times(p(y), x)))
which gives the goal
even(x) —» even[times{x,p[y))) b even(x) —* even(plus(x, times(x, p(y))))





The other major limitation in the recursion analysis approach is that it is prone
to fail when applied to goals that contain existentially quantified variables. Con¬
sider, for example, the goal:
b sorted(l) A sorted{r) —*■ 3m.sorted[rn) A permutation{m, append(l,r))
in which we prove the existence of a sorted merge of two sorted lists. We assume
sorted is defined:
sorted(l) = if I = nil then true
else if tl(l) = nil then true
else if hd(l) < hd[tl(l)) then sorted(tl(l))
else false
If we apply recursion analysis, the induction schema suggested is that dual
to sorted - step-wise induction on the length of the list I. This, however, is quite
inappropriate. Once connectives have been eliminated we obtain the step-case
goal:
-iI = nil, sorted(l), sorted(r),
sorted[m'), permutation(m', append{tl{l),r))
b 3m.sorted[m) A permutation(m, append(l,r))
Any further progress on this sub-goal is blocked because there is no workable
solution term we can supply for m. The appropriate induction schema for this
goal is step-wise induction on / or r, which gives us the induction sub-goals:
I = nil, sorted[r)
b 3m.sorted{m) A permutation[m, append(l,r))
->/ = nil, r = nil, sorted(l)
b 3m.sorted[m) A permutation[m,append[l,r))
-<l = nil,~>r = nil,sorted[l),sorted(r),
sorted{m'), permutation[m', append[tl{l),r)),
sorted{m"), permutation[m", append(l, tl{r)))
b 3m.sorted[m) A permutation(m,append(l,r))
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The base cases of this induction can be easily proved with the solution term r and
nil respectively. The step-case requires a case-analysis on hd(l) < hd[r). The
hd[l) < hd{r) case can then proved with the solution term m — cons(h.d(l),m'),
whilst the -ihd(l) < hd{r) can be proved using m = cons(hd(r),m").
The underlying flaw in the recursion analysis procedure that causes failures
of this type is that it treats existentially quantified variables as constants, when
in fact they act as place-holders for functions. The solution terms for an exis¬
tentially quantified variable are, in effect, a definition for a function to replace
that variable. This function is recursive in situations where the solution terms
make use of the induction hypotheses. The function's recursion scheme is the
dual of the induction applied. Consider, for example, replacing m in the proof
above with the function m(Z, r). The solution terms provided for m given the
following equational definition for m(!,r):
I = nil —y m(l, r) = r
—1/ = nil A r = nil —► m(/, r) = I
->l = nil A —>r = nil A hd[l) < hd{r) —► m(Z, r) = cons(hd(l), m(tl(l), r)
-1/ = nil A -ir = nil A ->hd(l) < hd(r) —* m(l,r) = cons(hd(r),m(l,tl(r))
which, in our usual notation, may be written:
m(l, r) = if I — nil then r
else if r = nil then I
else if hd{l) < hd{r) then cons(hd(l),m(tl(l), r))
else cos(hd[r), m(l, tl(r)))
Thus, in general, if an induction is to be appropriate for a goal with existen¬
tially quantified variables, it must be dual to the definitions for skolem functions
for these variables. Recursion analysis - and our theory of appropriate induc¬
tions - tend to fail on goals with existentially quantified variables because they
do not take account of this constraint on the choice of inductions.
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The characteristics of these remaining flaws in our theory suggest that signifi¬
cant improvements over recursion analysis require the use of a rather different
approach. The recursion analysis procedure is a fixed, special-purpose algo¬
rithm that operates as a induction selection "black-box". It finds an appropriate
induction when required, largely on the basis of heuristics about the way induc¬
tions typically succeed. It reasons only in a very rigid and superficial way about
the proof steps needed to eliminate recursive terms after an induction has been
applied.
A theorem prover that deals with the situations we have identified above
would, however, have to that reason in a flexible way about the interaction
between induction with the proof steps performed after induction. If we are to
find inductions that succeed through proof steps other than symbolic evaluation
and rippling out, we must take into account how a proof might proceed after
induction. Similarly, if we wish to find, inductions that allow solution terms to
be found, we need to take into account how the proofs steps relating to solution
terms might proceed after induction.
The idea of an procedure to find appropriate inductions is therefore, we feel,
something of a dead end. The development of a procedure performing signif¬
icantly better than recursion analysis would involve the construction of ever
more complex, ad hoc data-structures and algorithms. These would be awkward
to develop and very difficult to relate to an improved overall understanding of
induction proofs.
What is required instead, we suggest, is a theory of appropriate inductions
suitable for application in a framework for guiding proofs through mechanised
meta-level reasoning [SBB*82,Ste82,Sil85]. The problem of successfully applying
induction is essentially one of plan-formation. A sequence of inference rule appli¬
cations has to be found that satisfies a set of constraints expressing a particular
theory of appropriate inductions. The most sensible approach to solving this
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problem would therefore appear to be the development of a deductive planning
system (see for example [Sil85,Plu85]), rather than a fixed algorithm.
• The use of a planner would allow the necessary flexibility required to deal
with the problem of solution terms etc. The choice of induction could be
driven by planning the rippling-out and solution terms needed to allow the
induction to succeed. The selection of an induction could thus be based on
the actual goal to be achieved - the elimination of recursive terms - rather
than imprecise heuristics such as those applied in the recursion analysis
procedure.
• The constraints to be satisfied by an induction and the proof operations
available to satisfy them could be expressed in a clean declarative way. The
criteria for the planning of an induction would thus be explicitly available
for inspection and modification rather than hard-wired into an opaque
algorithm.
This would allow the planning of induction steps to be integrated into
meta-level deduction based schemes for planning proofs as whole, and/or
learning new proof strategies [Sil85,Des87].
The key problems that remain to be solved are therefore an improved meta-
theory of induction steps to cover solution terms etc, and a planning formalism
capable of mechanising the use of such a theory to plan induction steps. Promis¬
ing initial results in these area have already been demonstrated in work by Bundy
et al [BvH*88] in which we have collaborated.
6.4 Other Further Work
In additional to the major area for further work outlined above, there are several
important topics related to (or arising from) this thesis that require further work.
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6,4.1 Automated Induction Lemma Construction
In section 4.3.1 we proposed a procedure for the mechanical recognition of redun¬
dant hypotheses in proofs, and hence the mechanical recognition of redundant
pre-conditions in induction lemmas. Initial analysis suggests that this proce¬
dure, in combination with Walther's procedure for mechanisingwell-foundedness,
proofs provides a effective method for mechanising the construction of induction
lemmas for recursion analysis. Unfortunately, time-pressure (and the lack of a
suitable automatic theorem prover) have prevented proper empirical testing of
this proposal. A useful area for further work would thus be the implementation,
testing, and development of this proposal within a practical automatic theorem
prover. The further development of Walther's well-formedness proof procedure
to eliminate the flaws outlined in section 4.3.4 would also provide a worthwhile
topic for further research.
6.4.2 Generalisation
An important question that we have not addressed at all in this thesis is that
of the relationship between generalisation and induction. The success of an
induction very often depends on the application of an appropriate generalisation
before induction is invoked [Pra71,Kre65].
Consider, for example, the theorem
Vx,y : BinaryTree,z : List.append(flatten(x),append(flatten(y),z)) =
append(append(flatten(x),flatten(y)),z)
where flatten is a recursively defined function returning the list of nodes in a
tree.
flatten[t) = if t — emptytree then nil
else cons(node(t), append(f latten(left[t)), /latten[right[t))))
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This theorem can be proved quite easily if we generalise flatten(x) to x' and
flatten(y) to y'. The goal we obtain is simply the associativity of append:
\- append(x', append(y', z)) = append{append{x\ y'), z)
which we can prove by induction of x\
However, if we attempt to prove this goal directly without the use of gener¬
alisation the proof fails. Induction on z gets us nowhere, and induction on x or
y just piles up ever more deeply nested instances of append.
An important topic for further work is thus the further development of mech¬
anised techniques for generalising goals to allow inductions to succeed.
6.4.3 When Induction should be Applied
A final issue that we have only touched on in passing is that of deciding when to
apply induction in a proof. The Boyer-Moore theorem prover applies the simple
heuristic of applying induction as a last resort after all other proof methods have
failed to make further progress. Induction is applied last because it is the only
proof method in the Boyer-Moore theorem prover that produces sub-goals more
complicated than the goal it was applied to. It therefore makes sense to keep
it last until any possible simplifications that can be achieved without induction
have been accomplished. However, there is no reason to believe a priori that this
approach would be appropriate in all automatic theorem provers, or even that
it is the best solution for theorem provers based on Boyer and Moore's design.
The problem of when to apply induction requires further investigation.
i
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The Oyster system within which we implemented our rational reconstruction
of the recursion analysis algorithm represents NuPRL type-theory terms using
Prolog's facilities for defining operator precedence grammars. As a result, the
notation for NuPRL type-theory terms used in the proof-procedures and example
runs listed in the following appendices differ somewhat from the conventional
notation we have used so far. The differences relevant to these proof-procedures
and examples are that:
• The sequent arrow, conventionally written H, is written ==>.
• The disjoint union type, conventionally written A | B, is written A\B in
Oyster.
• The constructor for pairs (objects of Cartesian product type), convention¬
ally written [A,B) is written A it B in Oyster.
• The function type, conventionally, written A—> B is written A => B.
The function application term, conventionally written A{B), is written
A of B in Oyster.
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The lambda term (function constructor term) conventionally written XV,A
is written lambda (V, A) in Oyster.
• The conventional notation for a term T within which variables Vl5... , F„
are bound, Vj,..., Vn.T is replaced with the notation [V"i Vn,T]. Fur¬
thermore, commas replace semi-colons as field separators in non-canonical
terms. For example, the term p_md(s(0); 0; v, r.s(r)) is written
p_ind(s(0) ,0, [v,r.s(r)]) in Oyster.
A.2 Primitives for Constructing Proofs
The Oyster system maintains proofs as named objects in the Prolog data-base.
Each proof is stored as a tree of sub-goals, along with information distinguishing
a "current sub-goal" in each proof. Theorems are simply complete proofs -
proofs that have no sub-goals that remain to be proved.
Proofs are constructed by invoking various primitive procedures that allow
a proof to be selected, inference rules applied to the current sub-goal, or the
current sub-goal changed. Thus, despite the use of the Prolog language, proof-
procedures are written in an imperative style. They are simply Prolog procedures
that invoke the primitive procedures to navigate proofs and apply inference rules.
The main primitive procedures used in the code listed are:
• addjthm(.Name,TopLevGoal)
Add a new proof called Name to the Prolog data-base. The new proof
consists of a single node TopLevGoal, which becomes the current node for
Name, The current proof and its current node are unaffected.
• select (Name)
Make the proof called Name the current proof.
• pos(P)
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If P is unbound binds P to the position of the current proof sub-goal in
the current proof-tree. If P is bound makes the current proof sub-goal in
the current proof the sub-goal with the position P.
» down (N)
Change the current proof sub-goal in the current proof to be the iVth child
of the current proof sub-goal.
• UP
Change the current proof sub-goal in the current proof-tree to be the parent
of the current proof sub-goal.
• do (ProofProc)
Apply the proof procedure ProofProc to the current proof sub-goal in the
current proof-tree. ProofProcs may take any one of the following special
forms (which may be nested):
• ProofProc then ProofProc'
Apply ProofProc to the current proof sub-goal, and then apply ProofProc'
to each of the child sub-goals produced.
• ProofProc then [ProofProci, ProofProc2 ProofProcn°]
Apply ProofProc to the current proof sub-goal, and then apply ProofProci
to its first child sub-goal, ProofProc2 to its second child sub-goal, and so
on. ProofProc must produce exactly n subgoals.
• ProofProc then [Nx-ProofProci, N2-ProofProc2, ...]
Apply ProofProc to the current proof sub-goal, and then apply ProofProc\
to its TSfith child, ProofProc2 to its jV2th child, and so on. This fails if
ProofProc does not produce jV,-th child for any N{.
• apply( Rule )
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Apply the inference rule specified by Rule to the current proof sub-goal in
the current proof-tree. For example:
apply( intro( ...) ) applies the type introduction or formation rule
appropriate to the conclusion of the current proof sub-goal.
apply( elim( Hyp, ...) ) applies the type elimination rule appropriate
to the hypothesis called Hyp in the current proof sub-goaL
apply( seq( Type, ...) ) cuts the judgement Type into the hypothesis
list.
• apply {.ProofProc)
Apply the proof procedure ProofProc to the current proof sub-goal in
the current proof-tree, and then "fold" the resulting sub-proof. That is,
retain only the unproved sub-goals from the resulting sub-proof, and makes
these the children of the current proof sub-goal. The special then forms
interpreted by do are also interpreted by apply.
A more complete description of the facilities available for writing proof pro¬
cedures in Oyster can be found in [Hor88],
A.3 Proof Procedures
The proof-procedures used in the shells to introduce recursive data-types and
recursive functions do not invoke the NuPRL logic directly. Instead, they make
use of a family of low-level proof-procedures that provide a convenient interface
to the NuPRL logic.
• prove_mem proves "trivial" well-formedness subgoals. It exhaustively ap¬
plies computation rules, equality introduction rules and the hypothesis
rule.
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• normalize.goal(Mask) exhaustively applies computation rules to the con¬
clusion of the current proof subgoah All possible computation rule appli¬
cations which do not match Mask are applied.
Mask is a list of entries of the form [Kind.TermPattern]. Each such entry
excludes computation rule applications of kind Kind on terms which match
TermPattern. There are three different Kinds: unfold which corresponds
to the expansion of definitions, expand which corresponds to the expansion
of term.of terms, and 0 which corresponds any other computations.
• normalizeJiyp(Mask,Hypothesis) acts just as normalize .goal except that
it applies computation rules to a hypothesis in the current proof subgoal
rather than its conclusion.
• introJiyps(Mask) eliminates any leftmost universal quantifiers from the
goal to be proved. Each hypothesis, that results is normalised through the
application of normalize Jiyp. For example, applying introJxyps ( [] ) to
the goal
b x : pnat—> y : (lambda(x, x)ofpnat)—> G[x,y\
produces the sub-goal
x : pnat,y : pnat H G\x,y\
• intro_typeJiyps_upto(V) eliminates leftmost universal quantifiers up to
and including that binding the variable V.
• proof'JhruJemma(Kind,Ask,Name, Witness) applies a lemma indexed un¬
der Kind to prove the current proof subgoal. If the preconditions applicable
lemmas do not appear in the hypothesis list of the subgoal, lemmas of type
precondJLemma are applied to attempt to deduce them by forward chain¬
ing. If Ask is set to ask, the user will be prompted for an appropriate
lemma if none can be found. The name of the lemma used is bound to
Name. Witness is bound to a witness for the subgoal proved.
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In addition to the conventions enforced by the Oyster system, the code listed in
the following appendices also assumes several conventions of its own.
A.4.1 The Database
The various components of the recursion analysis procedure and shells commu¬
nicate via the Prolog database:
• Associated with each function defined in the system is a "definition record"
of the form
definition(Def, Args, WffArgsTypes» ArgsTypes==>Range, Kind )
indexed under the name of the name of the function. This record holds
the information the system requires to fill in missing well-formedness ar¬
guments in function definitions:
Def — the definition for the function1
Args — the function's formal arguments.
WffArgsTypes — the type(s) of the function's well-formedness argu¬
ments (if any).
ArgsTypes — the type(s) of the functions other arguments.
Range — the functions range type.
1Strictly speaking, this information is not required. It is only included for historical
reasons.
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Kind ■—- The functions kind: destructor, constructor, recursive, etc.
This information is also used by the predicate guess -type which is used
to guess a function's type given its definition.
• Each constructor function introduced into the system has associated with
it a tuple of the form:
[ Name, Eecog, RecDestrs, AllDestrs ]
indexed under the identifier shell.constructor. This tuple contains infor¬
mation needed by the recursive type introduction shell during the synthesis
of the induction lemmas for the type the constructor function constructs:
Name •— the name of the constructor function,
Recog — the name of the predicate that recognises objects constructed
using the constructor function.
RecDestrs —- the destructor functions that return components of
Name constructions that have the same type as Name constructions
themselves.
AllDestrs the destructor functions that return the components of
Name constructions.
• The induction templates for recursively defined functions are recorded in
tuples of the form:
[Name,Args,Measured,Measure,Schema,Bonus]
indexed under the identifier template.
— Name is the name of the function the tuple records a template for.
— Args are the formal arguments of the induction template.
— Measured are the measured formal arguments of the induction tem¬
plate.
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— Measure is the measure justifying well-foundedness of the induction
template.
— Schema is the induction schema dual to Name.
— Bonus is the "nasty function bonus" to be added to the score of induc¬
tions that are based on the template. If Schema is based on a simple
structural induction it is 0 otherwise it is 10.
A.4.2 Substitutions
Due to an unfortunate mistake early in its development, the Prolog implemen¬
tation of the rational reconstruction, uses a representation for substitutions
that differs from that used in the main text of this thesis. A substitution
[Tmi/V\,... ,Tmn/Vn\ is represented by the Prolog term:
lVx~Tmx, .... Vn-Tmn]
A.4.3 Induction Schemata
Induction schemata are represented as Prolog terms of the form:
[ PrecondList -->StepSubs, ... ]
PrecondList is a list of pairs WitName: Precond where WitName is the name
for a witness for the precondition PreCond. StepSubs is a list of substitutions
as described above. For example, induction schema with the abstract form
h G
a ^ nil, ^member(x, a), G\tl{a)/a, 6/6], G\tl{a) /a, delete{hd{a) ,b)/b] h G
a 7^ nil, member(x, a), G[delete(x, a), 6/6] b G
is represented by the Prolog term
[ [wl:nilp(a)=>void, w2:member(x,a)=>void]
==> [[a-tl(a,wl), b-b], [a-tl(a.wl),b-delete(hd(a„wl),b)]3.
[wl:a \ne nil, w3:member(x,a)]
==> [[a-delete(x.a),b-b]]
]
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in our implementation of recursion analysis for NuPRL type-theory.
Appendix B
The Recursive Type Shell
The following Prolog code implements our shell for the introduction of new
recursive data-types in NuPRL type-theory. A sample run illustrating the in¬
troduction of a new recursive data-type is listed at the end of this appendix. A
brief summary of the Prolog environment for which this code has been written
can be found in appendix A.
Bsl Top-level Procedure
^* $ a|e * $ * * $ £ sjc* $ $ sfe * * $$£ £ *
I*
7»* shell_prin - Top level module for implementing a pseudo-
7«* "shell principle" for NuPRL.
'/.*
'/,* ENTRY:
'/,* add_shell( typename ( Typel Typen ),
'/,* [ constructorl( destll :Typell destln:Typelnl ) „
'/.*
"/,* constructorm( destml: Typeml destmnm:Typemnm )
7.* ] )
7.*
'/,* Where Typeij = typename, or = Typei
7.*
'/,* EXAMPLE: (For full details see chapter 5 thesis)
'/.*
'/,* add_shell( list(t:u(l)) , [nil,cons(hd:t,tl:list)] )
7.*
'/.* is realised as the NuPRL recursive type: rec (list ,unary\ t#list)
7.*
7.* cons(hd.tl) is realised as inr(hdfetl)
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'/,* nil is realised as inl(unit)
'/.*
'/,* The destructor functions are straight-forwardly derived from this.
'/.*
'/,* hd(cons) is decide (cons, [1,1] , [r, spread(r» [1 ,r, 1] ) )





add_shell( Type, RawConstrs )
Type [TypeNameiParmTypes] ,
noisenlC 10 ),
noise( 10, 'NEW INDUCTIVE TYPE; ' ),
noisenK 10, TypeName ),
noisenK 10 ),







% **** Extract type parameter variables
ebagof( Parm, PT"member((Parm:PT).ParmTypes), Parms ),
% **** Build the realisation of the type as a NuPRL type-theory type
% **** plus the terms for its constructors and destructors.
i
• s
build_ntt_type( RawConstrs, [], Constrlmpl, RawNttType ),
NttType = rec(TypeName.RawNttType),
% **** Introduce the type as the extract term of its type
% **** package it in the appropriate definition.
!
guess_type( pure, ParmTypes, NttType, BodyType ),
curry_type( ParmTypes, BodyType, TypeType ),
def_c_term( TypeName, TypeType, NttType, [type] ),
°/t **** Introduce the constructors, constructor recognisers,
% **** and destructors for the type
def_appl( TypeName, Parms, TypeDef ),
instantiated_list( RawConstrs, [TypeName-TypeDef], Constrs ),
i
• •
def_constrs( Constrs, Constrlmpl, TypeDef, ParmTypes ),
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'/,**** Introduce a lemma capturing the structural induction
'/,**** for the new type.
i
• 9
prove_shell_strcase( TypeDef, ParmTypes, Constrs, StrCaseLem),
"/,**** Synthesise the structural size measure for the defined type.
concatC TypeName, '_cnt', MeasName ),
i
• 9
synth_struct_meas( TypeName, MeasName ),
y§**** Prove the induction lemmas associated with the defined type
prove_shell_indlems( TypeDef, ParmTypes, Constrs, IndLemmas ),




prove_shell_mutex( Constrs, LemmaNames ),
addtuple( shell, [Type,Constrs, StrCaseLem,IndLemmas, LemmaNames] ).
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B.2 Implementation of Type in NuPRL Type-Theory
7.*
7»* build„ntt_type( +Constrs» +Injection, -Implementations, -NttType )
1*
7,* GIVEN:
7.* Constrs is a list oi constructors (and related destructors)
7o* defined as for add_shell.
7.*
7.* Injection is the injection of the constructors in Constrs into
7«* the recursive disjoint union used to implement them.
7.*
'/.* THEN:
7.* Implementations is the list of non-canonical terms implementing
7.* the constructors and the related destructors
7.*
7o* NttType is a disjoint union containing the Constrs as implmented
'/,* in Implementations
%*
build„ntt_type( [Constr], Injection, [Conslmpl], NttType )
build_ntt_constr( Injection, Constr, Conslmpl, NttType ).
build_ntt_type( [ConstrIRestConstrs], Injection,
[Impl!Restlmpl], NttType )
build_ntt_constr( [inlIInjection], Constr, Impl, ConsType ),
build„ntt_type( RestConstrs, [inrI Injection],
Restlmpl, TINttType ),
NttType = (ConsType\TlNttType).
build_ntt_constr( Injection, Constr, Impl, ConsType )
reverse( Injection, RInjection ),
def_appl( ConstrName, Destrs, Constr ),
build_ntt_destrs( Destrs, RInjection, [], Destrlmpl ),
build_ntt_recog_impl( RInjection, ConstrName, Recoglmpl ),
build_ntt_const_impl( ConstrName, RInjection,
Destrs, Conslmpl, ConsType ),
Impl = Conslmpl-Recoglmpl-Destrlmpl.
build_ntt_destrs( [Dest:_], Injection, Spread, [Impl] )
build_ntt_dest_impl( Dest, Injection, Spread, Impl ).
build_ntt_destrs( [Dest:_iRestDest], Injection, Spread,
[ImpljRestlmpl] )
build_ntt_dest_impl( Dest, Injection, [11 Spread], Impl ),
build_ntt_destrs( RestDest, Injection, [rI Spread], Restlmpl ).
build_ntt_destrs( [],_,_, [] ) .
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7.*
7.*
'/,* build_ntt_const_impl( Name, Injection, Destrs, Impl, Type )
I*
'/,* GIVEN THAT:
7,* Name is the name of a constructor function of a recursive data-type
1*
'/,* Injection is the injection of Name in the disjoint union
'/,* of constructor types making up the recursive data-type.
7.* Destrs are the components of Name
%*
I* THEN:
7»* Impl is the implementation of Name in NuPRL type-theory
7.* Type is the NuPRL type-theory type for Name
1*
build_ntt_const_impl( ConstrName, [inXIRestlnj], Destrs,
inl( RestImpl), Type ) ; -
build_ntt_eonst_impl( ConstrName, Restlnj, Destrs, Restlmpl, Type ).
build_ntt_const_impl( ConstrName, [inrIRestlnj], Destrs,
inr( Restlmpl ), Type )
build_ntt_const_impl( ConstrName, Restlnj, Destrs, Restlmpl, Type ).
build_ntt_const_impl( _,[], [DestNm:DestType], DestNm, DestType ).
build_ntt_const_impl( ConstrName, [], [DestNm:DestType|Rest],
(DestNm k Restlmpl), (DestType # RestType) )
build_ntt_const_impl( ConstrName, [] , Rest, Restlmpl, RestType ).
build_ntt_eonst=impl( _, [], [], unit, unary ).
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%******
1*
7.* build_ntt_dest_impl( Name, Injection, Spread, Destrs, Impl, Type )
7.*
7.* GIVEN THAT:
7»* Name is the name of a destructor function of a recursive data-type
X*
7o* Injection is the injection of Name in the disjoint union
7.* of constructor types making up the recursive data-type.
7.*
7»* Spread is the path in the the implemention of the
7.* constructor (a binary tree of pairs) that defines
'/,* the component of the constructor that Name is supposed to access.
7.*
7,* THEN:
7»* I®pl is the implementation of Name in NuPEL type-theory
7.*
%*****
build_ntt_dest_impl( Best, [inlIEestlnj], Spread, Impl ) :-
Impl - decide( Dest, [1,Nestlmpl], [r,r] ),
build_ntt_dest_impl( 1, Eestlnj, Spread, Nestlmpl ).
build_ntt_dest_impl( Dest, [inrIEestlnj], Spread, Impl ) :-
Impl - decide( Dest, [1,1], [r,Nestlmpl] ),
build_ntt_dest_impl( r, Eestlnj, Spread, Nestlmpl ).
build_ntt_dest_impl( Dest, [], Spread, Impl ) :-
reverse(Spread,ESpread),
build_ntt_dest_impl( Dest, ESpread, Impl ).
build_ntt_dest_impl( Dest, [11EestSpread], Impl )
Impl = spread( Dest, [l.r, Nestlmpl] ),
build_ntt_dest_impl( 1, EestSpread, Nestlmpl ).
build_ntt_dest_impl( Dest, [rIEestSpread], Impl )
Impl = spreadC Dest, [l.r, Nestlmpl] ),
build_ntt_dest_impl( r, EestSpread, Nestlmpl ).
build_ntt_dest_impl( Dest, [], Dest ).
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Bo3 Sample Run
I ?- add_shell( tree(t:u(l)), [etree.node(val:t,left:tree.right:tree)]).
NEW INDUCTIVE TYPE: tree
tree(t:u(l)) == [etree.node(val:t,left:tree.right:tree)]
INTRODUCING NEW CONSTRUCTIVE NON-RECURSIVE TERM: tree
tree t:u(l)=>u(l)
body: rec(tree,unary\t#tree#tree)
INTRODUCING NEW CONSTRUCTIVE NON-RECURSIVE TERM: etree
etree == t:u(l)=>tree(t)
body: inl(unit)
INTRODUCING NEW CONSTRUCTIVE NON-RECURSIVE TERM: etreep
etreep == t:u(l)=>etree:tree(t)=>{bool}
body: decide(etree,[1,{true}],[r,{false}])
INTRODUCING NEW CONSTRUCTIVE NON-RECURSIVE TERM: node
node == t:u(l)=>val:t=>left:tree(t)=>right:tree(t)=>tree(t)
body: inr(val&left&right)
INTRODUCING NEW CONSTRUCTIVE NON-RECURSIVE TERM: nodep
nodep == t:u(l)=>node:tree(t) =>{bool>
body: decide(node,[1,{false}],[r,{true}])
INTRODUCING NEW DESTRUCTIVE NON-RECURSIVE TERM: val
val == t:u(l)=>val:tree(t)=>w:j(nodep(t,val))=>t
body: decide(val,[1.1],[r,spread(r,[l.r.l])] )
INTRODUCING NEW DESTRUCTIVE NON-RECURSIVE TERM: left
left == t:u(l)=>left:tree(t)=>w:j(nodep(t.left))=>tree(t)
body: decide(left,[1,1],[r,spread(r,[l,r,spread(r,[l.r.l])])])
INTRODUCING NEW DESTRUCTIVE NON-RECURSIVE TERM: right
right == t:u(l)=>right:tree(t)=>w:j(nodep(t,right))=>tree(t)
body: decide(right,[1,1],[r,spread(r,[1,r,spread(r,[l.r.r])])])
PROVING CASE-ANALYSIS LEMMA FOR: tree









SYNTHESISING STRUCTURAL MEASURE ON: tree
tree_cnt == t:u(l)=>m:tree(t)=>pnat



























The Recursive Function Shell and Definition
Time Analysis
The following Prolog code implements our shell for the introduction of new re¬
cursive functions in NuPRL type-theory. For reasons of efficiency, the definition
time analysis phase of recursion analysis is tightly integrated with this shell. A
sample run illustrating the introduction of a new recursive function, and the
construction of its induction templates is listed at the end of this appendix. A
brief summary of the Prolog environment for which this code has been written




°/»* def_rec_fn( Definition. )
'/.* - Synthesise a new recursive function from the definition
"/,* Definition and construct its induction templates.
X*
'/,* Definition :: = Name (Name ,\ldots) = Rhs
X* Rhs ::= if Body then Rhs else Rhs | Body
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'/,**** Guess / Check the type of the recursive function being
'/,**** defined through an analysis of its definition. In order to
%**** allow the type-deducer to find the type introduce a
%**** temporary definition record for the function with
'/,**** meta-variables in the appropriate places.
Def = (Lhs = Rhs),
Lhs =.. [Name IArgs],
typing_pairs_of( Args, _DomainTypes, ArgsWithTypes ),
noisenK 10 ),
noise( 10, 'INTRODUCING NEW (RECURSIVE) FUNCTION: ' ),









noise( 100, 'Guessing type of function...' ),
i
• »
guess„check_type( ArgsWithTypes, Rhs, Range ),
noisenK 100, 'Done.' ),






'/,**** Fill in well-formedness arguments to give a wff definition
%**** In order to allow the necessary proofs to go through, give
y,**** the defined function a temporary definition of the
yc**** appropriate type.
noisenK 10, 'Filling in well-formedness arguments...' ),
build_tmp_def( Lhs, Range, ArgsWithTypes ),
i
• s
wff_definition( Rhs, ArgsWithTypes, WffRhs ),
noisenK 10, 'Done.' ),
y# **** Build raw induction schema corresponding to recursive defn
noise( 10, 'Constructing dual induction schema...' ),
i
• 9
induction_schema( Lhs, WffRhs, RawSchema ),
noisenK 10, 'Done.' ),
noise_schema( 100, RawSchema ),
noisenK 100 ),
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% **** Collect the functions that, by type, might prove to be
•/t **** wf measures for the induction
noise( 10, 'Collecting possible justifying measures,..' ),
i
• 9
poss_measures( ArgsWithTypes, Measures ),
noisenlC 10, ' Done.' ),
noisenK 100, Measures ),
noisenl( 100 ),
•/,**** Annotate the induction schema with the induction lemmas that
%**** might allow it to be proved well-founded (see chapter 3
%**** of thesis) .
i
• 9
noisenlC 10, 'Finding measures applicable to induction..." ),
noisenK 10, ' (This could take a while!)' ),
cases_with_measures( RawSehema, ArgsWithTypes,
Measures, RawSchemaWithMeas ),
noisenK 10, 'Done.' ),
noise„schema( 200, RawSchemaWithMeas ),
noisenK 200 ) ,
'/,**** Find the (lexicographic combinations of) measures that will
'/,**** show the induction well-founded via existing induction
%**** lemmas. Out of this subset find those whose induction
°/.**** lemmas can actually be shown to apply, and then keep only
'/,**** those that do not measure a superset of the variables
'/,**** measured by other measures found.
noisenK 10, 'Finding measures justifying induction/recursion...' ),
i
(
wf_measures( RawSchemaWithMeas, WfMeasures ),
i
• 9
strip_all_supsets( WfMeasures, MinWfMeasures ),
noisenK 10, MinWfMeasures ) ,
noisenK 10, 'Done.' ),
'/.**** Synthesize the function using the wff definition (see
'/»**** synth_rec_fn below)
synth_rec_fn( Lhs, WffRhs, FuncType, MinWfMeasures ),
ctheorem( Name ) =: P,
i
• 9
check_status( Name, P, complete ),
def_appl(Name,Args.DefHead),
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curried_appl( term_of(Name), Args, DefBody ),
add_def( (DefHead<==>DefBody) ),
7,**** Replace the provisional definition used to guess type,
%**** definition with proper definition based on extract term of
7,**** proof. Then record the templates corresponding to the
7s**** various well-founded measures found,
record_obj( Name,





classifications( Name, ArgsWithTypes ==> Range,
DefHead<==>DefBody ),
erasetuple( template, [Name, _, _, _, _, _] ),
(
(
member( Meas, MinWfMeasures ),
T =.. [x|Meas],
free_vars( T, Measured ),
7.**** Replacing the pre-conditions of the raw induction schema
7.**** with those of the induction lemmas used to prove it
7.**** reduces the measure Meas. (This gives us the induction
7.**** template) .
tidy„schema( RawSchemaWithMeas, Meas, Args, Tempi ),
noise_schema( 100, Tempi ),
noisenl( 100 ),
nasty_bonus( RawSchema, Measured, NastyBonus ),
addtuple( template, [Name, Args, Measured,





•/,*#** Finally, remind the the user of any promises he made during
7.**** the definition of this function,
unproved.lemmas.
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C.2 Construction of Dual Induction Schema
ys*************
°/.*
'/,* induction_schema( +Lhs, +WffDef, -Schema )
'/,*
'/.* Given that:
'/.* Lhs is the l.h.s of a recursive function defintion
•/.*
7.* WffDef is the body of the definition with well-formedness
7.* arguments filled in.
7.*
7«* Then:
7,* Schema is a raw induction schema dual to the recursive function
7.* definition.
7.*
7.* Schema still contains irrelevant pre-conditions etc etc,
7.*
7.* We construct Schema
7.* by looking for recursive references in each case of the definition,
7.* and collecting the instantiations for the formal arguments of the
7.* function in these recursive references. The set of distinct
'/»* instantiations in each case provides the step-substitutions for the
7«* corresponding case of the induction schema.
7.*
^*************
induction_scheina( Lhs, WffDef, Schema )
induction_schema_cases( WffDef, Lhs, [], [], Schema ).
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induetion_schema_cases( (wffwits WffWits boundin Body),
Lhs, Hyps, CondSubs, SchemaCases )
%**** Well-formedness witnesses deduced from hypothesis list
pairing_of(WffHyps,_,WffWits),
append(WffHyps,Hyps,NextHyps),
induction_schema_cases( Body, Lhs, NextHyps,
CondSubs, SchemaCases ).
induetion„schema„cases( (if (_-_-CCond) then CThen else CElse),
Lhs, Hyps, CondSubs, SchemaCases )
7,**** Redundant Conditional
instantiations.recrefs( Lhs, CThen, Thenlnsts ),
instantiations_recrefs( Lhs, CElse, Elselnsts ),
seteq( Thenlnsts, Elselnsts ),
instantiations„recrefs( Lhs, CCond, Reclnsts ),
unionf Reclnsts, CondSubs, BranchCondSubs ),
induction_schema_cases( CThen, Lhs, Hyps,
BranchCondSubs, ThenCases ),
induction_schema_cases( CElse, Lhs, Hyps,
BranchCondSubs, ElseCases ),
union( ThenCases, ElseCases, SchemaCases ).
induction_schema_cases( (if (TW-FW-CCond) then CThen else CElse),
Lhs, Hyps, CondSubs, SchemaCases )
%**** Non-Redundant Conditional
instantiations_recrefs( Lhs, CCond, Reclnsts ),
union( Reclnsts, CondSubs, BranchCondSubs ),
induction_schema_cases( CThen, Lhs, [TW:CCondIHyps],
BranchCondSubs, ThenCases ),
induction_schema_cases( CElse, Lhs, [FW:(CCond=>void)|Hyps],
BranchCondSubs, ElseCases ),
append( ThenCases, ElseCases, SchemaCases ).
induction_schema_cases( DefBody, Lhs, Hyps, CondSubs, Case ) :-
instantiations_recrefs( Lhs, DefBody, BodySubs ),
union( BodySubs, CondSubs, CaseSubs ),
( (CaseSubs = [], Case = []) ; Case=[(Hyps=>CaseSubs)] ),
j .
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C.3 Collecting Applicable Induction Lemmas
^£******************
7.*
7,* cases_with_measures( +IndCases, +ArgsWithTypes,
7,* +Measures, -CasesWithMeas )
7.*
'/,* - CasesWithMeas is the induction schema IndCases with each
7«* step-subsitution associated with the wf measures
7c* from Measures that that have an induction lemma that shows them








appendC ArgsWithTypes, RPre, Hyps ),
curry.type( Hyps, pnat, Goal),
add_thm( '$$prove_with_ilem$$', [] ==> Goal ),
select( '$$prove_with_ilem$$' ),




subs„with_measures( Subs, Measures, P, Hyps, SubsWithMeas ),
CasesWithMeasures = [(Pre=>SubsWithMeas)IRestCasesWithMeas],
seleet( OldThm ),
ctheorem( '$$prove_with_ilem$$' ) =:
cpos( '$$prove_with_ilem$$' ) ■ :
!
° o
eases_with„measures( RestCases, ArgsWithTypes, Measures,
RestCasesWithMeas ).
cases_with_measures( [], _, [] ).
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subs„with_measures( [SubIRestSubs], Measures, P. Hyps,
[(Sub-SubMeasures)iRestSubWithMeas] )
pos(P),
measures_for_sub(Sub, Measures, Hyps, SubMeasures),
subs_with_measures( RestSubs, Measures, P, Hyps, RestSubWithMeas )
subs_with_measures( [], _, _, [] ).
measures.for_sub( Sub, Measures, Hyps, SubMeasures ) ;-
D = , . [1| Sub] ,
freevarsintermC D, NeededVars ),
ebagof( H,T"member(H:T,Hyps), Vars ),
extend_thin( Vars, Hyps, NeededVars, ToThin ),
thin_hyps( ToThin, Hyps, ReqdHyps ),
bagofC Meas,
ind_lemma_lor_sub( Sub, Measures, ReqdHyps, Meas ),
SubMeasures ),
! .
ind_lemma_for_sub( Sub, Meas_s, ReqdHyps, (Measure-ILemma-PreConds) )
memberC Measure, Meas.s ),
instantiated( Measure, Sub, RecMeasure ),
Reduction - (RecMeasure <* Measure ),
provable.with_ilemma( Reduction, ILemma, ILPreConds ),
union( ILPreConds, ReqdHyps, PreConds ).
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%******************
7.*
7c* synth„rec_fn( Lhs, WffRhs, Type, JustifMeasures)
7.* - Synthesise a recursively defined function from a definition.
7.*
%* Given:
7,* Lhs the l.h.s. of a recursive function definition
7c* WffRhs a r.h.s for the definition with well-formedness arguments
7c* filled in
7c* Type the type for the function, and
7c* JustifMeasures a list of justifying measures for the function's
7* recursion scheme
7.*
7c* We synthesise the function by:
7c* (*) introducing a well-founded induction based on one of the
7c* justifying measures
7.*
%* (*) introducing a case-analysis dual to the function's
7c* conditional structure
7.*
7c* (*) Proving the cases that result by explicit introduction of the
7c* function definition's case-bodies - replacing recursive
7c* references with references to the
7c* appropriate induction hypothesis. (See chapter 5 of thesis).
7.*
%******************
synth_rec_fn( Lhs, WffRhs, Type, [WfMeasure I_] )
Lhs [Name IArgs],
noisenl( 10 ),
noise( 10, 'Synthesis proof for: ' ),
noisenl( 10, Name ),
noisenl( 10 ),
Build the synthesis theorem for the term - this is just its
•/,**** Type
any_overwrite_ok( Name ),
add_thm( Name, [] ==> Type ),
select( Name ),
7c**** Introduce the arguments (do not expand out definitions
7c**** as we'll want to match against lemma's about defined
7c**** constructors destructors etc.)
noise( 100, 'Introducing arguments...' ),
intro_hyps( [[unfold,_],[expand,.]] ),
noisenl( 100, 'Done.' ),
7c**** Apply well-founded induction based on a measure justifying
7c**** the functions dual induction schema, and then introduce the
7c**** function's conditional structure by case analysis.
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•/,**** Once this has bottomed-out introduce the function
°/,**** definition's case-bodies as witnesses to the proof cases
'/,**** that result.
( (testmode =: apply(because));
(
apply(do_wf_induction( Args, WfMeasure, WfMeasure_Hyps )),
down(l),
synth_fn_cases( WffRhs, Name, Args, WfMeasure.Hyps, [] )
)
).
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7.*
%* synth_fn_cases( Rh.s )
'/,* - Apply the case-analyses, and cutting in off well-formedness
7.* arguments required to synthesise a function whose body is Rhs
I*
synth_fn_cases( (wffwits WffWits boundin Body),
Name, Args, Measure, RecRefsSoFar ) :-
noise( 100, 'Cutting in well-formedness witnesses.,.' ),
%**** Cut in the well-formedness witnesses bound by the
'/,**** wffwits Witnesses boundin Terms structure. These will be
'/,**** needed to allow the well-formedness of the terms introduced
"/,**** later to be proved.
do( ( apply( cut_in_wff_wits( WffWits) ),
noisenK 100, 'Done.' )
)
then
synth_fn_cases( Body, Name, Args, Measure, RecRefsSoFar )
).
synth_fn_cases( (if TNm-FNm-Cond then ThenBod else ElseBod),
Name, Args, Measure, RecRefsSoFar )
noise( 100, 'Case analysis on condition: ' ),
noise( 100, Cond ),
noisenK 100, '.' ),
hyp_list( Hyps ),
new_free_var( 'c', [SH],[TNm:int,FNm:intI Hyps] ),
%**** Replace any recursive references in the condition to be cut
7.**** in with references to a suitable induction hypothesis.
ind_hyp_refs( Cond, Name, Args, Measure, IndHypCond,
RecRefsSoFar, NRecRefs ),
'/,**** Cut in a disjunction on the truth of the condition tested in
'/,**** the conditional being synthesised. Prove the cut in formula
7.**** by application of an appropriate lemma, and then eliminate
7.**** the disjunction to perform the case-analysis.
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do( apply( seq( IndHypCond\(IndHypCond=>void ), new[SH] ))
then
[ apply_lemma( decide_lemma ),
do( apply( elim( SH, new[TNm,FNm] ) then thin( [SH] ) )
then
%**** Introduce the nested conditional structure in
'/,**** the cases introduced.
[ synth_fn_cases( ThenBod, Name, Args, Measure,
NRecRefs ),
synth_fn_cases( ElseBod, Name, Args, Measure,
NRecRefs )
]
synth_fn_cases( Term, Name, Args, Measure, RecRefsSoFar )
%**** Once the conditional structure has been introduced prove the
%**** resulting cases by explicit introduction of the appropriate
%**** case-body from the function definition. Replace recursive
%**** references with references to a suitable induction
'/,**** hypothesis.
noisenK 100, 'Introducing body of case of function.' ),
ind_hyp„refs( Term, Name, Args, Measure,




noisenlC 100, 'Case body Done.' ).











INTRODUCING NEW (RECURSIVE) FUNCTION: difference
Guessing type of function...Done.
difference == l:pnat=>r:pnat=>pnat
Filling in well-formedness arguments in definition...Done.
Constructing dual induction schema...Done.
Collecting possible justifying measures... Done.
[id(l)„id(r)]
Finding measures applicable to induction/recursion...
(This could take a while!)
Finding measures justifying induction/recursion...
C[id(l)].[id(r)]]
Synthesis proof for: difference
Introducing arguments...Done.
Case analysis on condition: j(zerop(r)).
Case analysis on condition: j(zerop(l)).
Cutting in well-formedness witnesses... Done.











else if snbbagpC car(l), o)
then minimums( cdr(l), car(l) )
else if subbagp( o, car(l))
then minimums( cdr(l), o)
else if plessp( length( minimums( cdr(l), o )), length(l))
then minimums(. minimums( cdr(l), o), car(l) )
else minimums( cdr(l)„ car(l) )
)
).
INTRODUCING NEW (RECURSIVE) FUNCTION: minimums
Guessing type of function..,Done.
minimums == 1:{sexp}=>o:{sexp}=>{sexp}
Filling in well-formedness arguments in definition...Done.
Constructing dual induction schema...Done.
Collecting possible justifying measures... Done.
[length(l) ,length(o) ,sexp„cnt(l) ,sexp_cnt(o)]
Finding measures applicable to induction/recursion...
(This could take a while!)
Finding measures justifying induction/recursion...
[[length(l)]]
Done.
Synthesis proof for: minimums
Introducing arguments...Done.
Case analysis on condition: j(not consp(l)).
Cutting in well-formedness witnesses... Done.
Case analysis on condition: j(subbagp(car(l,w),o)).
Ind. hyp. for recursive reference: minimums(cdr(l,w) ,card,w))
Case analysis on condition: j(subbagp(o,car(l,w))).
Ind. hyp. for recursive reference: minimums(cdr(l,w),0)
Case analysis on condition:
j(plessp(length(minimums(cdr(l,w),0)).length(l))).
Ind. hyp. for recursive reference: minimums(cdr(1,w),0)
Ind. hyp. for recursive reference: minimums(cdr(1,w),0) already built.
Ind. hyp. for recursive reference:
minimums(minimums(cdr(l,w),0),car(l,w))
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Template Instantion, Merging, and Flaw
Checking
The following Prolog code implements the template instantation, merging, and fi¬
nal selection phases of our rationally reconstructed recursion analysis procedure.
Some sample runs that illustrate the construction of appropriate inductions for a
variety of different goals are listed at the end of this appendix. A brief summary





'/,* instantiate_templ( +Funct, +PhysicalArgs, + IndueibleVars» -Sugg)
'/.*
%* Given that;
%* Funct is the name of a function
1*
"/.* PhysicalArgs are the arguments of Funct
7.* InducibleVars are variables that may be induced on
'/.*
7.* Then:
'/,* Sugg is an induction template for Funct instantiated to suit
'/,* PhysicalAxgs. That is, Sugg is an induction dual to Funct applied
7.* to PhysicalArgs.
%*
'/,* NOTE: This predicate fails if Funct, applied to PhysicalArgs has no
7.* dual induction. Retrying this predicate will give the rest of
7o* the distinct inductions dual to Funct applied to PhysicalArgs.
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'/.*
%*****
instantiate_templ( Name, PhysicalArgs, InducibleVars, Sugg )
tuple( template, [Name, FormalArgs, Measured,
Measure, Schema,Bonus] ),
'/, *** Schema substitutes for those variables present as physical
% *** arguments instantiating the recursive term.
setof( ¥ar, (member(Var,PhysicalArgs), ttvar(Var)), SubdVars ),
*/, *** FUnchanging are the unchanging measured formals
7, *** FChanging are the changing measured formals
pairing_of( FormalArgs, PhysicalArgs, InstSub ),
unchanging( Measured, Schema, FUnchanging ),
subtract( Measured, FUnchanging, FChanging ),
% *** The unchangeable variables are those present in arguments
7. *** instantiating the unchanging measured formals
instantiated_list( FUnchanging, InstSub, UnchangeableTerms ),
T [g|UnchangeableTerms],
freevarsinterm( T, Unchangeables ),
'/,**** The changeables are those terms instantiating
*** the changing measured formals
instantiated_list( FChanging, InstSub, EawChangeables ),
%**** Apply the Criteria for checking template instantiation
'/,**** described in section 4.5 of thesis. The actual checking
'/,**** that identically instantiated changeables have the same
'/,**** substitution is done after instantation, and removal of all
°/,**** clashes excluding clashes on changeables.
\+ (member(C,RawChangeables), \+ member(C,InducibleVars)),
list_to_set( EawChangeables, Changeables ),
\+ intersect( Changeables, Unchangeables ),
instantiable( InstSub, Measured, Instbles ),
raw_instantiated_templ( Schema, InstSub, Instbles, EawInstTempl ),
check_schema( EawInstTempl, DualSchema ),
length( FormalArgs, NoArgs ),
unchanging( FormalArgs, Schema, UnchangedArgs ),
union( Instbles, UnchangedArgs, ArgsDealtWith ),
length( ArgsDealtWith, NoDealtWith ),
Score is integer(10000*NoDealtWith / NoArgs )+Bonus,
°/,**** The instantiated schema deals with precisely one recursive
•/,**** term, and is justified by the instantiated measure.
7,**** It has not so far been shown to be flawed.
instantiated_list( Measure, InstSub, InstMeas ),
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linehanging ( SnbdVars, DualSchema, UnchangingVars ),
Sugg = schema( DualSchema, Score, unflawed, [InstMeas],
vars( SubdVars, Changeables, UnchangingVars ) ).
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%*********
X*
check_schema( +RawSchema, -Schema )
X*
%* Given that:
%* RawSchema is an instantiated induction template and there are
%* no clashes in the substitutions of RawSchema
X*
X* Then:
%* Schema is RawSchema with duplicate inductions removed.
I*
"/,* NOTE: If there are clashes this predicate fails.
%*******#*
check_schema( [(Pres>Subs)iRestCases], [(Pre=>TSubs)iRestTCases ] ) :
check_subs( Subs, TSubs )„
eheck„schema( RestCases, RestTCases ).
eheck_schema( [] . □ ) .
cheek_subs( [SubjRestSubs] , [TSublRestTSubs] )
check.,sub( Sub, TSub ),
check_subs( RestSubs, RestTSubs ).
check_subs( [] , [] ).
check_sub( [(Var-Tml)IRestSub], RestTSub )




check_sub( RestSub, RestTSub ).
eheck_sub( [(Var-Tml)IRestSub], [(Var-Tml)IRestTSub] )
check_sub( RestSub, RestTSub ).
check_sub( [] , [] ) .




7c* merged„form( +S1, +S2t +Bound, +CommonVars, -Merged)
7»*
7c* Given that:
7c* SI and S2 are induction schemata with a common subsuming schema
7.*
7«* Bound is the union of the variables substituted for by S1.S2
7.*
7c* CommonVars are the variables substituted for in common by SI S2
7.*
7c* Then:
7c* M is the simplest common subsuming schema for SI and S2
7,*
7c* NOTE: fails if no common subsuming schema can be found.
%*
7c* (see chapter 4 of thesis for explanation of algorithm)
%******
merged_form( Forml, Form2, Bound, CommonVars, MdForm )
raw_merged_form( Forml, Form2, Bound, CommonVars, MdForm ).
merged_form( Forml, Form2, Bound, CommonVars, MergedForm )
extension(Form2, Forml, CommonVars ),
extendable( Form2, CommonVars ),
i
0 9
merged_iter_form2( 6, Forml, Form2, Forml, Form2, Bound,
CommonVars, MergedForm ).
merged_form( Forml, Form2, Bound, CommonVars, MergedForm )
extension(Forml, Form2, CommonVars ),
extendable( Forml, CommonVars ),
1
• a
merged_iter„form2( 6, Form2, Forml, Form2, Forml, Bound,
CommonVars, MergedForm ).
Bound, CommonVars, MergedForm ).
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merged_iter_form2( N, Forml, Form2, OrgForml, 0rgForm2,
Bound, CommonVars, MergedForm )
extension(Form2, Forml, CommonVars ),
i
t
sequence( Form2, 0rgForm2, NextForm2 ),
merged_iter_forml( N, Forml, NextForm2, OrgForml, 0rgForm2,
Bound, CommonVars, MergedForm ).
merged_iter_form2( N, Forml, Form2, OrgForml, 0rgForm2,
Bound, CommonVars, MergedForm )
extension(Forml, Form2, CommonVars ),
i
• 9
sequence( Forml, OrgForml, NextForml ),
merged_iter_forml( N, Form2, NextForml, 0rgForm2, OrgForml,
Bound, CommonVars, MergedForm ).
merged_iter_forml( _, Forml, Form2, _, _,
Bound, CommonVars, MergedForm )
raw_merged_form( Forml, Form2, Bound, CommonVars, MergedForm ).
merged_iter_forml( N, Forml, Form2, OrgForml, 0rgForm2,
Bound, CommonVars, MergedForm )
N > 0,
SN is N-l,
merged_iter_form2( SN, Forml, Form2, OrgForml, 0rgForm2,
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%******
'/.*
'/,* raw_merged_iorm( +S1, +S2, +Bound, +CommonVars, -Merged)
"/.*
- The Boyer-Moore merging algorithm, enhanced to deal with
'/,* complication that in NuPRL type-theory pre-conditions can bind




raw_merged_lorm( SI, S2, Bound, CommonVars, Merged )
length(SI.LI),
length(S2,L2),
\+ LI > L2.
i
• a
new_witness_names( SI, wa, Bound, NS1 ),
new_witness_names( S2, wb, Bound, NS2 ),
merged_cases( NS1, NS2, notmerged, Bound, CommonVars, Merged ).
raw_merged_form( SI, S2, Bound, CommonVars, Merged )
new_witness_names( SI, wa, Bound, NS1 ),
new_witness_names( S2, wb, Bound, NS2 ),
i
• 0
merged_cases( NS2, NS1, notmerged, Bound, CommonVars, Merged ).
merged_cases( [CllRl], S2, _, Bound, CommonVars, [MlRestMerged] )
member( C2, S2 ),
merged_case( CI, C2, Bound, CommonVars, M ),
delete( S2, C2, R2 ),
merged_cases( [C1|R1], R2, merged, CommonVars, RestMerged ).
merged_cases( [_IRl], S2, merged, CommonVars, RestMerged )
merged_cases( Rl, S2, notmerged, CommonVars, RestMerged ).
merged_cases( [], S2, _, _, S2 ).
merged_case( (Prel=>Subsl), (Pre2=>Subs2),
Bound, CommonVars, (UnionPre=>MergedSubs) ) : =
length(Subsl, LI),
length(Subs2, L2),
\+ LI > L2,
i
• 0
precond_union( Prel, Pre2, Bound, WitMatch, UnionPre ),
merged_subs( Subsl, Subs2, notmerged, CommonVars,
WitMatch, MergedSubs ),
merged_case( (Prel=>Subsl), (Pre2=>Subs2),
Bound, CommonVars, (UnionPre=>MergedSubs) )
i
• 0
precond_union( Pre2, Prel, Bound, WitMatch, UnionPre ),
merged_subs( Subs2, Subsl, notmerged,
CommonVars, WitMatch, MergedSubs ).
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merged_subs( [C1|R1], S2, CommonVars, WitMatch, [MlRestMerged] )
member( C2, S2 ),
merged_sub( CI, C2, CommonVars, WitMatch, M ),
delete( S2, C2, R2 ),
merged_subs( [CllRl], R2, merged, CommonVars,
WitMatch, RestMerged ).
merged_subs( [_IRl], S2, merged, CommonVars, WitMatch, RestMerged ) :-
merged_subs( Rl, S2, notmerged, CommonVars, WitMatch, RestMerged ).
merged_subs( [], S2, _, _, S2 ).
merged_sub( Subl, Sub2, CommonVars, WitMatch, MergedSub )
instantiated„list( Subl, WitMatch, ISubl ),
\+ (
member( Var, CommonVars ),
member( (Var-Repll), ISubl ),
member( (Var-Repl2). Sub2 ),
\+ Repll - Repl2
).
union( ISubl, Sub2, MergedSub ).





7.* flawedC +S1, +S2, +0F1, +0F2, -Fl. -F2 )
7.*
'/»* - Fl, F2 are the Hawing state flawed I unflawed of
7,* schemas SI and S2 whose flawing states so far are 0F1 0F2
7.*
%**********************
flawedC flawed, flawed, flawed, flawed ).
flawed( SI, S2. Fl, F2. Fl, F2 )
51 = schema( _, vars( Subdl, _IndOnl,
52 * schemaC _, _, vars( Subd2, _Ind0n2,




flawedC SI, S2, flawed, _, flawed, F2 )
((induction_clash( S2, SI ),F2=flawed);F2=unflawed),
! .
flawedC SI, S2, flawed, Fl, flawed ) :-
((induction_clash( SI, S2 ),Fl=flawed);Fl=unflawed),
! .
flawedC SI, S2, _, Fl, F2 )
C(induetion_clashC S2, SI ),F2=flawed);F2=unflawed),
(Cinduction_clash( SI, S2 ),Fl=flawed);Fl=unflawed),
! .
*J9* afr: * $ a|e $ * * $ *£ £ * $ * * * $* *£ $ * $ *
7.*
7.* induetion_clashC SI, S2 )
7.* - The substitutions of schema's SI S2 disagree somewhere
7.* on a measured variable of SI. I.e. Their forms cannot be merged
'/,* on the measured variables of SI shared with S2.
%*
'/.*
induction_clashC SI, S2 ) :-
51 = schemaC Forml, _, _, _, vars( Subdl, IndOnl, _Unchl ) ),
52 = schemaC Form2, _, _, _, varsC Subd2, _Ind0n2, _Unch2 ) ),
intersectionC IndOnl, Subd2, RelevantSubdVars ),
unionC Subdl, Subd2, Subd ),
pairing_of(Subd.Subd,Binding),
\+ RelevantSubdVars = [] ,
\+ raw_merged_formC Forml, Form2, Binding, RelevantSubdVars, _ ).
_Unchl ) ),
_Unch2 ) )„













































Goal suggests 2 induction schemata.
[cc:j(consp(l))]
=> [l-cdr(l.cc),a-cons(car(1,cc),a)]
[w: j (consp(D) ,w0: j (consp(cdr(l,w)))]
=> [l-cdr(cdr(l,w),w0)]
























































Finding Freeable Variables in NuPRL
Type-Theory
NuPRL Type-theory is implemented as a sequent calculus, and has 5 main con¬
nectives. The logic is intuitionistic and thus has no normal form for goals.
NuPRL Goal Syntax
NuPRLGoal ::= var : type,... h type
type ::= var : type->type "universal quantification"
type~>type "implication"
var : typettype "existential quantification"
typetttype "conjunction"
type | type "disjunction"
NuPRL type-theory sequents can be transformed into equivalent sequents in
3 distinct ways:
Transformations Eliminating Quantifiers
x : A # B x : A, B h ... (eliml)
... b x : A—> B , vnevj : A h B (introl)
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Transformations moving #'s left in a hypothesis
...,A#Bh...—*...,A,B\-... (elim.2)
(z : A # C) |(y : A # C) h —► z : A # (y : A # (5|C)) h (leftrulel)
Transformations moving —>'s left in the conclusion
... h A—> B —*■ ..., A b B (intro2)
h (z : A—> B) # [y : A—> C) —♦■I- z : A—> y : A—> (B # C) (leftrule2)
Rules for Finding Freeable Variables
On the basis of these transformations we obtain the following rules for exhaus¬
tively rewriting a NuPRL type-theory goal to find the set of freeable variables:
Goal Transformation Freed Variable
...Hz: A—> B introl X
... h A-> B intro2
... \~ (z : A-> B) | (y : A~> C) leftrule2
... ,x : A # B,... h ... eliml X
... ,A # B,... b ... elim2
..., (z : A # B) | (y : A#) . leftrulel
The exhaustive application of these rules is guaranteed to terminate as ev¬
ery transformation eliminates a connective or leaves the number of connectives
unchanged and moves a # or —> left.
Appendix F
Full Procedure for Finding Required Sets of
Hypotheses
F.l An Extended Notion of Idleness
The procedure for finding required sets of hypotheses listed in section 4.3.1 is
in fact somewhat simplified. The full algorithm (listed below) is based on the
following, extended, notion of idle proof steps:
A proof sub-goal H b C with proof P is a throwback if it has an ancestor
(including itself) H' I- C', and a descendant (including itself) H" b C' with a
P-required set r such that:
• No proof step between H b C and H" b C" that is required to introduce a
member of r depends on the goal conclusion.
• (r U r') C H' where r' is the set of hypotheses required in proof steps
between H b C and H" b C' needed to introduce the members of r not in
H.
• Either H" b C' or H' b C' is not identical to H b C.
We term the descendant H" bC'a throwback basis since it provides the basis
for a throwback proper.
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A proof step is idle if it is a descendant of H' b C that is not in the proof for
H" b C" and is not required to introduce members ofr not in H.
The intuition behind this extended notion of idleness is that we can prove
H' b C' by applying the rules required to introduce members of r not in H
followed by the proof of H" b C' corresponding to the P-required set r.
F.2 An Extended Algorithm for Finding Required Sets
PROCEDURE required (P, A)
H b C := root node of P
req'dJnjrule := Hypotheses required by rule applied toEbC
new.hyps New Hypotheses in root nodes of children of H b C
n := Number of children of H b C







DO throwb's,-, req'di, bases,• := required(c/u/d,-, cons[H b C, ancestors))
req'dJnJcids := {nrx U ... U nrn \ nri £ req'di, • • •, n>rn £ req'dn}
req'dJiere := {(r6u req'djrule) \ newJiyps | rb £ req'dJnJcids}
throwb's := U,- throwb's,-
req'dJnJhrowb's := {r £ R | (C,R) £ throwb's}
FOREACH basesi
DO
IF rule applied to H b C depends on C
THEN
basesi := {(C",r) £ bases^ | r D newJiyps = 0}
ELSE
req'djrest := {(Ujy« rj U req'djrule) | r,- £ req'di}
basesi := {(C", (r U req'dJnjrule) \ newJiyps) |
(C1, r) £ basesi A r Pi newJiyps ^ 0}u
{(C, r) £ basesi | r n newJiyps = 0}
END
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bases := U,- basesi
req'dJnJbases := {r | (C, r) G bases}
req'd^sets := (req'dJiere U req'dJnJhrowb's U req'djnjases)




bases := {(C,r) | r g req'dsets)} U 6ases
newJhrowb's := {(c", p') | (ip f C1) g a A R' ^ 0a
= (r I (^"> r) ^ bases ArC H'}}
throwb'_set := throwb's U newJhrowb's
bases := {(C",r) g 6ases | [H' h C')gA}
RETURN [throwb' jpairs, req'd^sets, bases)
This algorithm, like that listed in section 4.3.1, constructs the P-required
sets for the sub-goals of a proof on the way up from a depth-first traversal of the
proof-tree. For each node of the proof-tree:
1. It works out req'dJiere - the P-required sets for the current goal that
correspond to proofs that make use of the existing rule applied to the goal.
These are worked out from the P-required sets of the goal's children, which
are passed up from the recursive calls for these children.
2. It works out throwbsets - the P-required sets for the current goal that
correspond to proofs that do not make use of the existing rule applied to
the goal. That is, the proofs based on the proofs for throwbacks to the
current goal. These P-required sets are constructed from the information
on throwbacks passed up from the recursive calls on the goal's children.
3. It works out bases - the throwback bases. That is, descendants of the
current goal whose conclusion matches that of an ancestor; but for which
no ancestor has yet been found whose required hypotheses are a subset
of the hypotheses present in the ancestors whose conclusions they match.
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These are constructed from the information on throwback bases passed up
from the recursive calls on the goal's children.
4. It constructs req'djnjbases - the P-required sets for proofs of the current
goal that omit proof steps not needed to derive hypotheses required in a
throwback basis.
5. It combines the sets req'dJiere, throwbsets, req'djnjbases to give req'd.sets
- the P-required sets for the current goal.
6. It adds the throwback bases due to the current goal to bases.
7. It adds the throwbacks from the current goal that can be based on bases
to throwb^sets.
8. It returns the throwback information, throwb„sets, the P-required sets,




In addition to then recursive functions defined in [BM79] our rationally recon¬
structed algorithm accepts, and automatically constructs dual inductions for,
several classes of function definition where the Boyer and Moore's published
procedure fails. The example definitions below typify these classes of definition.
Definitions successfully accepted only by our rationally reconstructed algorithm
are marked f. Those also accepted by recent versions of the Boyer-Moore theo¬




else if subbagp( car(l), o)
then minimums( cdr(l), car(D)
else if subbagp( o, car(l))
then minimums( cdr(l), o)
else if plessp( length! minimums( cdr(l), o)), length(l))
then minimums( minimums( cdr(l), 0), car(l) )
else minimums( cd.r(l), car(l) )
The Boyer-Moore procedure is unable to prove function definitions well-
founded if their well-foundedness depends on conditionals that embed re¬
cursive references to the function being defined.
* unexpected(l,e) =
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else if not consp(e)
then cons(car(l), unexpected(cdr(l),e))
else cons(car(1), nnexpected(cdrCl),cdr(e)))
The Boyer-Moore procedure is unable to construct dual inductions for
function definitions whose well-formedness depends on conditionals nested
within conditionals one whose branches has a subset of the recursive ref¬
erences of the other.
* lineparse(l»q) =
if q
then (if not consp(l)
then cons( number(nat(32)), {nil} )
else if equal(card) ,number(nat(34)))
then lineparse(cdr(l).{true})
else cons(card) , lineparse(cdr(l) ,{false})))
else if not consp(l)
then {nil}
else if equal(card) ,number(nat(92)))
then lineparse(cdr(l),{true})
else cons(toupper(car(l)), lineparse(cdr(l),{false}))
The Boyer-Moore procedure is unable to construct dual inductions for
function definitions that have conditionals relevant to the function's recur¬
sion scheme nested within conditionals that are irrelevant to the recursion
scheme.
G.2 Explicit Quantifiers
An important advantage of our recursion analysis procedure over the Boyer-
Moore original is that it can deal with goals containing explicitly quantified
















length(minimums(t,h.) )=s(0) in pnat
which the Boyer-Moore algorithm is quite unable to cope with.
G,3 Appropriate Inductions
In addition to finding appropriate inductions for all the goals listed in the ap¬
pendix of [BM79], our version of recursion analysis finds appropriate inductions
for several types of goal for which Boyer and Moore's published procedure will
fail. Typical examples of such goals include:
• equal(reverse_acc (1, a) , append(reverse_uni (1) , a))
• (even(x) # lessp(x, y) # lessp(y, z) # not(even(z))) =>
lessp(plus(x,2). z)










Recent implementations of the Boyer-Moore theorem prover can also success¬
fully prove the theorem marked * due to an undocumented modification. We
have forced the Boyer-Moore theorem prover to accept these induction sugges¬
tions rather than its own. In all these cases it succeeds with our suggestion and
fails on its own.
This thesis has been composed by myself
and the work is my own.
